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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

Louth County Council (LCC) in association with Newry, Mourne and Down District Council (NMD)
propose to develop the Carlingford Lough Greenway which is a cross border greenway linking
existing elements of a trail joining Carlingford within the Republic of Ireland (RoI) to Newry City
within Northern Ireland (NI).
The greenway when completed will form part of the wider ‘Great Eastern Greenway’ from Belfast to
Dublin. It will operate as a shared off-road cycleway / walkway and aims to provide a scenic crossborder route to encourage more people to walk and cycle and undertake cross-border journeys.
The proposed greenway will be a continuation of existing stretches of greenway which begin at
Carlingford Marina and run to Omeath Pier (construction completed in 2013) and from the Victoria
Lock Amenity Site along the Middle Bank to the Albert Basin (construction completed in 2018).
The proposed new Carlingford Greenway comprises three sections to fill in the gaps in the existing
greenway as follows:
•
•
•

From Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina
From Omeath Pier to the NI / RoI Border
From the NI / RoI Border to Victoria Lock Amenity Site

This report forms an archaeological and cultural heritage assessment of the section extending from
Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina (figures 1 and 2). It describes the archaeological baseline of
the site and the surrounding area and assesses the potential impact that the proposed greenway
could have on the archaeological and architectural heritage in the vicinity.

1.2 Development Site
The site being considered within this report is will travel between the Carlingford Tourist
Information Office along the R173 within Carlingford and the Carlingford Marina connecting to the
existing greenway running between Carlingford Marina and Omeath Pier. The route of the proposed
greenway in Carlingford comprises separate amenities for cyclists and pedestrians. The Trail Head is
located within the parking area of the Carlingford Station House Office.
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2 Methodology
This cultural heritage impact assessment was conducted in three stages. Firstly a detailed desktop
survey was undertaken. Known cultural heritage sites were reviewed along with aerial photography
and Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSI) First Edition Mapping (Circa 1830) and Second Edition Mapping
(circa 1900). Previously recorded cultural heritage sites reviewed included the following:
•

National Monuments, be they in the ownership or guardianship of the State, in the
ownership of a local authority or monuments under preservation orders;

•

Record of Monuments & Places (RMP) and Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) from
www.archaeology.ie;

•

Architectural Conservation Areas;

•

Records of Protected Structures;

•

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH); and

•

Demesnes Landscapes and Historic Gardens indicated on the OSI First Edition Mapping.

•

Excavations Bulletin;

•

Cartographic Sources;

Secondly a detailed walkover survey of the proposed route of the greenway was conducted by a fully
qualified archaeologist. Finally the information provided by both the site inspection and the desk
top survey was assessed in relation to the potential impact of the proposed development on cultural
heritage. Having assessed the potential impact upon cultural heritage, a mitigation strategy has
been established.

2.1 Types of Impact
The types of impacts of the proposed development on archaeological features may be divided into
the following categories:
Direct: where there may be a physical effect on a site caused by the proposed development or a
visual impact.
Direct physical impacts may be caused by a range of activities associated with the construction and
operation of proposed development features. In addition, above-ground disturbance, such as that
caused by vehicle movement, and soil and overburden storage, may produce irreversible effects
upon archaeological features. Direct impacts on archaeological features are normally adverse,
permanent and irreversible.
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The second category of direct impact relates to the visual impact that may exist from or to the
monument from the proposed development. This may adversely affect the setting of a monument
within the wider archaeological / historical landscape.
Indirect: where the setting of a site or monument may be affected. Setting in this assessment is
understood in functional terms only. Indirect impacts may relate to new development causing a
visual impact, such as reducing views to or from cultural heritage features with important landscape
settings, or may cause increased fragmentation of a monument’s setting.
Uncertain: where there is a risk that the works may impinge on a site, for example, where it is not
clear where the location or boundaries of a site lie. Potential effects, direct and indirect, have been
assessed in terms of their scale, longevity, reversibility and nature (beneficial / neutral / adverse).
The importance of both direct and indirect impacts can vary depending on the nature of the
archaeological site under consideration.

2.2 Definitions for Assessment of Magnitude of Change
Consideration of the scale, extent of change, nature and duration of effect are important in
determining the magnitude of change.
Level
of Definition of Magnitude
Magnitude
High

Total loss or major alteration to key elements/ features/ characteristics of the
baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/ attributes
will be fundamentally changed.

Medium

Partial loss or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/
attributes will be partially changed.

Low

Minor loss of or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions. Change arising from the loss / alteration will be discernible
but underlying character/ composition/ attributes will be similar to pre development
circumstances /patterns

Negligible

Very minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements /features /characteristics
of the baseline conditions. Change barely distinguishable, approximating to the “no
change” situation.
Table 1: definitions for assessing magnitude of change.
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2.3 Definitions for the Assessment of Significance
An assessment of importance and magnitude can then be undertaken to determine how significant
an impact is.
IMPORTANCE

MAGNITUDE

Local

Regional

Negligible

No Change

No Change

Low

Slight

Moderate

Medium

Moderate

Substantial

High

Substantial

Substantial

Table 2: definitions for assessment of significance.
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3 Archaeological and Historical Baseline
3.1 Cultural heritage assets within the development area.
3.1.1

Desk top study

The desk top study identified a large number of archaeological and historical assets along or
immediately adjacent the route of the proposed greenway (figure 3).
The route passes through the historic town on Carlingford (LH005-042). The earliest mention of the
Carlingford area is with reference to Viking raids in the 9th century but nothing is known of any
settlement which they might have made. The place name Carlingford is Scandinavian in origin
translating into the 'Fjord of Carlinn' and it is possible that the Vikings may have used the sheltered
natural harbour of Carlingford as a temporary base. Apart from the name, no other Viking evidence
has been recovered to date. The town of Carlingford only developed after the castle, known as King
John's Castle (LH005-042002) was built c. 1200. The town developed from the castle as a linear
settlement with typical medieval patterns, burgage plots, defensive walls, narrow streets, friary and
urban tower houses. It began to be enclosed with a town wall in the in early 13th century and
eventually enclosed an area estimated at c. 8 hectares.
The 14th, 15th and early 16th centuries was the era of greatest prosperity. This is witnessed today
by the surviving town houses of a rich merchant class such as Taaffes Castle and the Mint. The five
charters, from the first in 1326 during the reign of Edward II to the last in 1619 granted by James I
are another testament to its wealth and importance.
The decline of the town began in early 17th century as the more in-land routes northwards through
the Moyry Pass were opened up; the old coastal route via Carlingford was increasingly by-passed.
During the Confederacy period of the 1640s the town remained loyal to the Dublin administration
but was taken by the Royalists in 1649; they surrendered to the Parliamentary forces some months
later. It seems likely that as a result of Cromwellian confiscations many of the town’s old families
were dispossessed. The port was again used during the war of the two Kings (James II and William of
Orange). In 1689 it was burned by the Jacobites in their retreating before the Williamite army and
the harbour provided safe anchorage for supply ships for the Williamites. It also served as an
intermediary hospital station for transfer of the sick and wounded Williamite soldiers to
Carrickfergus.
Thirteen recorded archaeological sites are located along the proposed greenway route within the
historic town. Table 3 summarises the archaeological sites identified along the route and appendix 1
provides full details of these sites.
Number
LH005-42022

Location
King Johns Castle adjacent to R176

LH005-42002
LH005-42018

King Johns Castle adjacent to R176
NE end of Back Lane
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Summary
Souterrain identified within the
area of King John’s Castle
Anglo-Norman castle
13th/14th century ditch terminus
identified through excavation
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Number
LH005-42004
LH005-42005
LH005-42010

Location
NE end of Newry Street
Newry Street
Church Road

LH005-42011
LH005-42012

Church Road
Old Quay Lane

LH005-42014

NE end of Newry Street

LH005-42017
LH005-42019

Newry Street
Junction of Newry Street and un-named lane

LH005-42020

Church Road

LH005-42021

Church Road/ Thosel Street

Summary
Remnants of medieval house
Medieval castle- Taaffe’s Castle
19th century church with late
medieval/post medieval fabric
Medieval grave slab
Early 18th century house- Ghan
House
Medieval house identified
through excavation
Medieval road surface
Remnants of a late medieval
fortified tower house dating to
the 15th/16th century survive
in the basement of the current
building
Graveyard associated with
LH005-42010
17th century burials

The desk top survey identified 34 cultural heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of
Architectural Heritage (all of which are also recorded in the Record of Protected Structures) along
the route of the proposed greenway. None of these structures will be directly affected by the works.
Full details of these structures can be found within appendix 1.
An inspection of the early edition OS maps shows the continuing urbanisation of the town from its
medieval origins. This includes the appearance of the former Dundalk, Newry and Greenore
Railway. It was developed in the 1860s to provide a link between the towns in its title and the
London and North Western Railway port at Greenore, from where a ferry service operated to
Holyhead. It was opened between Greenore and Dundalk in 1873 and extended to Newry in 1876.
The line was closed in 1951. All traces of the railway line have been removed by the existing road
network, although some features associated with it still survive such as the pedestrian bridge which
provides access to King John’s castle.

3.1.2

Site inspection

An inspection of the proposed greenway route was undertaken by a fully qualified archaeologist.
This section of the route connects with the existing greenway which extends between Carlingford
Marina and Omeath. Travelling south from the marina, the greenway will utilise the existing access
road as a shared surface for vehicles and cyclists (plate 1). From here the route continues south
along the R173 and splits at the junction with Back Lane (plate 2). The section continuing along the
main R173 will consist of a cycle path extending along the side of the road.
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Plate 1: looking north along the existing access to Carlingford Marina.

Plate 2: looking south along R173 at junction with Back Lane.
The cycle path will extend to the rear of an existing parking area (plate 3) before rejoining the road
immediately adjacent to King John’s Castle (plate 4) and then terminating at the access point to the
north pier. The existing footpath network will be utilised to guide pedestrians to the trail head at
the existing tourist office.
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Plate 3: looking north along car parking area with cycle path to be inserted
along grass area.

Plate 4: looking north along R173 with King John’s castle to the right.
The section which splits off along Back Lane will utilise the existing road as a shared surface for
vehicles and cyclists. The route continues along Back Lane and splits again at its junction with Newry
Street (plate 5). The Back Lane section continues into the centre of the town and joins Dundalk
Street at its junction with Market Street (plate 6). The route continues along Dundalk Street before
turning left onto Church Road (plate 7) and terminating at the trail head at Old Quay Lane.
The Newry Street section also utilises the existing road as a shared surface for vehicles and cyclists.
It extends along the street as far as Taaffe’s Castle, before turning left and extending along an unnamed lane and terminating at the trail head (plate 8).
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Plate 5: junction between Back Lane and Newry Street.

Plate 6: looking south along Dundalk Street.

Plate 7: looking northeast along Church Road.
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Plate 8: Junction of Newry Street and un-named lane showing Taaffe’s Castle.

3.2 Cultural heritage assets beyond the development area.
Given the location of the majority of this section of the greenway is confined to the historic town of
Carlingford, the desk top survey focused on the area of the National Monuments Service-Zone of
Notification for the town which in essence represents its historic core (figure 3). The survey also
extended out to a 250m corridor along the section from King John’s Castle to Carlingford Marina and
including the northern section of Back Lane.

3.2.1

Record of Monuments and Places

A total of seven cultural heritage assets recorded in the RMP were identified within the search area.
These include the town wall LH005-42001; the castle LH005-42008; the medieval house LH00542006; the gate house LH005-42009; the excavation sites LH005- 42015 and LH005- 42016; and the
priory LH005-42013. Full details of these monuments are contained within appendix 2. None of
these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.

3.2.2

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and Records of Protected Structures

In addition to those structures along the route, the survey identified a further thirteen cultural
heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and an additional 2
recorded in the Record of Protected Structures. Full details of these monuments are contained
within appendix 3. None of these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.
3.2.3

Excavations Database

The excavations database identified 62 further excavations within the search area for the desk top
survey. Seventeen of these identified archaeological deposits and they are detailed within appendix
4.
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4 Impact Assessment
4.1 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Construction Phase
The desk top survey and site inspection have established that the proposed greenway route passes
through an area of high archaeological interest focused on the historic town of Carlingford. The
historic importance of the town and the level of known surviving archaeology here indicate that any
works in this area have a high potential for further archaeological discoveries.
Ground works within the scheme will be restricted to the insertion of kerbing, signage, lighting,
drainage and the creation of the cycle path around the exiting car park to the north of St John’s
Castle. This cycle path will pass beneath the existing road tunnel/ bridge entrance into King John’s
Castle and will consists of a new footpath in this area. While the construction requirements for the
greenway will have minimal individual footprints, the level of archaeological survivability within the
whole scheme is such that further sub-surface archaeological deposits could be identified. Should
sub-surface archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed greenway then they
may be subject to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements. As the nature of any
such deposits remains unknown, the magnitude of this impact is not considered significant. The
level of impact can be off-set by the application of the mitigation measures set out in section 5 of
this report.

4.2 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Operational Phase
The operational phase of the proposed greenway will have no impact upon archaeology, cultural or
built heritage either within the boundary of the route or the surrounding landscape. Where the
scheme does pass in close proximity to upstanding heritage features such as King John’s Castle, the
works will consists to alterations to the existing road network to include new footpaths and street
furniture. These works will be minimal in nature and will present no significant visual impact upon
any of the associated monuments.

5 Mitigation and Its Effectiveness
The desk top survey has identified that the principal archaeological mitigation should relate to the
potential for sub-surface archaeological remains to be identified during the course of the
construction works. Given the high archaeological potential of this area, monitoring of all ground
penetrating works should be conducted along the route of the proposed greenway.
The majority of the proposed works are to be conducted within the National Monuments ServiceZone of Notification for the town and is immediately adjacent to King John’s castle which is a
National Monument. It is possible that Ministerial Consent will be required for the works under
Section 14 of the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended). The need for this can be established
through early consultation with the National Monuments Service (NMS) of the Department of
Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht.
Should Ministerial Consent be required it should be applied for at least 12 weeks in advance of the
site works starting. The application should include a detailed method statement setting out how the
archaeological monitoring will be conducted.
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If Ministerial Consent is not required then NMS will require notification of the works under Section
12 of the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended). This should be applied for at least 12 weeks
in advance of the site works starting. The application should include a detailed method statement
setting out how the archaeological monitoring will be conducted.
It is possible that the monitoring works will require an archaeological licence. The need for the
licence can be established through the early consultation with NMS. Should a licence be required
the application can be submitted with either the Ministerial Consent or Notification applications.
Upon completion of the works a final report should be prepared detailing the findings of the
monitoring and submitted to NMS.

5.1 Cumulative Effects
The introduction of the proposed greenway will have no cumulative effects upon archaeology,
cultural or built heritage either within the site or the surrounding landscape.

5.2 Residual Effects
Following the implementation of the proposed mitigation strategy, the introduction of the proposed
greenway will have no residual effects upon archaeology, cultural or built heritage either within the
site or the surrounding landscape.

6 Statement of Significance of Effect
The desk top survey and site inspection have established that the proposed greenway route passes
through an area of high archaeological interest focused on the historic town of Carlingford. The
historic importance of the town and the level of known surviving archaeology here indicate that any
works in this area have a high potential for further archaeological discoveries.
The groundworks associated with the scheme will have minimal individual footprints however; the
level of archaeological survivability is such that further sub-surface archaeological deposits could be
identified. Should sub-surface archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed
greenway then they may be subject to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements.
The magnitude of this loss can be significantly reduced by the adoption of an appropriate mitigation
strategy. The implementation of the mitigation strategy would result in the substantial adverse
effect being considered not significant in EIA terms and result in a slight negative impact.
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Figure 1: location of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 2: layout of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 3: known archaeological sites within the zone of notification for Carlingford.
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Figure 4: protected structures within the zone of notification for Carlingford.
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Figure 5: 1st edition OS map showing the layout of early 19th century Carlingford.
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Figure 6: Later edition OS map showing the layout of Carlingford following the arrival of the
railway.
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Appendix 1: cultural heritage assets located along the route of the proposed greenway
Archaeological sites
Number
LH005-42022

Site Type
Souterrain

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42002

Castle

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42018

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42004

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

of

Description
A section of a souterrain passage was discovered inside King John’s Castle (LH004-042002-) during
2016 just W of the cross-wall. It consists of a NE-SW passage (L c. 10m) which was entered by a sloping
unroofed passage (L 3m) at the NE and might have been cut at its SW end by the walls of the
gatehouse. Close to its SW end a passage ran SE (L c. 2.5m) and then SW (L c. 3.5m). This section of
passage (Wth 1.2m; H c. 0.9-1.3m) was of drystone walls corbelling in at the top but lacking any roofstones. Another passage might have continued SE from the turn.
Built on rock overlooking Carlingford Lough and commanding a very strong position, it is built on an
older monument, possibly a promontory fort, as the remains of a souterrain (LH005-042022-) was
found in the W courtyard during 2016 (Halpin 2017). The castle is constructed of roughly coursed
limestone blocks and greywacke, has a D-shaped curtain wall with rectangular gate-building at the W
side, and a N-S internal cross-wall. King John is credited with its building, but the type of gateway and
the shape of the tower at the SW angle suggest a slightly earlier date, and possibly around the turn of
the twelfth century would be more appropriate for the W half of the structure. The E portion is
considerably later, probably dating to c. 1262; this is based on a record in a Pipe Roll (Cassidy 1983, 3)
which states that a payment was made for quarrying and transport of stone to Carlingford and
Greencastle.
Test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 98E0161) along the NE end of Back Lane uncovered what
appeared to be a very large pit or terminus of a ditch. Pottery dating to the 13th/14th century was
recovered from the fill of this feature.
Situated within its own burgage plot. All that survives is the S gable wall and a fragment of its front. A
brass plaque is attached to it stating that it dates to the sixteenth century. A human head, carved in a
late Medieval style is positioned on the outside face of the S gable and is believed to have originated
in the Dominican Friary (LH005-042013-)
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Number
LH005-42005

Site Type
Castle

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42010

Church

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42011

Graveslab

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42012

House

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42014

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42017

Excavation

LH005-42019

Castle

Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of Usually referred to as 'Taaffe's Castle', it is four storeys high, excluding the wall-walk level, and is
constructed of roughly coursed greywacke and limestone rubble and boulders with a very few
hammer- or punch-dressed blocks, but with some finely dressed quoin stones. It is rectangular in plan
with a westward projecting tower at the SW angle which carries the stairwell. The main doorway,
situated in the W end of the S wall, has a two-centred arch constructed of nine large blocks of dressed
limestone. The upper parts of the castle are not now generally accessible because it is used as a
private warehouse
of This freestanding former Church of Ireland church, dated 1821, incorporates fabric of earlier buildings
and now serves as a Heritage Centre for Carlingford. The core fabric of the church appears to date to
the later 17th century and is attached to a tower of late 16th/early 17th century date.
of A chamfered coffin shaped slab is set upside down at the head of a grave in the south of the
graveyard. Only the lower portion is visible but it would appear to bear a cross design in relief
springing from a decorated base consisting of a pointed reticulated arch.
of This building is known as 'Ghan House'. It is described by Casey and Rowan (1993, 178) as 'an early to
mid 18th century house already begun by Mr. Stannus in 1726 when he is reported to have stolen the
flagstones from the nearby Abbey and used them as a pavement before his own front door
of Discovered during trial test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 94E0187). Excavation revealed a peaty
layer partly defined by a stone setting. Possible traces of wattle were also noted (Murphy 1995, 5960). Remains may represent traces of one or more houses.
of Test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 98E0161) along Newry Street led to the discovery of the
original cobbled roadway. This roadway overlay deposits which contained medieval pottery.
of Remnants of a late medieval fortified tower house dating to the 15th/16th century survive in the
basement of the 'Watch Tower'. Originally this tower house would have overlooked the medieval
harbour. Little is known of its history but it may be one of the three castles which Captain Venables
refers to in his account of the assault and capture of Carlingford in September 1649.
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Number
LH005-42020

Site Type
Graveyard

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42021

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of The rectangular graveyard (map dims. 50m E-W; 35m N-S) associated with Holy Trinity Church (LH005042010-) is inter-denominational. The headstones range in date from the 18th century onwards and
the earliest inscribed gravestone records the death of nine year old, Ann Toomes, who died November
1703. In the south of the graveyard is a chamfered coffin shaped slab set upside down at the head of a
grave: only the lower portion is visible and it is of medieval date (see LH005-052011-)
of Excavations just outside the eastern gate of the Holy Trinity Church, Church Lane, in 1999 ‘found a
communal grave containing three roughly deposited individuals. Close by was a fourth individual, also
in a shallow grave. All four had been the victims of violent death, with multiple wounds to their heads.
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Protected Structures
RPS No.
LHS005-017

NIAH No.
13825001

Type
Railway
Bridge

13825016

Name
Bridge over Road
at King John's
Castle
Kendal Cottage

LHS005-029
LHS005-030

13825017

Castle View

House

LHS005-031

13825018

LHS005-028
LHS005-063

13825014
13825058

LHS005-022

13825008

House

LHS005-023

13825009

House

LHS005-024

13825010

House

LHS005-024

13825011

House

LHS005-026

13825012

LHS005-027

13825013

House

House
The Anchorage
Worker's House

House
House

Ceol-Na-Mara
Well

Description
Single-arch former railway bridge over former railway line, built 1872, now in use as
pedestrian bridge over road. Bridge spans road and carries approach to King John's
Castle.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1820. Rectangular-plan, attached to houses
to north and south
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1820. Rectangular-plan, attached to
houses to north and south
Attached four-bay two-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan, attached to houses
to north and south.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan.
Detached two-bay single-storey former railway worker's house, built c. 1870, now in use
as private dwelling. Single-storey flat-roofed extension to west.
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north. Rectangular-plan, single-storey return to east
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, two-storey extension to east.
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, flat-roofed return to east
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, flat-roofed return to east
Corner-sited attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Rectangular-plan,
single-storey lean-to return to east
Well, built c. 1860, now disused. Segmental-headed opening, cut limestone trough,
painted lead spout. Set in lime-washed random coursed wall to side of
street.
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RPS No.
LHS005-054

NIAH No.
13825049

Name

Type

LHS005-055

13825050

LHS005-056

13825051

LHS005-057

13825052

LHS005-058

13825053

LHS005-032

13825021

The Spout

Well

LHS005-059

13825054

Carlingford Garda
Station

Police station

Former
Courthouse
Courthouse, now
Library
Carlingford
Church
Presbyterian
Church
St. Michael's Hall Church/parish
hall

Description
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1750, as a pair with the adjoining house
to south. Now also in use as shop
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1750, as
a pair with the adjoining house to north. Lean-to
extension to west
Detached three-bay single-storey former court house, built c. 1935, with projecting
entrance porch.
Freestanding single-cell gable-fronted Presbyterian church, built 1869, with four-bay
nave elevations.
Detached three-bay two-storey over basement church hall, dated 1925. Single-storey
over basement canted west wing, three-bay single-storey flat-roofed concrete-built
extension to north elevation.
Well, built c. 1830. Segmental-headed opening, random coursed limestone walling,
iron and concrete reinforcements to arch, circular cast-iron pipe, cast triangular
concrete funnel, moss-covered pillar supporting funnel, cast-iron grate to base. Set in
painted stone wall to west side of road. Heritage trail plaque in wall.
Detached seven-bay two-storey former coastguard station, dated 1848, later used as
courthouse and now in use as Garda Station.
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RPS No.

NIAH No.
13825055

Name
Eblana House

LHS005-020
LHS005-021

13825005
13825006

Marian House

13825025

Serene Silver

13825027
LHS005-039

13825028

LHS005-040

13825029

LHS005-041

13825030

LHS005-042

13825031

Type

Gateway

Description
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1830, with return to west. Pitched slate
roof, clay ridge tiles, red brick corbelled chimneystacks, uPVC gutter on corbelled
eaves course, cast-iron downpipe to south-east corner. Painted smooth rendered
walling, channelled to east. Square-headed window openings, tooled granite sills,
painted timber one-over-one sliding sash window to south, uPVC windows to east.
Segmental-headed door opening, painted roll-top surround, fluted Doric columns
flanking door supporting cornice, spider web fanlight, painted timber four-panel door,
tooled stone threshold. Street fronted, channelled rendered wall to south, painted
timber gates leading to rear yard.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Rectangular-plan, return to east.
Attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1880. Rectangular-plan, lean-to return
to east.
Detached multiple-bay two-storey former warehouse, built c. 1820, now in use as
shop.
Stone gateway, built c. 1820. Random rubble stone walling, saddle-coping, squared
limestone quoins to north-east corner.
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1800. Rectangular-plan with three-bay
single-storey block to south. Pitched slate roof, clay ridge tiles, unpainted smooth
rendered corbelled chimneystack, verge coping, cast-iron gutters on brackets on
corbelled eaves course, circular cast-iron downpipes.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1880, as a pair with the adjoining house
to the south.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1880, as a pair with the adjoining house
to the north.
Corner-sited attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1910, built as a pair with the
adjoining house to the south. Rectangular-plan, chamfer to north-west
corner, single-storey return and two-storey red brick extension to east.
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RPS No.
LHS005-035

NIAH No.
13825024

Name
Mountain View

Type

LHS005-037

13825026

Kingfisher Bistro

Warehouse

LHS005-014

13825040

Holy
Trinity Heritage
Heritage Centre
centre

LHS005-015

13825002

Ghan House

LHS005-053

13825048

Wood Quay

Boathouse

LHS005-049

13825042

Carlingford
Tourist Ofice

Railway
station

Description
Detached multiple-bay three-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan, two-storey
return to east.
Detached four-bay three-storey former warehouse, built c. 1820, now in use as
restaurant. Rectangular in plan, late twentieth century glass and rendered extension
to east.
Former Church of Ireland, Freestanding former Church of Ireland church, Medieval
tower with later nave (1821) incorporating fabric of earlier building and now used as
heritage centre.
Early 19thC rebuilding of 1727 detached seven-bay two-storey house, gabled. now in
use as guest house and restaurant. L-plan comprising double-pile east block with
returning single-pile six-bay single-storey over basement north block.
Detached L-plan multiple-bay single-storey former boathouse, built c. 1870, now in
use as house. Pitched and hipped slate roofs with rendered chimneystacks. Roughly
dressed limestone walls. Replacement fittings to openings.
Detached H-plan seven-bay single-storey former railway station, dated 1876, now in
use as tourist office.
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Appendix 2: known archaeological sites the wider search area
Number
LH005-42001

Site Type
Town wall

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42013

Priory

LH005-42006
LH005-42008

Medieval
House
Castle

Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42016

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42015

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

of

of
of
of

Description
The Carlingford town defences appear to have enclosed a roughly rectangular area of about 8
hectares, but the precise course of the wall is not known. According to Bradley (1984b, 35) there are
no known early maps of topographical importance for Carlingford. The supposed line of the wall is
based on remaining fragments and the position of the Tholsel Gate. A large section of the wall exists
at the NW side of the town at Back Lane and to the SE of the Tholsel. The wall at Back Lane is built on
a slope, is constructed of uncoursed rubble, stands to a height of c. 3m and is c. 1m thick. This section
of wall contains four loops which indicate that it is late medieval in date. The section of wall to the SE
of the Tholsel Gate is similar to the portion at Back Lane and also contains loops.
This priory is thought to have been founded by Richard de Burgh c. 1305. Its remains consist of a nave
and chancel divided by a tower with possible parts of the domestic range c. 20m to the S.
Bradley and King (1985, 39) suggests that the building located at this site with its 'narrow rectangular
loop-like windows in its south wall', may be late medieval in date.
This building is known as the 'Mint'. However, as this name does not appear in print before the late
19th century it likely to be the product of a romantic mind which sought to link it with the licence to
mint coinage, granted to Carlingford in 1467. No coinage from Carlingford is known and the present
building is noticeably lacking in features that one might associate with a mint. The building is, without
doubt, a residence of one of the thriving merchant families that prospered in Carlingford and the
surviving architectural details are indicative of a 16th century date for the structure.
Discovered during test trenching (Excavation Licence 97E0141). Living floors and wall foundations of
buildings ranging in date from the 13th/14th century to the early 19th century were revealed. A small
number of finds were retrieved consisting of pottery and glass.
Uncovered during pre-development excavation (Excavation Licence No. 94E0063). Excavations
revealed a medieval building with its foundations resting on the foundations of the N side of the
Tholsel gate. A second building was also uncovered with a late medieval or post medieval date. The
earliest finds from the site consisted of 14th/15th century pottery.
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Number
LH005-42009

Site Type
Gate House

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of To the SE side of the town a gate usually referred to as the Tholsel, stands at and gave access to the
main street, as it does today. It is a sub-rectangular gatehouse and has a flattened barrel-vaulted
entranceway with segmental arch of small greywacke slabs and keystone. It is built of limestone
blocks, boulders and greywacke, roughly coursed, and was originally three storeys high. The third
storey has been truncated and a modern slate roof now covers it. In the NE angle at ground level
there is a small rectangular chamber (c. 15m by 3m) with flat arched doorway and barrel vault over.
The first-floor level is reached by modern steps through a doorway at the E end of the N wall, but the
original access to this level must have been from a spiral stairwell, part of which is now discernible just
above the entrance to the small rectangular chamber mentioned above. The upper portion of the NE
angle has obviously been rebuilt and an early window head incorporated. The N wall has an opening
with a two centred arch directly over the main entranceway. This opening is a later alteration and has
no original cut stone remaining. The S wall also has an opening with a two-centred arch, but it has an
original window jamb on its W side of hammer-dressed limestone with glazing bar holes and is
chamfered. At the E end of the S wall there is a plain slit ope which gave light to the garderobe in the
SE angle. The remains of the garderobe with a small rectangular chute are to be seen in the E angle.
The W wall also has plain lintelled loops at first and second-floor level, a cubby-hole at first-floor level
in the W angle, and a single-splayed ope at first-floor level in the N wall. The building has been much
altered and repaired, as can be seen in the stonework of the S wall of the E angle, the N wall of the N
angle, the windows of the first floor and the insertion of early medieval cut stone from some other
building.
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Appendix 3: protected structures within the wider search area
RPS No.
LHS005-051

NIAH No.
13825044

Name
Pier

Type
Pier

LHS005-012

13825045

The Tholsel

Gatehouse

LHS005-033

13825022

River Lane Walls

Walls

LHS005-043

13825032

House

LHS005-008

13825041

LHS005-044

13825034

Former Thatched House
House
The Abbey Bar
House

LHS005-045

13825035

Mill Race

LHS005-052

13825046

House

LHS005-009

13825047

H O'Hare/Anchor Public
Bar
house

LHS005-018

13825003

House

Mill Race

Description
Stone-built pier, built c. 1840. Rock-faced squaredand- snecked stone walling, limestone
coping. Storm wall to north. Concrete surface to pier. Tooled limestone steps to water.
Granite bollards; cast-iron bollard embossed with "CH GIL" and hallmark of James
Shekleton Ironworks, Dundalk; cast-iron lamp standards with scrolled detailing. Running
eastwards into Carlingford Lough, forms harbour with corresponding pier to east.
Detached single-bay two-storey former gate house and tholsel with integral carriage
arch and small chamber adjacent, built c. 1450, extensively repaired in the nineteenth
century. Only surviving town gate in Carlingford.
Rendered rubble masonry retaining walls, built c. 1800, flanking north and south sides
of River Street at sharp corner. Partially damaged to south-east. Mid twentieth century
replacement concrete section to north-west.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1910, built as a pair with the adjoining
house to the north. Rectangular-plan, single-storey return to east.
Detached five-bay two-storey house, built c. 1770. Rectangular-plan, open gabled porch
projecting from south elevation.
End-of-terrace two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1890, formerly also in use as public
house, now in use as house. Rectangular-plan, return to east
Former millrace, built c. 1650, running north-east to south-west, becoming culvert to
south-west, now disused. Set to side of lane running eastwards off Dundalk Street,
remains of Dominican Abbey to north.
Corner-sited attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1760. Rectangular-plan,
return and extensions to east, attached to house (O'Hare's / Anchor Bar) to north
Corner-sited attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1830, formerly also in use as
shop, now in use as licenced premises with shopfront. Rectangular-plan, two-storey
return to east, attached to house to south.
Semi-detached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870. Square-plan, attached house to
north
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RPS No.
LHS005-019

NIAH No.
13825004

Name
Allure Hair Studio

Type
House

LHS005-061

13825056

Market Street

House

LHS005-062

13825057

Worker's House

House

Description
Semi-detached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, now also in use as hairdresser's
to ground floor. Square-plan with return to east, attached house to south.
Corner-sited attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1780, with shopfront
inserted to ground floor.
Detached two-bay single-storey former railway worker's house, built c. 1870, now in use
as private dwelling. Single-storey flat-roofed extension to west
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Appendix 4: excavation conducted within the historic town of Carlingford.
Licence number
02E1797

Site name
Details
Back
Lanes, The proposed development relates to the construction, on the site of a recently demolished modern house, of a
Carlingford
three-bedroomed holiday unit, with parking space to the south, and the removal of a retaining wall. A single testtrench was excavated on the site and the removal of the retaining wall was monitored. No archaeological features
or deposits were exposed in the trench and the retaining wall was removed directly onto natural boulder clay
'Holy
Trinity In February 1991 the Church of Ireland community leased their semi-derelict church to the Carlingford Lough
Church',
Heritage Trust to be restored for use as a visitor and cultural centre. The restoration of Holy Trinity Church
Carlingford
involved the digging of a duct to house heating and electrical cables along the internal north and south walls of the
building. This led to the discovery of skeletons in shallow graves beneath the floor boards. Twenty extended
inhumations with an east-west orientation with heads to the west were found. All were buried in simple grave cuts
with no evidence of coffins or other grave goods. The majority were cut through each other causing considerable
dislocation and loss of material. In some cases skeletons were reinterred with later burials. The disturbance of the
burials may have occurred during renovations to the floor in the 19th century. The skeletal remains consisted of
20 in situ burials and a minimum of 32 disarticulated individuals. Of the 20 in situ burials 10 were males, 6 were
females and 4 were juveniles. At least 15 of the disarticulated remains were male, 9 were female and 4 were
juveniles. The skeletal report indicated that the antemortem tooth-loss rate was high and hypoplastic defects in
the enamels were noted in several individuals. Several examples of periostitis of the lower end of the tibiae were
found and one example of osteomyletis of a tibia was found among the disarticulated remains. There were 2
examples of major trauma to the skull, one was a result of trephination, a form of cranial surgery, and the other
had suffered a large sword wound. Both individuals appear to have survived their trauma.
Two bones were dated using the C 14 method. One bone has a calibrated age range of AD 1517-1666, and the
other bone sample has a calibrated age range of AD 1442-1650. The skeletal remains were reburied in the
graveyard which surrounds the Holy Trinity Church.
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Licence number

Site name
Tholsel
Carlingford

Details
St, In 1991 the Carlingford Lough Heritage Trust purchased a derelict site in Tholsel St, Carlingford Permission has
been received for the construction of houses, apartments and shop units on the site. Prior to this development the
area had to be investigated by archaeologists.Mounds of rubble and concrete walls were removed (remnants of
previous attempts to build on the site in the last decade) and 4 trenches were excavated. A few structural remains
and some medieval pottery sherds were uncovered.The most significant feature in the excavation of the site was a
breakwater, which extended across the site parallel to the line of Tholsel St Areas of cobbling were also uncovered
and a square structure of unknown function abutted the breakwater on the harbour side.The site is located
directly opposite a 16th-century merchant's town house known as The Mint and the 15th-century Tholsel or town
gate is located to the south-west, at the end of the street. The area of Tholsel St was densely inhabited during the
medieval period. At this rime the excavated site was part of the shore-line of Carlingford Lough and was
susceptible to high tidal inundations. A strong breakwater was constructed to prevent the flooding of Tholsel St
This breakwater lay only at the front of The Mint and as one moves from The Mint frontage the breakwater
becomes rather crude in construction – a bank of stone and slaty material.The well-built breakwater has a definite
terminal. Adjacent to this is an area of cobbling which may have been used as an access to the shore-line and was
probably cut through the cruder part of the breakwater at a later date. The square structure abutting the
breakwater is a later addition and may be contemporary with the cobbling.At a later period a series of houses and
gardens was built on the site; a stone building and the gable of a house still survive from the late 17th
century.Almost 400 small finds were found on the site; the majority were pottery, the remainder were glass, clay
pipes and a couple of iron nails. Twenty-five percent of the pottery sherds were medieval, all of local origin and
dating to the late 13th and early 14th centuries, except one body sherd from north-west France which has a date
range from the 11th to the early 13th centuries. The remainder were post-medieval and generally late 18th and
19th century in date. The pieces of glass date from the 18th to the 20th centuries and the clay pipes are 19th
century in date.
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Licence number
93E0064

Site name
Carlingford Abbey

93E0189

Ghan House

94E0063

Thosel Street

07E0414

Details
Archaeological excavations were conducted over a five-week period between 26th April and 28th May. The work
was funded by the OPW and facilitated conservation of the site. Post-medieval burial activity had continued inside
the church structure and thus little undisturbed medieval strata were encountered. The excavations revealed an
original doorway surface at the west end of the church. Inhumations were encountered in all cuttings and are
currently being analysed. The tower, separating the chancel and nave, appears to be a later addition, the south
wall of which partly sits over a foundation plinth: this is not matched on the northern side. The plinth may be
related to an earlier structure associated with the adjacent mural stairway.
As part of ongoing work on the grounds, the front lawn was excavated by mechanical digger to create an
ornamental pond. This work uncovered the remains of a stone-built watercourse and a shell midden.

The site of a proposed residential development at Tholsel St., Carlingford, was archaeologically tested on May 17,
1994 on behalf of Archaeological Development Services Ltd. The site in question adjoins the Tholsel, one of the
town’s medieval gateways and during the testing, traces of a wall over 1m in thickness was discovered running
parallel to Tholsel St. with an apparent return towards the south-west corner. It was decided that a small
excavation should take place in the area around the Tholsel in order to ascertain the relationship between it and
the wall. It was also decided to monitor the excavation of the foundation trenches for the house to determine the
exact line of the wall and any other features which may have been present. This was carried out on October 4-5,
1994.
Back Lane, Newry An assessment by means of test-trenching was conducted at Back Lane, Newry Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth, on 8
Street
June 2007. The proposed development is located within the zone of archaeological potential associated with
LH005–042, Liberties of Carlingford. Two test-trenches were excavated. One possible archaeological feature was
identified during the excavation of these trenches. A cobbled/stone surface was exposed 9.4m from the eastern
edge of the trench and continued for its length. The date of this feature is unknown, but as the southern edge of
Trench 11 was located 2.6–3m from the remaining gable wall of a medieval house it is likely that it is associated
with an adjacent medieval structure. No upstanding stone walls or foundation trenches associated with the
adjacent medieval house were exposed, so it must be assumed that the cobbled surface represents an exterior
yard. The developer has not decided to do anything with the site as of this date.
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Licence number
94E0187

Site name
Newry Street

Details
Archaeological testing by trial-trenching was carried out on the site of a proposed residential development at
Newry St., Carlingford, on December 7, 1994. The site lies within an area of archaeological potential as outlined in
the Urban Archaeology Survey of Co. Louth (John Bradley, OPW 1984) and lies along the west side of Newry St. just
inside the north wall of the town.
The site was cleared of buildings before the testing took place and with it 1m of material was removed from the
northern end of the site. The material removed consisted of an early post-medieval layer containing shell
fragments, bone and pottery sherds of 16th/17th-century date. Underlying this was 0.5m of garden soil and,
towards the western portion of the site, a bank containing post-medieval layers, garden soil and up to 0.5m of the
natural gravel. Only a small portion of the early post-medieval layer lay undisturbed in the north-east corner of the
site. Two trenches were excavated in order to assess the remaining stratigraphy which basically was confined to
the north-east corner as elsewhere the site had already been excavated to the natural gravels.
Quite a substantial layer of garden soil covered the entire site and it was sealed by a layer of 15th-17th-century
date in the north-east corner of the site. It must therefore be of late medieval or early post-medieval date. It is
very similar to the medieval garden soils found in many urban centres in Ireland but in previous excavations in
nearby Tholsel St. (below No. 167) this layer was not present. This garden soil seals a peaty layer which is present
alongside Newry St. and may represent a medieval occupation layer. In the first test trench excavated along the
northern boundary of the site this layer was defined by a stone setting at its western extent. The layer was 0.3m
thick and contained quite an amount of branches and fragments of what could be wattles lying flat within the
layer. A few bone fragments were also recovered but no dating evidence was retrieved. The second trench was
opened perpendicular to the first trench and along the east side of the site. Here the natural gravels were exposed
in the southern end of the trench at a depth of 0.5m. Further north the same peaty layer as was evident in Trench
1 was exposed but not removed. It could be seen however from the southern end of the trench to be sitting
directly on natural.
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Licence number

Site name
King John’s Castle

Details
Prior to safety and access improvement works to be carried out by the Office of Public Works at King John’s Castle,
Carlingford, excavation of four areas was undertaken from 15 September to 3 October 2008. The four areas
excavated included: a cutting at the exterior of the western wall of the castle; a cutting in the interior of the
original gatehouse entrance; a cutting on both sides of the entrance through the interior spine wall; and the
excavation of infilled deposits in the lower solar area at the east and south-east of the castle. The cutting at the
exterior of the western wall of the castle confirmed that the original entrance to the medieval gatehouse is still
extant beneath the modern alterations to the castle’s exterior. Excavation also showed that the original entrance
was narrower than previously thought, measuring only 1.25m in width at this point. An intact paved surface with
built-in drainage gullies was uncovered in the interior of the gatehouse entrance and guardrooms as well as a
stone-lined cistern in the northern guardroom. Several sherds of pottery of 17th-century date were recovered
from deposits immediately overlying the paved surfaces. These floor surfaces, therefore, appear from the evidence
of the earliest overlying deposits to be of 17th-century date, indicating that the castle was occupied at least
temporarily in the early post-medieval period. It was unclear without excavating below these surfaces whether the
original medieval surfaces had been destroyed by this later phase of occupation or had simply been modified.
Excavation on the west side of the spine wall revealed an apparently linear feature and an adjacent pit. The
function of these two features is unclear; the linear feature with its roughly coursed drystone lining was similar in
appearance to a souterrain, a feature-type in which County Louth is abundant. Souterrains are generally dated to
the second half of the first millennium ad which presents a problem in identifying the feature as such; that the
eastern end of this linear feature appeared to have been built against the castle’s spine wall footings would
indicate that it is of 13th-century date at the earliest, however the absence of a visible cut for the wall footings
makes the relationship between the two features uncertain. A number of sherds of medieval date were recovered
from the sole fill of the linear feature. A series of infilled deposits of medieval or earlier date overlying bedrock
were revealed on the east side of the spine wall. Aside from a large amount of animal bone, the only finds
recovered from these infill deposits were a burnt flint flake and a triangular flint arrowhead, both of which are of
presumed prehistoric date but may be residual artefacts present in soil which was redeposited in the medieval
period. The basement level solar area was cleared of overburden of later post-medieval and modern date,
revealing the original floor surfaces of redeposited natural clay overlying bedrock. Several internal features were
uncovered within the rooms of the solar area, including evidence for a possible internal division and mortar floor
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Licence number
08R0108

Site name
Tholsel Street

94E0187

Newry Street

surface within the westernmost room, bedrock-cut steps in the south-eastern room, a possible flagstone floor
surface, mortar thresholds and evidence for door posts in the adjoining vaulted passage, and the lower steps
leading down to the blocked-up entrance in the eastern wall of the castle.
Details
Pre-development testing was carried out on 22 April and 1 May 2008 of a proposed development site at Tholsel
Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth. The development consisted of an extension to a house. The development area was
located
on
Tholsel
Street
between
O’Hare’s
pub
and
the
‘Tholsel’
(LH005–042009).
Four trenches, measuring a total of 26m in length, were placed across the areas of the site due to be disturbed.
Trenching revealed that the development area was reclaimed and backfilled sometime in the17th to mid-19th
century when the old harbour quay was built. Medieval deposits were uncovered at a depth between 1.3–1.7m
and point to the location of the medieval shoreline and possibly the position of an earlier quay.
Archaeological testing of this site was carried out in December 1994 (Excavations 1994, 59-60) and revealed the
presence of archaeological deposits in the north-east corner of the site. This was the subject of a two-day
excavation in January 1995. An area measuring 7m by 6m was excavated to natural gravels. The top 0.3-0.4m
consisted of disturbed material associated with the construction of houses which formerly stood on the site. In the
north section the foundation wall of an 18th/19th-century house was visible along the footpath cut into this
disturbed layer. This house wall continues further north and is still standing on the neighbouring site. Immediately
below the disturbed layer was a 0.3-0.4m-thick layer of dark organic soil containing sherds of 15th- to 17th-century
pottery and fragments of oyster shells and barnacles. Immediately below this layer was a 1m-thick layer of heavy
grey garden soil. The only find from this layer was a sherd of medieval pottery (14th/15th-century) of probable
local manufacture.
Over most of the site the garden soil could be seen sitting directly on natural gravels but in the north-east corner it
sealed an early medieval peaty layer containing fragments of branches. It was 0.8m thick and at its western extent
was a stone setting of uncertain significance. The only find from the layer was a small sherd of 13th/14th-century
local ware. This layer sat directly on the natural gravels which sloped from the west side of the site towards the
east. About 4m from the eastern edge of the site the slope became more dramatic and this coincided with the start
of the peaty layer. It is possible that this slope represents the outer edge of a ditch or moat around King John’s
Castle, which stands just across the road from the site. It would appear to have been at least 2m deep and possibly
up to 8m wide at the top and ran in a south-east/north-west direction. The peaty layer probably represents the
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Licence number
95E0122

Site name
Taaffe's Castle

primary fill of this ditch. Very little evidence survives for the line of the town wall towards the north end of the
town. It was presumed to have headed westwards from the castle towards the north-west corner of the town,
where the town wall still stands. It is clear that the wall in its present condition is quite late in date and it is
possible that a ditch, part of which was uncovered on the site under investigation, formerly existed at the north
end of the town.
Details
Trial-trenching was undertaken at Taaffe’s Castle for a period of nine days between 21 June and 5 July 1995 on
behalf of Archaeological Development Services Ltd. This was in advance of a restoration project on the building.
The brief was to determine the nature and extent of archaeological deposits and structures such as floor levels,
wall bases, doorways and drains. Seven trenches were opened outside and inside the castle and its annex.
Cut 1
This cutting was opened on the outside of the western wall of the castle in what is presently known as Larkin’s
Yard, to a depth of 1.78m below present ground level (6.75 OD). The upper portion (approx. 1.1m visible height) of
a blocked-up doorway was visible in this wall. The base of this doorway was uncovered approx. 0.75m below
present ground level and was defined by a layer of cobbles which were laid down prior to the blocking up of the
doorway. The base of the wall, which is of stone and lime mortar, is located 0.9m below these cobbles and rests
on loose unmortared stones.
Cut 2
This was opened against the outer western wall of the annex of the castle, and is situated, at present, inside
Larkin’s keg store (Larkin’s public house is built onto the castle). The purpose of this cutting was to locate the base
of the blocked doorway into the annex. A large threshold stone, approx. 1.4m long, was uncovered, which gave a
doorway height of 1.9m. A stone, approx. 0.6m long, was found at a right angle to the threshold. This stone plinth
may be the base of a staircase which ran to a higher-level doorway into the annex.
Cut 3
This was opened in the northernmost room of the annex, to define the base of its west wall. Excavation showed
evidence of a batter/foundation to the annex west wall. There is also evidence for a probable batter or foundation
for an earlier cross-wall. An east-west-running drain was an unexpected feature, but one which was probably
necessary due to the annual influx of the tide from the lough. This drain ran under a relieving arch in the west wall.
Cut 4
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This was opened along the exterior of the north wall of the barrel vault, at the present doorway from the annex
into Larkin’s backyard. This cutting established that the present doorway was not original but was probably
constructed during the 18th or 19th century and that the west wall of the annex directly abutted the barrel-vault
wall. There is also evidence of a very substantial wall batter, of indeterminate depth at present, for the north wall
of the barrel vault. What is most interesting is that the annex wall was apparently built quite soon after, if not
contemporaneously with, the barrel-vault wall.
Cuts 5, 6 and 7
These were all opened in the interior of the barrel vault and were excavated to try to locate its original floor and, if
possible, the depth of the original walls. The present concrete floor overlies a deposit of hard core which in turn
overlies 0.5-0.6m of post-medieval rubble. This mixed rubble was brought in from elsewhere to raise the floor of
the barrel vault. The rubble was deposited on top of a compact cobbled floor (approx. 5.2m OD). These cobbles
appear to be the original floor of the barrel vault. Only Cuts 5 and 7 were excavated below the cobbles. Both these
cuttings show substantial batters for the walls of the barrel vault and these batters appear to rest on a deposit of
unmortared stone. At the base of Cuts 5 and 7, at approx. 4.5m OD, there appears to be a mortared floor deposit
lying on top of unmortared stone. This is probably the result of dumps of mortar from the construction of the
barrel vault.
Licence number
98E0161

Site name
Carlingford

Details
Test-trenching, rescue excavation and monitoring in and around Carlingford has been ongoing since the end of
March 1998. The test-trenching was necessitated by the installation of a new drainage and sewerage scheme in
and around Carlingford by Louth County Council and by the laying of Telecom cables.
Thirty-five test-trenches were excavated. The programme of test-trenching followed from the results of a series of
slit-trenches excavated for engineering purposes in November 1996, supervised by Beth Cassidy, which uncovered
metalled roadways, possible early street frontages and a substantial wall immediately to the south of Taaffe’s
Castle. As works are still in progress, this report is of a preliminary nature.
Trenches were opened in Market Street, Newry Street, Back Lane, Dundalk Street, Old Quay Lane, Station Road,
Shore Road and vicinity, Greenore Road, Liberties and Fair Green. Several trenches produced archaeological
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remains. In the field adjacent to the present Ghan House a large rectangular structure was uncovered measuring
12.9m x 6m. It was constructed of stone and lime mortar and may have functioned as a warehouse, possibly
associated with the present canal. The present southern field boundary used the southern wall of this building. No
finds were associated with this structure, but a quantity of red brick rubble was uncovered in the northern
foundation trench, suggesting a post-medieval date. The pipe-trench was relocated to the north of the structure so
as not to damage it.
Nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the test-trenches either along the Shore Road and its
vicinity or along the Greenore Road, with the exception of a sleeper ‘bed’ dating to the time of the railway
construction (1876).
Along Old Quay Lane and Fair Green nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered, with the exception of
the area immediately to the east of Taaffe’s Castle, where a possible metalled slipway(?) and possible mooring
posts were discovered. The slipway lies at approximately the same level as the original floor of the barrel vault of
Taaffe’s Castle (Excavations 1995, 57).
At Station Road, immediately to the south of Taaffe’s Castle, test-trenching and monitoring necessitated a rescue
excavation in advance of pipe-laying when two north-south-running walls were uncovered at the western and
eastern ends of the street. The easternmost large masonry wall was uncovered at the remains of the present arch
on the south-east corner of the building. This wall had an intact height of 1.3-1.5m and a maximum width of 2.2m.
It was constructed of stone and lime mortar with very tight joints on its eastern (seaward) face and had a very
solid, mortared interior.
It appears that this wall was partially built before the laying of the castle foundations and then the walls were
constructed together to form the arch. This wall had been breached at its southern, excavated end, possibly during
the post-medieval period, and a later wall had been inserted. This later wall appears to be similar to the
upstanding warehouses along Old Quay Lane.
The second wall, also running north-south, was of cruder construction, although its eastern face had the tight
jointing evident in the eastern wall. The wall was 0.93m wide with an intact height (including stone footings) of c.
2m.
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These two walls appear to form the bawn of the castle, although both appear to have been exposed to the sea at
one time. It is suggested that the western wall was constructed first and then the eastern wall was constructed
when the castle was being built to enclose a courtyard. Both walls appear to have served the dual function of
bawn- and sea-walls.
Nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the three trenches excavated along Dundalk Street,
although it was expected that the southern portion of the town wall might have crossed the street to join the
present wall, on the west side of the town, to the Tholsell.
The trenches in Market Street uncovered nothing of archaeological significance as there was severe disturbance by
insertion of services.
Of the two trenches excavated along the northern end of Back Lane, only one produced archaeological remains.
This was a ditch or very large pit 6.2m in maximum width and c. 0.7m deep. At the base of this feature some early
medieval pottery was recovered along with a few fragments of animal bone.
The five trenches excavated in Newry Street produced remains of the original roadway in the form of cobbled and
metalled surfaces overlying deposits containing medieval pottery.
At the top of Newry Street, at what is known as Castle Hill, test-trenching uncovered two walls and part of a
cobbled roadway. A rescue excavation was undertaken at this area as the line of the pipe-trenches could not be
changed. The excavation uncovered the original boundary ditch (running east-west), c. 3.5m wide, cut into the
natural gravel. Sometime later a wall and gateway were built slightly off the line of the ditch. The wall (c. 0.1m
below the present level of tarmac road) was constructed of stone and lime mortar, set on large stone footings, and
had an intact height of 2.2m and a varying width of 1-1.05m at its top. The width of the gateway is 2.15m.
Set into the south side of the wall is a set of steps that may have led to an upper room or wall-walk. At the eastern
portion of the wall a relieving arch was revealed 0.65m below the top of the wall (width c. 1.45m, height c. 1.45m).
It had been constructed through the wall, possibly to allow the flow of spring water under it.
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Through the gateway ran a cobbled roadway bounded on its eastern edge by a line of large boulders. Overlying this
line and abutting the masonry wall was a stone-and-clay wall (c. 1.5m wide at its base and 1m at its top) running
approximately north-south for a distance of c. 6.5m, which may have been a later boundary wall.

Licence number
97E0141

Site name
Thosel Street

Only a small number of pottery finds were retrieved from the ditch, suggesting a 13th/14th-century date for the
ditch infilling. The wall and gateway were also probably of this date as infill deposits containing similar pottery lay
against the wall on its southern side.
Details
Testing was carried out on 14 January 1998 on a site in Tholsel Street, Carlingford, where planning permission had
been granted for a commercial and residential development. The site lies on the west side of Tholsel Street
between The Tholsel, a medieval gatehouse, and The Mint, a medieval stone house that is a National Monument in
state care. The site has a street frontage of 27m and extends westwards for 21m, cutting back into a natural gravel
ridge.In a series of test-trenches modern and post-medieval rubble was excavated by machine to expose the
surface of archaeological deposits. Thereafter excavation of a very limited nature was carried out by hand to assess
the nature of the deposits and to retrieve evidence of date. The archaeological deposits consisted of stone walls
and house floors ranging in date from the medieval period to the early 19th century. The deposits were uncovered
at a depth of 0.5m below present street level and extended up to 4m from the street front. Natural gravel was
exposed at ground level over the western part of the site. Pottery of post-medieval date and iron slag was
recovered from the upper floor levels. At the northern end of the site an oxidised clay floor appeared to be of
early 18th-century date. A black, greasy soil containing charcoal, ash and frequent oyster and limpet shells overlay
the floor. These deposits resemble those recorded by Gleeson and Moore in excavations on the opposite side of
the street (CLAJ 1992). Four sherds of 13th–14th-century local ware were recovered from a floor deposit exposed
at a depth of 0.5m towards the south end of the site. Examined in a 0.3m x 0.4m test-pit midway along the front of
the site, the deposits were shown to have an overall thickness of 0.45m. In the test-pit three deposits of shell- and
charcoal-flecked soil were interleaved with 50mm-thick layers of clean gravel. No dating evidence was recovered
from these earliest levels.
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Licence number
99E0686

Site name
Details
Holy
Trinity The planned addition of a kitchen extension to the Church of the Holy Trinity, Carlingford, now the Holy Trinity
Heritage Centre
Heritage Centre, was subject to an archaeological monitoring condition. The Heritage Centre is in the south-east
corner of the town and stands on the top of a hill, surrounded by a graveyard and enclosed by a stone-built wall.
The church is believed to be within the confines of the medieval town of Carlingford, and the site may have been
that of the parish church first referred to in documents dating from the early 13th century. At the eastern end of
the church stands a tower that may have been built in the late 16th or early 17th century. The church itself may
have been added later in the 17th century and underwent extensive refurbishment at the start of the 19th century.
The required groundworks covered an area c. 4m by 4m. Building construction necessitated the ground to be
reduced by 0.3m in the area of the new floor and up to 0.8m along the line of the building’s foundation trenches.
Ground reduction was carried out using a mechanical excavator fitted with a toothless bucket. Two burials and
two drains were uncovered. On instruction from Dúchas, these features were excavated and the burials were
removed. The burials were extended inhumations, oriented east-west, and had been placed into shallow graves,
which, at the time of excavation, were unmarked. The presence of nails indicates that these skeletons were
originally contained in coffins. The western end of one of the burials truncated the eastern end of the second. This
earlier burial was only excavated from below the knee, as the rest of the burial extended outside the development
area. Apart from coffin nails, there were no grave-goods found in association with these burials, although a bone
pin/handle was found in the machined-off topsoil within a metre of the later of the two burials.
Drains had truncated each burial; several bones were missing from the upper skeleton, and the skull had been
crushed. At least one of the drains dated from the 19th century and was more than likely constructed as part of
the 19th-century programme of renovation. The second drain was either late 19th-or early 20th-century in date.
Excavations undertaken within the church by Dermot Moore and Carol Gleeson in 1992 (Excavations 1992, 44-5)
uncovered burials yielding radiocarbon dates of AD 1442-1650 and AD 1517-1666. Twenty burials were excavated,
all of which were unmarked within shallow graves. The absence of coffin nails or any trace of wood suggests that
the burials were simple inhumations in which coffins were not used. These burials had been disturbed by 19thcentury renovation works. It is possible that the two burials most recently investigated are contemporaneous with
the burials excavated by Moore and Gleeson, as they share a number of similarities. The use of coffins, however, in
the burials external to the church may indicate a slightly later date.
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Licence number
01E0281

Site name
Back Lane

01E0281 ext.

Back Lane

Details
A development involving the demolition of a modern garage and construction of six townhouses and two
commercial properties was proposed for the site in this historic town. An assessment of the site was undertaken,
involving the excavation of three trenches. The site is located to the north of the remains of a late medieval house
and to the west of a late medieval tower-house. It slopes dramatically from Back Lane on the west to Newry Street
on the east. The severe slope of the site and its local name of ‘the herb garden’ suggested that archaeological
deposits would be scarce, and indeed the stratigraphy within the trenches consisted primarily of garden soils.
However, in Trench 1 a linear feature was revealed cutting into the natural subsoil. Although its significance is
uncertain, further work will be required in order to fully resolve its function and date. A wall exposed in Trench 2
may represent the north wall of the late medieval house whose southern gable still stands on the adjacent site to
the south. The development will involve significant landscaping of the site and removal of the post-medieval
garden soils. Such work will certainly destroy features and/or deposits below and within these soils and therefore
further archaeological resolution has been recommended in advance of the development.
The site of the proposed development is between Back Lane and Newry Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth, in an area of
archaeological potential as identified in the Urban Archaeological Survey of County Louth. An assessment was
carried out before the construction of six residential and two commercial units. The site fronts onto both streets
and is to the north of the remains of a late medieval house and to the west of a late medieval tower-house. The
site slopes dramatically from Back Lane on the west to Newry Street on the east. The site was initially tested by
Donald Murphy on 9 April 2001 (Excavations 2001, No. 837), when three trenches at the Back Lane end of the site
revealed post-medieval garden soils. A linear feature was also exposed cut into the natural, gravelly boulder clay in
Trench 1. The two trenches excavated along the Newry Street end of the site produced similar stratigraphy. A wall
exposed in Trench 2 was originally interpreted as the possible north wall of the late medieval house the southern
gable of which still stands on the adjoining site to the south. Further testing was carried out from 8 to 10 April
2002, when five more trenches (Trenches 4–8) were dug. Trench 4 was excavated against a roughly coursed
limestone wall that bordered the site to the west. Garden soil was exposed within it, which produced postmedieval to modern finds. Finds recovered from the base of this wall were also post-medieval to modern, which
suggests that this wall is of similar date. Trench 5 was excavated along the southern border. The remains of a
collapsed random-rubble wall were exposed at 0.3m below the garden soil. This wall was one to two courses deep
and was visible for a length of 3.8m before it petered out to the east. Brick and post-medieval/modern pottery
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were recovered from the wall and the garden soil below it. This suggests a post-medieval to modern date for the
construction of the wall, which probably functioned as a boundary wall. Trench 6, in the south-east corner of the
site, was opened to establish the nature and extent of the possible medieval wall exposed in Trench 2 during initial
testing and to attempt to establish the origin and date of the wall that bordered the site to the east. This wall
extended westward in the trench for 8.6m; it decreased in height as it progressed westward and eventually
petered out. This wall extended farther west than the upstanding southern gable wall of the medieval house in the
neighbouring property and therefore is not the northern gable wall, as initially thought. Finds recovered from the
vicinity of the wall during previous testing were medieval but may have been residual. The current phase of testing
has showed that this wall extends eastward toward Newry Street, where it returns southward along the
neighbouring property and abuts the upstanding medieval gable at the southern end of that site. It is probably
later than the medieval gable and is most likely of post-medieval date. The inner face of the wall that fronted onto
Newry Street was also exposed in this trench. This was a roughly coursed, limestone rubble, mortared wall that ran
up against the face of the possible medieval wall. This suggests that it was later than the possible medieval wall.
Finds recovered from crevices in the wall (a sherd of unglazed earthenware and a clay pipe) and from the cut for
the wall (post-medieval earthenware) further reinforce the idea that this was later than the wall that bordered the
site to the south, probably post-medieval to modern. Trench 7 was excavated along a mortared limestone wall
that bordered part of the site to the north (the remainder of the northern extent of the site was bordered by a
fence). Garden soil exposed in this trench produced post-medieval earthenware. Finds recovered from the base of
this wall were also post-medieval to modern, which suggests that this wall is of similar date. The final trench was
excavated to establish the nature of the linear feature exposed in Trench 1 during the initial phase of testing,
which ran north–south across the site and extended beyond the limits of Trench 1. Trench 8 was excavated east–
west across this feature, which was shallow, with a maximum depth of 0.1m, and was filled with a fine,
grey/brown, gravelly, silty clay with frequent inclusions of stone. Modern delft and earthenware were recovered
from the fill. The feature most likely functioned as a drain/gully and was probably not archaeological in nature. No
evidence was recovered of the former presence of buildings or houses on the site. The severe slope may have
prohibited building on the site. The site is known as the Herb Garden, and this may suggest an agricultural rather
than a residential use of the site over a long period.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

Louth County Council (LCC) in association with Newry, Mourne and Down District Council (NMD)
propose to develop the Carlingford Lough Greenway which is a cross border greenway linking
existing elements of a trail joining Carlingford within the Republic of Ireland (RoI) to Newry City
within Northern Ireland (NI).
The greenway when completed will form part of the wider ‘Great Eastern Greenway’ from Belfast to
Dublin. It will operate as a shared off-road cycleway / walkway and aims to provide a scenic crossborder route to encourage more people to walk and cycle and undertake cross-border journeys.
The proposed greenway will be a continuation of existing stretches of greenway which begin at
Carlingford Marina and run to Omeath Pier (construction completed in 2013) and from the Victoria
Lock Amenity Site along the Middle Bank to the Albert Basin (construction completed in 2018).
The proposed new Carlingford Greenway comprises three sections to fill in the gaps in the existing
greenway as follows:
•
•
•

From Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina
From Omeath Pier to the NI / RoI Border
From the NI / RoI Border to Victoria Lock Amenity Site

This report forms an archaeological and cultural heritage assessment of the section extending from
Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina (figures 1 and 2). It describes the archaeological baseline of
the site and the surrounding area and assesses the potential impact that the proposed greenway
could have on the archaeological and architectural heritage in the vicinity.

1.2 Development Site
The site being considered within this report is will travel between the Carlingford Tourist
Information Office along the R173 within Carlingford and the Carlingford Marina connecting to the
existing greenway running between Carlingford Marina and Omeath Pier. The route of the proposed
greenway in Carlingford comprises separate amenities for cyclists and pedestrians. The Trail Head is
located within the parking area of the Carlingford Station House Office.
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2 Methodology
This cultural heritage impact assessment was conducted in three stages. Firstly a detailed desktop
survey was undertaken. Known cultural heritage sites were reviewed along with aerial photography
and Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSI) First Edition Mapping (Circa 1830) and Second Edition Mapping
(circa 1900). Previously recorded cultural heritage sites reviewed included the following:
•

National Monuments, be they in the ownership or guardianship of the State, in the
ownership of a local authority or monuments under preservation orders;

•

Record of Monuments & Places (RMP) and Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) from
www.archaeology.ie;

•

Architectural Conservation Areas;

•

Records of Protected Structures;

•

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH); and

•

Demesnes Landscapes and Historic Gardens indicated on the OSI First Edition Mapping.

•

Excavations Bulletin;

•

Cartographic Sources;

Secondly a detailed walkover survey of the proposed route of the greenway was conducted by a fully
qualified archaeologist. Finally the information provided by both the site inspection and the desk
top survey was assessed in relation to the potential impact of the proposed development on cultural
heritage. Having assessed the potential impact upon cultural heritage, a mitigation strategy has
been established.

2.1 Types of Impact
The types of impacts of the proposed development on archaeological features may be divided into
the following categories:
Direct: where there may be a physical effect on a site caused by the proposed development or a
visual impact.
Direct physical impacts may be caused by a range of activities associated with the construction and
operation of proposed development features. In addition, above-ground disturbance, such as that
caused by vehicle movement, and soil and overburden storage, may produce irreversible effects
upon archaeological features. Direct impacts on archaeological features are normally adverse,
permanent and irreversible.
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The second category of direct impact relates to the visual impact that may exist from or to the
monument from the proposed development. This may adversely affect the setting of a monument
within the wider archaeological / historical landscape.
Indirect: where the setting of a site or monument may be affected. Setting in this assessment is
understood in functional terms only. Indirect impacts may relate to new development causing a
visual impact, such as reducing views to or from cultural heritage features with important landscape
settings, or may cause increased fragmentation of a monument’s setting.
Uncertain: where there is a risk that the works may impinge on a site, for example, where it is not
clear where the location or boundaries of a site lie. Potential effects, direct and indirect, have been
assessed in terms of their scale, longevity, reversibility and nature (beneficial / neutral / adverse).
The importance of both direct and indirect impacts can vary depending on the nature of the
archaeological site under consideration.

2.2 Definitions for Assessment of Magnitude of Change
Consideration of the scale, extent of change, nature and duration of effect are important in
determining the magnitude of change.
Level
of Definition of Magnitude
Magnitude
High

Total loss or major alteration to key elements/ features/ characteristics of the
baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/ attributes
will be fundamentally changed.

Medium

Partial loss or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/
attributes will be partially changed.

Low

Minor loss of or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions. Change arising from the loss / alteration will be discernible
but underlying character/ composition/ attributes will be similar to pre development
circumstances /patterns

Negligible

Very minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements /features /characteristics
of the baseline conditions. Change barely distinguishable, approximating to the “no
change” situation.
Table 1: definitions for assessing magnitude of change.
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2.3 Definitions for the Assessment of Significance
An assessment of importance and magnitude can then be undertaken to determine how significant
an impact is.
IMPORTANCE

MAGNITUDE

Local

Regional

Negligible

No Change

No Change

Low

Slight

Moderate

Medium

Moderate

Substantial

High

Substantial

Substantial

Table 2: definitions for assessment of significance.
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3 Archaeological and Historical Baseline
3.1 Cultural heritage assets within the development area.
3.1.1

Desk top study

The desk top study identified a large number of archaeological and historical assets along or
immediately adjacent the route of the proposed greenway (figure 3).
The route passes through the historic town on Carlingford (LH005-042). The earliest mention of the
Carlingford area is with reference to Viking raids in the 9th century but nothing is known of any
settlement which they might have made. The place name Carlingford is Scandinavian in origin
translating into the 'Fjord of Carlinn' and it is possible that the Vikings may have used the sheltered
natural harbour of Carlingford as a temporary base. Apart from the name, no other Viking evidence
has been recovered to date. The town of Carlingford only developed after the castle, known as King
John's Castle (LH005-042002) was built c. 1200. The town developed from the castle as a linear
settlement with typical medieval patterns, burgage plots, defensive walls, narrow streets, friary and
urban tower houses. It began to be enclosed with a town wall in the in early 13th century and
eventually enclosed an area estimated at c. 8 hectares.
The 14th, 15th and early 16th centuries was the era of greatest prosperity. This is witnessed today
by the surviving town houses of a rich merchant class such as Taaffes Castle and the Mint. The five
charters, from the first in 1326 during the reign of Edward II to the last in 1619 granted by James I
are another testament to its wealth and importance.
The decline of the town began in early 17th century as the more in-land routes northwards through
the Moyry Pass were opened up; the old coastal route via Carlingford was increasingly by-passed.
During the Confederacy period of the 1640s the town remained loyal to the Dublin administration
but was taken by the Royalists in 1649; they surrendered to the Parliamentary forces some months
later. It seems likely that as a result of Cromwellian confiscations many of the town’s old families
were dispossessed. The port was again used during the war of the two Kings (James II and William of
Orange). In 1689 it was burned by the Jacobites in their retreating before the Williamite army and
the harbour provided safe anchorage for supply ships for the Williamites. It also served as an
intermediary hospital station for transfer of the sick and wounded Williamite soldiers to
Carrickfergus.
Thirteen recorded archaeological sites are located along the proposed greenway route within the
historic town. Table 3 summarises the archaeological sites identified along the route and appendix 1
provides full details of these sites.
Number
LH005-42022

Location
King Johns Castle adjacent to R176

LH005-42002
LH005-42018

King Johns Castle adjacent to R176
NE end of Back Lane
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Summary
Souterrain identified within the
area of King John’s Castle
Anglo-Norman castle
13th/14th century ditch terminus
identified through excavation
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Number
LH005-42004
LH005-42005
LH005-42010

Location
NE end of Newry Street
Newry Street
Church Road

LH005-42011
LH005-42012

Church Road
Old Quay Lane

LH005-42014

NE end of Newry Street

LH005-42017
LH005-42019

Newry Street
Junction of Newry Street and un-named lane

LH005-42020

Church Road

LH005-42021

Church Road/ Thosel Street

Summary
Remnants of medieval house
Medieval castle- Taaffe’s Castle
19th century church with late
medieval/post medieval fabric
Medieval grave slab
Early 18th century house- Ghan
House
Medieval house identified
through excavation
Medieval road surface
Remnants of a late medieval
fortified tower house dating to
the 15th/16th century survive
in the basement of the current
building
Graveyard associated with
LH005-42010
17th century burials

The desk top survey identified 34 cultural heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of
Architectural Heritage (all of which are also recorded in the Record of Protected Structures) along
the route of the proposed greenway. None of these structures will be directly affected by the works.
Full details of these structures can be found within appendix 1.
An inspection of the early edition OS maps shows the continuing urbanisation of the town from its
medieval origins. This includes the appearance of the former Dundalk, Newry and Greenore
Railway. It was developed in the 1860s to provide a link between the towns in its title and the
London and North Western Railway port at Greenore, from where a ferry service operated to
Holyhead. It was opened between Greenore and Dundalk in 1873 and extended to Newry in 1876.
The line was closed in 1951. All traces of the railway line have been removed by the existing road
network, although some features associated with it still survive such as the pedestrian bridge which
provides access to King John’s castle.

3.1.2

Site inspection

An inspection of the proposed greenway route was undertaken by a fully qualified archaeologist.
This section of the route connects with the existing greenway which extends between Carlingford
Marina and Omeath. Travelling south from the marina, the greenway will utilise the existing access
road as a shared surface for vehicles and cyclists (plate 1). From here the route continues south
along the R173 and splits at the junction with Back Lane (plate 2). The section continuing along the
main R173 will consist of a cycle path extending along the side of the road.
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Plate 1: looking north along the existing access to Carlingford Marina.

Plate 2: looking south along R173 at junction with Back Lane.
The cycle path will extend to the rear of an existing parking area (plate 3) before rejoining the road
immediately adjacent to King John’s Castle (plate 4) and then terminating at the access point to the
north pier. The existing footpath network will be utilised to guide pedestrians to the trail head at
the existing tourist office.
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Plate 3: looking north along car parking area with cycle path to be inserted
along grass area.

Plate 4: looking north along R173 with King John’s castle to the right.
The section which splits off along Back Lane will utilise the existing road as a shared surface for
vehicles and cyclists. The route continues along Back Lane and splits again at its junction with Newry
Street (plate 5). The Back Lane section continues into the centre of the town and joins Dundalk
Street at its junction with Market Street (plate 6). The route continues along Dundalk Street before
turning left onto Church Road (plate 7) and terminating at the trail head at Old Quay Lane.
The Newry Street section also utilises the existing road as a shared surface for vehicles and cyclists.
It extends along the street as far as Taaffe’s Castle, before turning left and extending along an unnamed lane and terminating at the trail head (plate 8).
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Plate 5: junction between Back Lane and Newry Street.

Plate 6: looking south along Dundalk Street.

Plate 7: looking northeast along Church Road.
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Plate 8: Junction of Newry Street and un-named lane showing Taaffe’s Castle.

3.2 Cultural heritage assets beyond the development area.
Given the location of the majority of this section of the greenway is confined to the historic town of
Carlingford, the desk top survey focused on the area of the National Monuments Service-Zone of
Notification for the town which in essence represents its historic core (figure 3). The survey also
extended out to a 250m corridor along the section from King John’s Castle to Carlingford Marina and
including the northern section of Back Lane.

3.2.1

Record of Monuments and Places

A total of seven cultural heritage assets recorded in the RMP were identified within the search area.
These include the town wall LH005-42001; the castle LH005-42008; the medieval house LH00542006; the gate house LH005-42009; the excavation sites LH005- 42015 and LH005- 42016; and the
priory LH005-42013. Full details of these monuments are contained within appendix 2. None of
these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.

3.2.2

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and Records of Protected Structures

In addition to those structures along the route, the survey identified a further thirteen cultural
heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and an additional 2
recorded in the Record of Protected Structures. Full details of these monuments are contained
within appendix 3. None of these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.
3.2.3

Excavations Database

The excavations database identified 62 further excavations within the search area for the desk top
survey. Seventeen of these identified archaeological deposits and they are detailed within appendix
4.
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4 Impact Assessment
4.1 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Construction Phase
The desk top survey and site inspection have established that the proposed greenway route passes
through an area of high archaeological interest focused on the historic town of Carlingford. The
historic importance of the town and the level of known surviving archaeology here indicate that any
works in this area have a high potential for further archaeological discoveries.
Ground works within the scheme will be restricted to the insertion of kerbing, signage, lighting,
drainage and the creation of the cycle path around the exiting car park to the north of St John’s
Castle. This cycle path will pass beneath the existing road tunnel/ bridge entrance into King John’s
Castle and will consists of a new footpath in this area. While the construction requirements for the
greenway will have minimal individual footprints, the level of archaeological survivability within the
whole scheme is such that further sub-surface archaeological deposits could be identified. Should
sub-surface archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed greenway then they
may be subject to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements. As the nature of any
such deposits remains unknown, the magnitude of this impact is not considered significant. The
level of impact can be off-set by the application of the mitigation measures set out in section 5 of
this report.

4.2 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Operational Phase
The operational phase of the proposed greenway will have no impact upon archaeology, cultural or
built heritage either within the boundary of the route or the surrounding landscape. Where the
scheme does pass in close proximity to upstanding heritage features such as King John’s Castle, the
works will consists to alterations to the existing road network to include new footpaths and street
furniture. These works will be minimal in nature and will present no significant visual impact upon
any of the associated monuments.

5 Mitigation and Its Effectiveness
The desk top survey has identified that the principal archaeological mitigation should relate to the
potential for sub-surface archaeological remains to be identified during the course of the
construction works. Given the high archaeological potential of this area, monitoring of all ground
penetrating works should be conducted along the route of the proposed greenway.
The majority of the proposed works are to be conducted within the National Monuments ServiceZone of Notification for the town and is immediately adjacent to King John’s castle which is a
National Monument. It is possible that Ministerial Consent will be required for the works under
Section 14 of the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended). The need for this can be established
through early consultation with the National Monuments Service (NMS) of the Department of
Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht.
Should Ministerial Consent be required it should be applied for at least 12 weeks in advance of the
site works starting. The application should include a detailed method statement setting out how the
archaeological monitoring will be conducted.
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If Ministerial Consent is not required then NMS will require notification of the works under Section
12 of the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended). This should be applied for at least 12 weeks
in advance of the site works starting. The application should include a detailed method statement
setting out how the archaeological monitoring will be conducted.
It is possible that the monitoring works will require an archaeological licence. The need for the
licence can be established through the early consultation with NMS. Should a licence be required
the application can be submitted with either the Ministerial Consent or Notification applications.
Upon completion of the works a final report should be prepared detailing the findings of the
monitoring and submitted to NMS.

5.1 Cumulative Effects
The introduction of the proposed greenway will have no cumulative effects upon archaeology,
cultural or built heritage either within the site or the surrounding landscape.

5.2 Residual Effects
Following the implementation of the proposed mitigation strategy, the introduction of the proposed
greenway will have no residual effects upon archaeology, cultural or built heritage either within the
site or the surrounding landscape.

6 Statement of Significance of Effect
The desk top survey and site inspection have established that the proposed greenway route passes
through an area of high archaeological interest focused on the historic town of Carlingford. The
historic importance of the town and the level of known surviving archaeology here indicate that any
works in this area have a high potential for further archaeological discoveries.
The groundworks associated with the scheme will have minimal individual footprints however; the
level of archaeological survivability is such that further sub-surface archaeological deposits could be
identified. Should sub-surface archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed
greenway then they may be subject to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements.
The magnitude of this loss can be significantly reduced by the adoption of an appropriate mitigation
strategy. The implementation of the mitigation strategy would result in the substantial adverse
effect being considered not significant in EIA terms and result in a slight negative impact.
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Figure 1: location of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 2: layout of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 3: known archaeological sites within the zone of notification for Carlingford.
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Figure 4: protected structures within the zone of notification for Carlingford.
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Figure 5: 1st edition OS map showing the layout of early 19th century Carlingford.
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Figure 6: Later edition OS map showing the layout of Carlingford following the arrival of the
railway.
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Appendix 1: cultural heritage assets located along the route of the proposed greenway
Archaeological sites
Number
LH005-42022

Site Type
Souterrain

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42002

Castle

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42018

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42004

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

of

Description
A section of a souterrain passage was discovered inside King John’s Castle (LH004-042002-) during
2016 just W of the cross-wall. It consists of a NE-SW passage (L c. 10m) which was entered by a sloping
unroofed passage (L 3m) at the NE and might have been cut at its SW end by the walls of the
gatehouse. Close to its SW end a passage ran SE (L c. 2.5m) and then SW (L c. 3.5m). This section of
passage (Wth 1.2m; H c. 0.9-1.3m) was of drystone walls corbelling in at the top but lacking any roofstones. Another passage might have continued SE from the turn.
Built on rock overlooking Carlingford Lough and commanding a very strong position, it is built on an
older monument, possibly a promontory fort, as the remains of a souterrain (LH005-042022-) was
found in the W courtyard during 2016 (Halpin 2017). The castle is constructed of roughly coursed
limestone blocks and greywacke, has a D-shaped curtain wall with rectangular gate-building at the W
side, and a N-S internal cross-wall. King John is credited with its building, but the type of gateway and
the shape of the tower at the SW angle suggest a slightly earlier date, and possibly around the turn of
the twelfth century would be more appropriate for the W half of the structure. The E portion is
considerably later, probably dating to c. 1262; this is based on a record in a Pipe Roll (Cassidy 1983, 3)
which states that a payment was made for quarrying and transport of stone to Carlingford and
Greencastle.
Test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 98E0161) along the NE end of Back Lane uncovered what
appeared to be a very large pit or terminus of a ditch. Pottery dating to the 13th/14th century was
recovered from the fill of this feature.
Situated within its own burgage plot. All that survives is the S gable wall and a fragment of its front. A
brass plaque is attached to it stating that it dates to the sixteenth century. A human head, carved in a
late Medieval style is positioned on the outside face of the S gable and is believed to have originated
in the Dominican Friary (LH005-042013-)
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Number
LH005-42005

Site Type
Castle

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42010

Church

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42011

Graveslab

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42012

House

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42014

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42017

Excavation

LH005-42019

Castle

Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of Usually referred to as 'Taaffe's Castle', it is four storeys high, excluding the wall-walk level, and is
constructed of roughly coursed greywacke and limestone rubble and boulders with a very few
hammer- or punch-dressed blocks, but with some finely dressed quoin stones. It is rectangular in plan
with a westward projecting tower at the SW angle which carries the stairwell. The main doorway,
situated in the W end of the S wall, has a two-centred arch constructed of nine large blocks of dressed
limestone. The upper parts of the castle are not now generally accessible because it is used as a
private warehouse
of This freestanding former Church of Ireland church, dated 1821, incorporates fabric of earlier buildings
and now serves as a Heritage Centre for Carlingford. The core fabric of the church appears to date to
the later 17th century and is attached to a tower of late 16th/early 17th century date.
of A chamfered coffin shaped slab is set upside down at the head of a grave in the south of the
graveyard. Only the lower portion is visible but it would appear to bear a cross design in relief
springing from a decorated base consisting of a pointed reticulated arch.
of This building is known as 'Ghan House'. It is described by Casey and Rowan (1993, 178) as 'an early to
mid 18th century house already begun by Mr. Stannus in 1726 when he is reported to have stolen the
flagstones from the nearby Abbey and used them as a pavement before his own front door
of Discovered during trial test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 94E0187). Excavation revealed a peaty
layer partly defined by a stone setting. Possible traces of wattle were also noted (Murphy 1995, 5960). Remains may represent traces of one or more houses.
of Test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 98E0161) along Newry Street led to the discovery of the
original cobbled roadway. This roadway overlay deposits which contained medieval pottery.
of Remnants of a late medieval fortified tower house dating to the 15th/16th century survive in the
basement of the 'Watch Tower'. Originally this tower house would have overlooked the medieval
harbour. Little is known of its history but it may be one of the three castles which Captain Venables
refers to in his account of the assault and capture of Carlingford in September 1649.
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Number
LH005-42020

Site Type
Graveyard

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42021

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of The rectangular graveyard (map dims. 50m E-W; 35m N-S) associated with Holy Trinity Church (LH005042010-) is inter-denominational. The headstones range in date from the 18th century onwards and
the earliest inscribed gravestone records the death of nine year old, Ann Toomes, who died November
1703. In the south of the graveyard is a chamfered coffin shaped slab set upside down at the head of a
grave: only the lower portion is visible and it is of medieval date (see LH005-052011-)
of Excavations just outside the eastern gate of the Holy Trinity Church, Church Lane, in 1999 ‘found a
communal grave containing three roughly deposited individuals. Close by was a fourth individual, also
in a shallow grave. All four had been the victims of violent death, with multiple wounds to their heads.
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Protected Structures
RPS No.
LHS005-017

NIAH No.
13825001

Type
Railway
Bridge

13825016

Name
Bridge over Road
at King John's
Castle
Kendal Cottage

LHS005-029
LHS005-030

13825017

Castle View

House

LHS005-031

13825018

LHS005-028
LHS005-063

13825014
13825058

LHS005-022

13825008

House

LHS005-023

13825009

House

LHS005-024

13825010

House

LHS005-024

13825011

House

LHS005-026

13825012

LHS005-027

13825013

House

House
The Anchorage
Worker's House

House
House

Ceol-Na-Mara
Well

Description
Single-arch former railway bridge over former railway line, built 1872, now in use as
pedestrian bridge over road. Bridge spans road and carries approach to King John's
Castle.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1820. Rectangular-plan, attached to houses
to north and south
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1820. Rectangular-plan, attached to
houses to north and south
Attached four-bay two-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan, attached to houses
to north and south.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan.
Detached two-bay single-storey former railway worker's house, built c. 1870, now in use
as private dwelling. Single-storey flat-roofed extension to west.
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north. Rectangular-plan, single-storey return to east
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, two-storey extension to east.
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, flat-roofed return to east
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, flat-roofed return to east
Corner-sited attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Rectangular-plan,
single-storey lean-to return to east
Well, built c. 1860, now disused. Segmental-headed opening, cut limestone trough,
painted lead spout. Set in lime-washed random coursed wall to side of
street.
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RPS No.
LHS005-054

NIAH No.
13825049

Name

Type

LHS005-055

13825050

LHS005-056

13825051

LHS005-057

13825052

LHS005-058

13825053

LHS005-032

13825021

The Spout

Well

LHS005-059

13825054

Carlingford Garda
Station

Police station

Former
Courthouse
Courthouse, now
Library
Carlingford
Church
Presbyterian
Church
St. Michael's Hall Church/parish
hall

Description
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1750, as a pair with the adjoining house
to south. Now also in use as shop
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1750, as
a pair with the adjoining house to north. Lean-to
extension to west
Detached three-bay single-storey former court house, built c. 1935, with projecting
entrance porch.
Freestanding single-cell gable-fronted Presbyterian church, built 1869, with four-bay
nave elevations.
Detached three-bay two-storey over basement church hall, dated 1925. Single-storey
over basement canted west wing, three-bay single-storey flat-roofed concrete-built
extension to north elevation.
Well, built c. 1830. Segmental-headed opening, random coursed limestone walling,
iron and concrete reinforcements to arch, circular cast-iron pipe, cast triangular
concrete funnel, moss-covered pillar supporting funnel, cast-iron grate to base. Set in
painted stone wall to west side of road. Heritage trail plaque in wall.
Detached seven-bay two-storey former coastguard station, dated 1848, later used as
courthouse and now in use as Garda Station.
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RPS No.

NIAH No.
13825055

Name
Eblana House

LHS005-020
LHS005-021

13825005
13825006

Marian House

13825025

Serene Silver

13825027
LHS005-039

13825028

LHS005-040

13825029

LHS005-041

13825030

LHS005-042

13825031

Type

Gateway

Description
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1830, with return to west. Pitched slate
roof, clay ridge tiles, red brick corbelled chimneystacks, uPVC gutter on corbelled
eaves course, cast-iron downpipe to south-east corner. Painted smooth rendered
walling, channelled to east. Square-headed window openings, tooled granite sills,
painted timber one-over-one sliding sash window to south, uPVC windows to east.
Segmental-headed door opening, painted roll-top surround, fluted Doric columns
flanking door supporting cornice, spider web fanlight, painted timber four-panel door,
tooled stone threshold. Street fronted, channelled rendered wall to south, painted
timber gates leading to rear yard.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Rectangular-plan, return to east.
Attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1880. Rectangular-plan, lean-to return
to east.
Detached multiple-bay two-storey former warehouse, built c. 1820, now in use as
shop.
Stone gateway, built c. 1820. Random rubble stone walling, saddle-coping, squared
limestone quoins to north-east corner.
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1800. Rectangular-plan with three-bay
single-storey block to south. Pitched slate roof, clay ridge tiles, unpainted smooth
rendered corbelled chimneystack, verge coping, cast-iron gutters on brackets on
corbelled eaves course, circular cast-iron downpipes.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1880, as a pair with the adjoining house
to the south.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1880, as a pair with the adjoining house
to the north.
Corner-sited attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1910, built as a pair with the
adjoining house to the south. Rectangular-plan, chamfer to north-west
corner, single-storey return and two-storey red brick extension to east.
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RPS No.
LHS005-035

NIAH No.
13825024

Name
Mountain View

Type

LHS005-037

13825026

Kingfisher Bistro

Warehouse

LHS005-014

13825040

Holy
Trinity Heritage
Heritage Centre
centre

LHS005-015

13825002

Ghan House

LHS005-053

13825048

Wood Quay

Boathouse

LHS005-049

13825042

Carlingford
Tourist Ofice

Railway
station

Description
Detached multiple-bay three-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan, two-storey
return to east.
Detached four-bay three-storey former warehouse, built c. 1820, now in use as
restaurant. Rectangular in plan, late twentieth century glass and rendered extension
to east.
Former Church of Ireland, Freestanding former Church of Ireland church, Medieval
tower with later nave (1821) incorporating fabric of earlier building and now used as
heritage centre.
Early 19thC rebuilding of 1727 detached seven-bay two-storey house, gabled. now in
use as guest house and restaurant. L-plan comprising double-pile east block with
returning single-pile six-bay single-storey over basement north block.
Detached L-plan multiple-bay single-storey former boathouse, built c. 1870, now in
use as house. Pitched and hipped slate roofs with rendered chimneystacks. Roughly
dressed limestone walls. Replacement fittings to openings.
Detached H-plan seven-bay single-storey former railway station, dated 1876, now in
use as tourist office.
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Appendix 2: known archaeological sites the wider search area
Number
LH005-42001

Site Type
Town wall

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42013

Priory

LH005-42006
LH005-42008

Medieval
House
Castle

Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42016

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42015

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

of

of
of
of

Description
The Carlingford town defences appear to have enclosed a roughly rectangular area of about 8
hectares, but the precise course of the wall is not known. According to Bradley (1984b, 35) there are
no known early maps of topographical importance for Carlingford. The supposed line of the wall is
based on remaining fragments and the position of the Tholsel Gate. A large section of the wall exists
at the NW side of the town at Back Lane and to the SE of the Tholsel. The wall at Back Lane is built on
a slope, is constructed of uncoursed rubble, stands to a height of c. 3m and is c. 1m thick. This section
of wall contains four loops which indicate that it is late medieval in date. The section of wall to the SE
of the Tholsel Gate is similar to the portion at Back Lane and also contains loops.
This priory is thought to have been founded by Richard de Burgh c. 1305. Its remains consist of a nave
and chancel divided by a tower with possible parts of the domestic range c. 20m to the S.
Bradley and King (1985, 39) suggests that the building located at this site with its 'narrow rectangular
loop-like windows in its south wall', may be late medieval in date.
This building is known as the 'Mint'. However, as this name does not appear in print before the late
19th century it likely to be the product of a romantic mind which sought to link it with the licence to
mint coinage, granted to Carlingford in 1467. No coinage from Carlingford is known and the present
building is noticeably lacking in features that one might associate with a mint. The building is, without
doubt, a residence of one of the thriving merchant families that prospered in Carlingford and the
surviving architectural details are indicative of a 16th century date for the structure.
Discovered during test trenching (Excavation Licence 97E0141). Living floors and wall foundations of
buildings ranging in date from the 13th/14th century to the early 19th century were revealed. A small
number of finds were retrieved consisting of pottery and glass.
Uncovered during pre-development excavation (Excavation Licence No. 94E0063). Excavations
revealed a medieval building with its foundations resting on the foundations of the N side of the
Tholsel gate. A second building was also uncovered with a late medieval or post medieval date. The
earliest finds from the site consisted of 14th/15th century pottery.
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Number
LH005-42009

Site Type
Gate House

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of To the SE side of the town a gate usually referred to as the Tholsel, stands at and gave access to the
main street, as it does today. It is a sub-rectangular gatehouse and has a flattened barrel-vaulted
entranceway with segmental arch of small greywacke slabs and keystone. It is built of limestone
blocks, boulders and greywacke, roughly coursed, and was originally three storeys high. The third
storey has been truncated and a modern slate roof now covers it. In the NE angle at ground level
there is a small rectangular chamber (c. 15m by 3m) with flat arched doorway and barrel vault over.
The first-floor level is reached by modern steps through a doorway at the E end of the N wall, but the
original access to this level must have been from a spiral stairwell, part of which is now discernible just
above the entrance to the small rectangular chamber mentioned above. The upper portion of the NE
angle has obviously been rebuilt and an early window head incorporated. The N wall has an opening
with a two centred arch directly over the main entranceway. This opening is a later alteration and has
no original cut stone remaining. The S wall also has an opening with a two-centred arch, but it has an
original window jamb on its W side of hammer-dressed limestone with glazing bar holes and is
chamfered. At the E end of the S wall there is a plain slit ope which gave light to the garderobe in the
SE angle. The remains of the garderobe with a small rectangular chute are to be seen in the E angle.
The W wall also has plain lintelled loops at first and second-floor level, a cubby-hole at first-floor level
in the W angle, and a single-splayed ope at first-floor level in the N wall. The building has been much
altered and repaired, as can be seen in the stonework of the S wall of the E angle, the N wall of the N
angle, the windows of the first floor and the insertion of early medieval cut stone from some other
building.
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Appendix 3: protected structures within the wider search area
RPS No.
LHS005-051

NIAH No.
13825044

Name
Pier

Type
Pier

LHS005-012

13825045

The Tholsel

Gatehouse

LHS005-033

13825022

River Lane Walls

Walls

LHS005-043

13825032

House

LHS005-008

13825041

LHS005-044

13825034

Former Thatched House
House
The Abbey Bar
House

LHS005-045

13825035

Mill Race

LHS005-052

13825046

House

LHS005-009

13825047

H O'Hare/Anchor Public
Bar
house

LHS005-018

13825003

House

Mill Race

Description
Stone-built pier, built c. 1840. Rock-faced squaredand- snecked stone walling, limestone
coping. Storm wall to north. Concrete surface to pier. Tooled limestone steps to water.
Granite bollards; cast-iron bollard embossed with "CH GIL" and hallmark of James
Shekleton Ironworks, Dundalk; cast-iron lamp standards with scrolled detailing. Running
eastwards into Carlingford Lough, forms harbour with corresponding pier to east.
Detached single-bay two-storey former gate house and tholsel with integral carriage
arch and small chamber adjacent, built c. 1450, extensively repaired in the nineteenth
century. Only surviving town gate in Carlingford.
Rendered rubble masonry retaining walls, built c. 1800, flanking north and south sides
of River Street at sharp corner. Partially damaged to south-east. Mid twentieth century
replacement concrete section to north-west.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1910, built as a pair with the adjoining
house to the north. Rectangular-plan, single-storey return to east.
Detached five-bay two-storey house, built c. 1770. Rectangular-plan, open gabled porch
projecting from south elevation.
End-of-terrace two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1890, formerly also in use as public
house, now in use as house. Rectangular-plan, return to east
Former millrace, built c. 1650, running north-east to south-west, becoming culvert to
south-west, now disused. Set to side of lane running eastwards off Dundalk Street,
remains of Dominican Abbey to north.
Corner-sited attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1760. Rectangular-plan,
return and extensions to east, attached to house (O'Hare's / Anchor Bar) to north
Corner-sited attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1830, formerly also in use as
shop, now in use as licenced premises with shopfront. Rectangular-plan, two-storey
return to east, attached to house to south.
Semi-detached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870. Square-plan, attached house to
north
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RPS No.
LHS005-019

NIAH No.
13825004

Name
Allure Hair Studio

Type
House

LHS005-061

13825056

Market Street

House

LHS005-062

13825057

Worker's House

House

Description
Semi-detached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, now also in use as hairdresser's
to ground floor. Square-plan with return to east, attached house to south.
Corner-sited attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1780, with shopfront
inserted to ground floor.
Detached two-bay single-storey former railway worker's house, built c. 1870, now in use
as private dwelling. Single-storey flat-roofed extension to west
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Appendix 4: excavation conducted within the historic town of Carlingford.
Licence number
02E1797

Site name
Details
Back
Lanes, The proposed development relates to the construction, on the site of a recently demolished modern house, of a
Carlingford
three-bedroomed holiday unit, with parking space to the south, and the removal of a retaining wall. A single testtrench was excavated on the site and the removal of the retaining wall was monitored. No archaeological features
or deposits were exposed in the trench and the retaining wall was removed directly onto natural boulder clay
'Holy
Trinity In February 1991 the Church of Ireland community leased their semi-derelict church to the Carlingford Lough
Church',
Heritage Trust to be restored for use as a visitor and cultural centre. The restoration of Holy Trinity Church
Carlingford
involved the digging of a duct to house heating and electrical cables along the internal north and south walls of the
building. This led to the discovery of skeletons in shallow graves beneath the floor boards. Twenty extended
inhumations with an east-west orientation with heads to the west were found. All were buried in simple grave cuts
with no evidence of coffins or other grave goods. The majority were cut through each other causing considerable
dislocation and loss of material. In some cases skeletons were reinterred with later burials. The disturbance of the
burials may have occurred during renovations to the floor in the 19th century. The skeletal remains consisted of
20 in situ burials and a minimum of 32 disarticulated individuals. Of the 20 in situ burials 10 were males, 6 were
females and 4 were juveniles. At least 15 of the disarticulated remains were male, 9 were female and 4 were
juveniles. The skeletal report indicated that the antemortem tooth-loss rate was high and hypoplastic defects in
the enamels were noted in several individuals. Several examples of periostitis of the lower end of the tibiae were
found and one example of osteomyletis of a tibia was found among the disarticulated remains. There were 2
examples of major trauma to the skull, one was a result of trephination, a form of cranial surgery, and the other
had suffered a large sword wound. Both individuals appear to have survived their trauma.
Two bones were dated using the C 14 method. One bone has a calibrated age range of AD 1517-1666, and the
other bone sample has a calibrated age range of AD 1442-1650. The skeletal remains were reburied in the
graveyard which surrounds the Holy Trinity Church.
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Licence number

Site name
Tholsel
Carlingford

Details
St, In 1991 the Carlingford Lough Heritage Trust purchased a derelict site in Tholsel St, Carlingford Permission has
been received for the construction of houses, apartments and shop units on the site. Prior to this development the
area had to be investigated by archaeologists.Mounds of rubble and concrete walls were removed (remnants of
previous attempts to build on the site in the last decade) and 4 trenches were excavated. A few structural remains
and some medieval pottery sherds were uncovered.The most significant feature in the excavation of the site was a
breakwater, which extended across the site parallel to the line of Tholsel St Areas of cobbling were also uncovered
and a square structure of unknown function abutted the breakwater on the harbour side.The site is located
directly opposite a 16th-century merchant's town house known as The Mint and the 15th-century Tholsel or town
gate is located to the south-west, at the end of the street. The area of Tholsel St was densely inhabited during the
medieval period. At this rime the excavated site was part of the shore-line of Carlingford Lough and was
susceptible to high tidal inundations. A strong breakwater was constructed to prevent the flooding of Tholsel St
This breakwater lay only at the front of The Mint and as one moves from The Mint frontage the breakwater
becomes rather crude in construction – a bank of stone and slaty material.The well-built breakwater has a definite
terminal. Adjacent to this is an area of cobbling which may have been used as an access to the shore-line and was
probably cut through the cruder part of the breakwater at a later date. The square structure abutting the
breakwater is a later addition and may be contemporary with the cobbling.At a later period a series of houses and
gardens was built on the site; a stone building and the gable of a house still survive from the late 17th
century.Almost 400 small finds were found on the site; the majority were pottery, the remainder were glass, clay
pipes and a couple of iron nails. Twenty-five percent of the pottery sherds were medieval, all of local origin and
dating to the late 13th and early 14th centuries, except one body sherd from north-west France which has a date
range from the 11th to the early 13th centuries. The remainder were post-medieval and generally late 18th and
19th century in date. The pieces of glass date from the 18th to the 20th centuries and the clay pipes are 19th
century in date.
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Licence number
93E0064

Site name
Carlingford Abbey

93E0189

Ghan House

94E0063

Thosel Street

07E0414

Details
Archaeological excavations were conducted over a five-week period between 26th April and 28th May. The work
was funded by the OPW and facilitated conservation of the site. Post-medieval burial activity had continued inside
the church structure and thus little undisturbed medieval strata were encountered. The excavations revealed an
original doorway surface at the west end of the church. Inhumations were encountered in all cuttings and are
currently being analysed. The tower, separating the chancel and nave, appears to be a later addition, the south
wall of which partly sits over a foundation plinth: this is not matched on the northern side. The plinth may be
related to an earlier structure associated with the adjacent mural stairway.
As part of ongoing work on the grounds, the front lawn was excavated by mechanical digger to create an
ornamental pond. This work uncovered the remains of a stone-built watercourse and a shell midden.

The site of a proposed residential development at Tholsel St., Carlingford, was archaeologically tested on May 17,
1994 on behalf of Archaeological Development Services Ltd. The site in question adjoins the Tholsel, one of the
town’s medieval gateways and during the testing, traces of a wall over 1m in thickness was discovered running
parallel to Tholsel St. with an apparent return towards the south-west corner. It was decided that a small
excavation should take place in the area around the Tholsel in order to ascertain the relationship between it and
the wall. It was also decided to monitor the excavation of the foundation trenches for the house to determine the
exact line of the wall and any other features which may have been present. This was carried out on October 4-5,
1994.
Back Lane, Newry An assessment by means of test-trenching was conducted at Back Lane, Newry Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth, on 8
Street
June 2007. The proposed development is located within the zone of archaeological potential associated with
LH005–042, Liberties of Carlingford. Two test-trenches were excavated. One possible archaeological feature was
identified during the excavation of these trenches. A cobbled/stone surface was exposed 9.4m from the eastern
edge of the trench and continued for its length. The date of this feature is unknown, but as the southern edge of
Trench 11 was located 2.6–3m from the remaining gable wall of a medieval house it is likely that it is associated
with an adjacent medieval structure. No upstanding stone walls or foundation trenches associated with the
adjacent medieval house were exposed, so it must be assumed that the cobbled surface represents an exterior
yard. The developer has not decided to do anything with the site as of this date.
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Licence number
94E0187

Site name
Newry Street

Details
Archaeological testing by trial-trenching was carried out on the site of a proposed residential development at
Newry St., Carlingford, on December 7, 1994. The site lies within an area of archaeological potential as outlined in
the Urban Archaeology Survey of Co. Louth (John Bradley, OPW 1984) and lies along the west side of Newry St. just
inside the north wall of the town.
The site was cleared of buildings before the testing took place and with it 1m of material was removed from the
northern end of the site. The material removed consisted of an early post-medieval layer containing shell
fragments, bone and pottery sherds of 16th/17th-century date. Underlying this was 0.5m of garden soil and,
towards the western portion of the site, a bank containing post-medieval layers, garden soil and up to 0.5m of the
natural gravel. Only a small portion of the early post-medieval layer lay undisturbed in the north-east corner of the
site. Two trenches were excavated in order to assess the remaining stratigraphy which basically was confined to
the north-east corner as elsewhere the site had already been excavated to the natural gravels.
Quite a substantial layer of garden soil covered the entire site and it was sealed by a layer of 15th-17th-century
date in the north-east corner of the site. It must therefore be of late medieval or early post-medieval date. It is
very similar to the medieval garden soils found in many urban centres in Ireland but in previous excavations in
nearby Tholsel St. (below No. 167) this layer was not present. This garden soil seals a peaty layer which is present
alongside Newry St. and may represent a medieval occupation layer. In the first test trench excavated along the
northern boundary of the site this layer was defined by a stone setting at its western extent. The layer was 0.3m
thick and contained quite an amount of branches and fragments of what could be wattles lying flat within the
layer. A few bone fragments were also recovered but no dating evidence was retrieved. The second trench was
opened perpendicular to the first trench and along the east side of the site. Here the natural gravels were exposed
in the southern end of the trench at a depth of 0.5m. Further north the same peaty layer as was evident in Trench
1 was exposed but not removed. It could be seen however from the southern end of the trench to be sitting
directly on natural.
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Licence number

Site name
King John’s Castle

Details
Prior to safety and access improvement works to be carried out by the Office of Public Works at King John’s Castle,
Carlingford, excavation of four areas was undertaken from 15 September to 3 October 2008. The four areas
excavated included: a cutting at the exterior of the western wall of the castle; a cutting in the interior of the
original gatehouse entrance; a cutting on both sides of the entrance through the interior spine wall; and the
excavation of infilled deposits in the lower solar area at the east and south-east of the castle. The cutting at the
exterior of the western wall of the castle confirmed that the original entrance to the medieval gatehouse is still
extant beneath the modern alterations to the castle’s exterior. Excavation also showed that the original entrance
was narrower than previously thought, measuring only 1.25m in width at this point. An intact paved surface with
built-in drainage gullies was uncovered in the interior of the gatehouse entrance and guardrooms as well as a
stone-lined cistern in the northern guardroom. Several sherds of pottery of 17th-century date were recovered
from deposits immediately overlying the paved surfaces. These floor surfaces, therefore, appear from the evidence
of the earliest overlying deposits to be of 17th-century date, indicating that the castle was occupied at least
temporarily in the early post-medieval period. It was unclear without excavating below these surfaces whether the
original medieval surfaces had been destroyed by this later phase of occupation or had simply been modified.
Excavation on the west side of the spine wall revealed an apparently linear feature and an adjacent pit. The
function of these two features is unclear; the linear feature with its roughly coursed drystone lining was similar in
appearance to a souterrain, a feature-type in which County Louth is abundant. Souterrains are generally dated to
the second half of the first millennium ad which presents a problem in identifying the feature as such; that the
eastern end of this linear feature appeared to have been built against the castle’s spine wall footings would
indicate that it is of 13th-century date at the earliest, however the absence of a visible cut for the wall footings
makes the relationship between the two features uncertain. A number of sherds of medieval date were recovered
from the sole fill of the linear feature. A series of infilled deposits of medieval or earlier date overlying bedrock
were revealed on the east side of the spine wall. Aside from a large amount of animal bone, the only finds
recovered from these infill deposits were a burnt flint flake and a triangular flint arrowhead, both of which are of
presumed prehistoric date but may be residual artefacts present in soil which was redeposited in the medieval
period. The basement level solar area was cleared of overburden of later post-medieval and modern date,
revealing the original floor surfaces of redeposited natural clay overlying bedrock. Several internal features were
uncovered within the rooms of the solar area, including evidence for a possible internal division and mortar floor
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Licence number
08R0108

Site name
Tholsel Street

94E0187

Newry Street

surface within the westernmost room, bedrock-cut steps in the south-eastern room, a possible flagstone floor
surface, mortar thresholds and evidence for door posts in the adjoining vaulted passage, and the lower steps
leading down to the blocked-up entrance in the eastern wall of the castle.
Details
Pre-development testing was carried out on 22 April and 1 May 2008 of a proposed development site at Tholsel
Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth. The development consisted of an extension to a house. The development area was
located
on
Tholsel
Street
between
O’Hare’s
pub
and
the
‘Tholsel’
(LH005–042009).
Four trenches, measuring a total of 26m in length, were placed across the areas of the site due to be disturbed.
Trenching revealed that the development area was reclaimed and backfilled sometime in the17th to mid-19th
century when the old harbour quay was built. Medieval deposits were uncovered at a depth between 1.3–1.7m
and point to the location of the medieval shoreline and possibly the position of an earlier quay.
Archaeological testing of this site was carried out in December 1994 (Excavations 1994, 59-60) and revealed the
presence of archaeological deposits in the north-east corner of the site. This was the subject of a two-day
excavation in January 1995. An area measuring 7m by 6m was excavated to natural gravels. The top 0.3-0.4m
consisted of disturbed material associated with the construction of houses which formerly stood on the site. In the
north section the foundation wall of an 18th/19th-century house was visible along the footpath cut into this
disturbed layer. This house wall continues further north and is still standing on the neighbouring site. Immediately
below the disturbed layer was a 0.3-0.4m-thick layer of dark organic soil containing sherds of 15th- to 17th-century
pottery and fragments of oyster shells and barnacles. Immediately below this layer was a 1m-thick layer of heavy
grey garden soil. The only find from this layer was a sherd of medieval pottery (14th/15th-century) of probable
local manufacture.
Over most of the site the garden soil could be seen sitting directly on natural gravels but in the north-east corner it
sealed an early medieval peaty layer containing fragments of branches. It was 0.8m thick and at its western extent
was a stone setting of uncertain significance. The only find from the layer was a small sherd of 13th/14th-century
local ware. This layer sat directly on the natural gravels which sloped from the west side of the site towards the
east. About 4m from the eastern edge of the site the slope became more dramatic and this coincided with the start
of the peaty layer. It is possible that this slope represents the outer edge of a ditch or moat around King John’s
Castle, which stands just across the road from the site. It would appear to have been at least 2m deep and possibly
up to 8m wide at the top and ran in a south-east/north-west direction. The peaty layer probably represents the
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Licence number
95E0122

Site name
Taaffe's Castle

primary fill of this ditch. Very little evidence survives for the line of the town wall towards the north end of the
town. It was presumed to have headed westwards from the castle towards the north-west corner of the town,
where the town wall still stands. It is clear that the wall in its present condition is quite late in date and it is
possible that a ditch, part of which was uncovered on the site under investigation, formerly existed at the north
end of the town.
Details
Trial-trenching was undertaken at Taaffe’s Castle for a period of nine days between 21 June and 5 July 1995 on
behalf of Archaeological Development Services Ltd. This was in advance of a restoration project on the building.
The brief was to determine the nature and extent of archaeological deposits and structures such as floor levels,
wall bases, doorways and drains. Seven trenches were opened outside and inside the castle and its annex.
Cut 1
This cutting was opened on the outside of the western wall of the castle in what is presently known as Larkin’s
Yard, to a depth of 1.78m below present ground level (6.75 OD). The upper portion (approx. 1.1m visible height) of
a blocked-up doorway was visible in this wall. The base of this doorway was uncovered approx. 0.75m below
present ground level and was defined by a layer of cobbles which were laid down prior to the blocking up of the
doorway. The base of the wall, which is of stone and lime mortar, is located 0.9m below these cobbles and rests
on loose unmortared stones.
Cut 2
This was opened against the outer western wall of the annex of the castle, and is situated, at present, inside
Larkin’s keg store (Larkin’s public house is built onto the castle). The purpose of this cutting was to locate the base
of the blocked doorway into the annex. A large threshold stone, approx. 1.4m long, was uncovered, which gave a
doorway height of 1.9m. A stone, approx. 0.6m long, was found at a right angle to the threshold. This stone plinth
may be the base of a staircase which ran to a higher-level doorway into the annex.
Cut 3
This was opened in the northernmost room of the annex, to define the base of its west wall. Excavation showed
evidence of a batter/foundation to the annex west wall. There is also evidence for a probable batter or foundation
for an earlier cross-wall. An east-west-running drain was an unexpected feature, but one which was probably
necessary due to the annual influx of the tide from the lough. This drain ran under a relieving arch in the west wall.
Cut 4
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This was opened along the exterior of the north wall of the barrel vault, at the present doorway from the annex
into Larkin’s backyard. This cutting established that the present doorway was not original but was probably
constructed during the 18th or 19th century and that the west wall of the annex directly abutted the barrel-vault
wall. There is also evidence of a very substantial wall batter, of indeterminate depth at present, for the north wall
of the barrel vault. What is most interesting is that the annex wall was apparently built quite soon after, if not
contemporaneously with, the barrel-vault wall.
Cuts 5, 6 and 7
These were all opened in the interior of the barrel vault and were excavated to try to locate its original floor and, if
possible, the depth of the original walls. The present concrete floor overlies a deposit of hard core which in turn
overlies 0.5-0.6m of post-medieval rubble. This mixed rubble was brought in from elsewhere to raise the floor of
the barrel vault. The rubble was deposited on top of a compact cobbled floor (approx. 5.2m OD). These cobbles
appear to be the original floor of the barrel vault. Only Cuts 5 and 7 were excavated below the cobbles. Both these
cuttings show substantial batters for the walls of the barrel vault and these batters appear to rest on a deposit of
unmortared stone. At the base of Cuts 5 and 7, at approx. 4.5m OD, there appears to be a mortared floor deposit
lying on top of unmortared stone. This is probably the result of dumps of mortar from the construction of the
barrel vault.
Licence number
98E0161

Site name
Carlingford

Details
Test-trenching, rescue excavation and monitoring in and around Carlingford has been ongoing since the end of
March 1998. The test-trenching was necessitated by the installation of a new drainage and sewerage scheme in
and around Carlingford by Louth County Council and by the laying of Telecom cables.
Thirty-five test-trenches were excavated. The programme of test-trenching followed from the results of a series of
slit-trenches excavated for engineering purposes in November 1996, supervised by Beth Cassidy, which uncovered
metalled roadways, possible early street frontages and a substantial wall immediately to the south of Taaffe’s
Castle. As works are still in progress, this report is of a preliminary nature.
Trenches were opened in Market Street, Newry Street, Back Lane, Dundalk Street, Old Quay Lane, Station Road,
Shore Road and vicinity, Greenore Road, Liberties and Fair Green. Several trenches produced archaeological
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remains. In the field adjacent to the present Ghan House a large rectangular structure was uncovered measuring
12.9m x 6m. It was constructed of stone and lime mortar and may have functioned as a warehouse, possibly
associated with the present canal. The present southern field boundary used the southern wall of this building. No
finds were associated with this structure, but a quantity of red brick rubble was uncovered in the northern
foundation trench, suggesting a post-medieval date. The pipe-trench was relocated to the north of the structure so
as not to damage it.
Nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the test-trenches either along the Shore Road and its
vicinity or along the Greenore Road, with the exception of a sleeper ‘bed’ dating to the time of the railway
construction (1876).
Along Old Quay Lane and Fair Green nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered, with the exception of
the area immediately to the east of Taaffe’s Castle, where a possible metalled slipway(?) and possible mooring
posts were discovered. The slipway lies at approximately the same level as the original floor of the barrel vault of
Taaffe’s Castle (Excavations 1995, 57).
At Station Road, immediately to the south of Taaffe’s Castle, test-trenching and monitoring necessitated a rescue
excavation in advance of pipe-laying when two north-south-running walls were uncovered at the western and
eastern ends of the street. The easternmost large masonry wall was uncovered at the remains of the present arch
on the south-east corner of the building. This wall had an intact height of 1.3-1.5m and a maximum width of 2.2m.
It was constructed of stone and lime mortar with very tight joints on its eastern (seaward) face and had a very
solid, mortared interior.
It appears that this wall was partially built before the laying of the castle foundations and then the walls were
constructed together to form the arch. This wall had been breached at its southern, excavated end, possibly during
the post-medieval period, and a later wall had been inserted. This later wall appears to be similar to the
upstanding warehouses along Old Quay Lane.
The second wall, also running north-south, was of cruder construction, although its eastern face had the tight
jointing evident in the eastern wall. The wall was 0.93m wide with an intact height (including stone footings) of c.
2m.
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These two walls appear to form the bawn of the castle, although both appear to have been exposed to the sea at
one time. It is suggested that the western wall was constructed first and then the eastern wall was constructed
when the castle was being built to enclose a courtyard. Both walls appear to have served the dual function of
bawn- and sea-walls.
Nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the three trenches excavated along Dundalk Street,
although it was expected that the southern portion of the town wall might have crossed the street to join the
present wall, on the west side of the town, to the Tholsell.
The trenches in Market Street uncovered nothing of archaeological significance as there was severe disturbance by
insertion of services.
Of the two trenches excavated along the northern end of Back Lane, only one produced archaeological remains.
This was a ditch or very large pit 6.2m in maximum width and c. 0.7m deep. At the base of this feature some early
medieval pottery was recovered along with a few fragments of animal bone.
The five trenches excavated in Newry Street produced remains of the original roadway in the form of cobbled and
metalled surfaces overlying deposits containing medieval pottery.
At the top of Newry Street, at what is known as Castle Hill, test-trenching uncovered two walls and part of a
cobbled roadway. A rescue excavation was undertaken at this area as the line of the pipe-trenches could not be
changed. The excavation uncovered the original boundary ditch (running east-west), c. 3.5m wide, cut into the
natural gravel. Sometime later a wall and gateway were built slightly off the line of the ditch. The wall (c. 0.1m
below the present level of tarmac road) was constructed of stone and lime mortar, set on large stone footings, and
had an intact height of 2.2m and a varying width of 1-1.05m at its top. The width of the gateway is 2.15m.
Set into the south side of the wall is a set of steps that may have led to an upper room or wall-walk. At the eastern
portion of the wall a relieving arch was revealed 0.65m below the top of the wall (width c. 1.45m, height c. 1.45m).
It had been constructed through the wall, possibly to allow the flow of spring water under it.
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Through the gateway ran a cobbled roadway bounded on its eastern edge by a line of large boulders. Overlying this
line and abutting the masonry wall was a stone-and-clay wall (c. 1.5m wide at its base and 1m at its top) running
approximately north-south for a distance of c. 6.5m, which may have been a later boundary wall.

Licence number
97E0141

Site name
Thosel Street

Only a small number of pottery finds were retrieved from the ditch, suggesting a 13th/14th-century date for the
ditch infilling. The wall and gateway were also probably of this date as infill deposits containing similar pottery lay
against the wall on its southern side.
Details
Testing was carried out on 14 January 1998 on a site in Tholsel Street, Carlingford, where planning permission had
been granted for a commercial and residential development. The site lies on the west side of Tholsel Street
between The Tholsel, a medieval gatehouse, and The Mint, a medieval stone house that is a National Monument in
state care. The site has a street frontage of 27m and extends westwards for 21m, cutting back into a natural gravel
ridge.In a series of test-trenches modern and post-medieval rubble was excavated by machine to expose the
surface of archaeological deposits. Thereafter excavation of a very limited nature was carried out by hand to assess
the nature of the deposits and to retrieve evidence of date. The archaeological deposits consisted of stone walls
and house floors ranging in date from the medieval period to the early 19th century. The deposits were uncovered
at a depth of 0.5m below present street level and extended up to 4m from the street front. Natural gravel was
exposed at ground level over the western part of the site. Pottery of post-medieval date and iron slag was
recovered from the upper floor levels. At the northern end of the site an oxidised clay floor appeared to be of
early 18th-century date. A black, greasy soil containing charcoal, ash and frequent oyster and limpet shells overlay
the floor. These deposits resemble those recorded by Gleeson and Moore in excavations on the opposite side of
the street (CLAJ 1992). Four sherds of 13th–14th-century local ware were recovered from a floor deposit exposed
at a depth of 0.5m towards the south end of the site. Examined in a 0.3m x 0.4m test-pit midway along the front of
the site, the deposits were shown to have an overall thickness of 0.45m. In the test-pit three deposits of shell- and
charcoal-flecked soil were interleaved with 50mm-thick layers of clean gravel. No dating evidence was recovered
from these earliest levels.
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Licence number
99E0686

Site name
Details
Holy
Trinity The planned addition of a kitchen extension to the Church of the Holy Trinity, Carlingford, now the Holy Trinity
Heritage Centre
Heritage Centre, was subject to an archaeological monitoring condition. The Heritage Centre is in the south-east
corner of the town and stands on the top of a hill, surrounded by a graveyard and enclosed by a stone-built wall.
The church is believed to be within the confines of the medieval town of Carlingford, and the site may have been
that of the parish church first referred to in documents dating from the early 13th century. At the eastern end of
the church stands a tower that may have been built in the late 16th or early 17th century. The church itself may
have been added later in the 17th century and underwent extensive refurbishment at the start of the 19th century.
The required groundworks covered an area c. 4m by 4m. Building construction necessitated the ground to be
reduced by 0.3m in the area of the new floor and up to 0.8m along the line of the building’s foundation trenches.
Ground reduction was carried out using a mechanical excavator fitted with a toothless bucket. Two burials and
two drains were uncovered. On instruction from Dúchas, these features were excavated and the burials were
removed. The burials were extended inhumations, oriented east-west, and had been placed into shallow graves,
which, at the time of excavation, were unmarked. The presence of nails indicates that these skeletons were
originally contained in coffins. The western end of one of the burials truncated the eastern end of the second. This
earlier burial was only excavated from below the knee, as the rest of the burial extended outside the development
area. Apart from coffin nails, there were no grave-goods found in association with these burials, although a bone
pin/handle was found in the machined-off topsoil within a metre of the later of the two burials.
Drains had truncated each burial; several bones were missing from the upper skeleton, and the skull had been
crushed. At least one of the drains dated from the 19th century and was more than likely constructed as part of
the 19th-century programme of renovation. The second drain was either late 19th-or early 20th-century in date.
Excavations undertaken within the church by Dermot Moore and Carol Gleeson in 1992 (Excavations 1992, 44-5)
uncovered burials yielding radiocarbon dates of AD 1442-1650 and AD 1517-1666. Twenty burials were excavated,
all of which were unmarked within shallow graves. The absence of coffin nails or any trace of wood suggests that
the burials were simple inhumations in which coffins were not used. These burials had been disturbed by 19thcentury renovation works. It is possible that the two burials most recently investigated are contemporaneous with
the burials excavated by Moore and Gleeson, as they share a number of similarities. The use of coffins, however, in
the burials external to the church may indicate a slightly later date.
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Licence number
01E0281

Site name
Back Lane

01E0281 ext.

Back Lane

Details
A development involving the demolition of a modern garage and construction of six townhouses and two
commercial properties was proposed for the site in this historic town. An assessment of the site was undertaken,
involving the excavation of three trenches. The site is located to the north of the remains of a late medieval house
and to the west of a late medieval tower-house. It slopes dramatically from Back Lane on the west to Newry Street
on the east. The severe slope of the site and its local name of ‘the herb garden’ suggested that archaeological
deposits would be scarce, and indeed the stratigraphy within the trenches consisted primarily of garden soils.
However, in Trench 1 a linear feature was revealed cutting into the natural subsoil. Although its significance is
uncertain, further work will be required in order to fully resolve its function and date. A wall exposed in Trench 2
may represent the north wall of the late medieval house whose southern gable still stands on the adjacent site to
the south. The development will involve significant landscaping of the site and removal of the post-medieval
garden soils. Such work will certainly destroy features and/or deposits below and within these soils and therefore
further archaeological resolution has been recommended in advance of the development.
The site of the proposed development is between Back Lane and Newry Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth, in an area of
archaeological potential as identified in the Urban Archaeological Survey of County Louth. An assessment was
carried out before the construction of six residential and two commercial units. The site fronts onto both streets
and is to the north of the remains of a late medieval house and to the west of a late medieval tower-house. The
site slopes dramatically from Back Lane on the west to Newry Street on the east. The site was initially tested by
Donald Murphy on 9 April 2001 (Excavations 2001, No. 837), when three trenches at the Back Lane end of the site
revealed post-medieval garden soils. A linear feature was also exposed cut into the natural, gravelly boulder clay in
Trench 1. The two trenches excavated along the Newry Street end of the site produced similar stratigraphy. A wall
exposed in Trench 2 was originally interpreted as the possible north wall of the late medieval house the southern
gable of which still stands on the adjoining site to the south. Further testing was carried out from 8 to 10 April
2002, when five more trenches (Trenches 4–8) were dug. Trench 4 was excavated against a roughly coursed
limestone wall that bordered the site to the west. Garden soil was exposed within it, which produced postmedieval to modern finds. Finds recovered from the base of this wall were also post-medieval to modern, which
suggests that this wall is of similar date. Trench 5 was excavated along the southern border. The remains of a
collapsed random-rubble wall were exposed at 0.3m below the garden soil. This wall was one to two courses deep
and was visible for a length of 3.8m before it petered out to the east. Brick and post-medieval/modern pottery
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were recovered from the wall and the garden soil below it. This suggests a post-medieval to modern date for the
construction of the wall, which probably functioned as a boundary wall. Trench 6, in the south-east corner of the
site, was opened to establish the nature and extent of the possible medieval wall exposed in Trench 2 during initial
testing and to attempt to establish the origin and date of the wall that bordered the site to the east. This wall
extended westward in the trench for 8.6m; it decreased in height as it progressed westward and eventually
petered out. This wall extended farther west than the upstanding southern gable wall of the medieval house in the
neighbouring property and therefore is not the northern gable wall, as initially thought. Finds recovered from the
vicinity of the wall during previous testing were medieval but may have been residual. The current phase of testing
has showed that this wall extends eastward toward Newry Street, where it returns southward along the
neighbouring property and abuts the upstanding medieval gable at the southern end of that site. It is probably
later than the medieval gable and is most likely of post-medieval date. The inner face of the wall that fronted onto
Newry Street was also exposed in this trench. This was a roughly coursed, limestone rubble, mortared wall that ran
up against the face of the possible medieval wall. This suggests that it was later than the possible medieval wall.
Finds recovered from crevices in the wall (a sherd of unglazed earthenware and a clay pipe) and from the cut for
the wall (post-medieval earthenware) further reinforce the idea that this was later than the wall that bordered the
site to the south, probably post-medieval to modern. Trench 7 was excavated along a mortared limestone wall
that bordered part of the site to the north (the remainder of the northern extent of the site was bordered by a
fence). Garden soil exposed in this trench produced post-medieval earthenware. Finds recovered from the base of
this wall were also post-medieval to modern, which suggests that this wall is of similar date. The final trench was
excavated to establish the nature of the linear feature exposed in Trench 1 during the initial phase of testing,
which ran north–south across the site and extended beyond the limits of Trench 1. Trench 8 was excavated east–
west across this feature, which was shallow, with a maximum depth of 0.1m, and was filled with a fine,
grey/brown, gravelly, silty clay with frequent inclusions of stone. Modern delft and earthenware were recovered
from the fill. The feature most likely functioned as a drain/gully and was probably not archaeological in nature. No
evidence was recovered of the former presence of buildings or houses on the site. The severe slope may have
prohibited building on the site. The site is known as the Herb Garden, and this may suggest an agricultural rather
than a residential use of the site over a long period.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

Louth County Council (LCC) in association with Newry, Mourne and Down District Council (NMD)
propose to develop the Carlingford Lough Greenway which is a cross border greenway linking
existing elements of a trail joining Carlingford within the Republic of Ireland (RoI) to Newry City
within Northern Ireland (NI).
The greenway when completed will form part of the wider ‘Great Eastern Greenway’ from Belfast to
Dublin. It will operate as a shared off-road cycleway / walkway and aims to provide a scenic crossborder route to encourage more people to walk and cycle and undertake cross-border journeys.
The proposed greenway will be a continuation of existing stretches of greenway which begin at
Carlingford Marina and run to Omeath Pier (construction completed in 2013) and from the Victoria
Lock Amenity Site along the Middle Bank to the Albert Basin (construction completed in 2018).
The proposed new Carlingford Greenway comprises three sections to fill in the gaps in the existing
greenway as follows:
•
•
•

From Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina
From Omeath Pier to the NI / RoI Border
From the NI / RoI Border to Victoria Lock Amenity Site

This report forms an archaeological and cultural heritage assessment of the section extending from
Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina (figures 1 and 2). It describes the archaeological baseline of
the site and the surrounding area and assesses the potential impact that the proposed greenway
could have on the archaeological and architectural heritage in the vicinity.

1.2 Development Site
The site being considered within this report is will travel between the Carlingford Tourist
Information Office along the R173 within Carlingford and the Carlingford Marina connecting to the
existing greenway running between Carlingford Marina and Omeath Pier. The route of the proposed
greenway in Carlingford comprises separate amenities for cyclists and pedestrians. The Trail Head is
located within the parking area of the Carlingford Station House Office.
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2 Methodology
This cultural heritage impact assessment was conducted in three stages. Firstly a detailed desktop
survey was undertaken. Known cultural heritage sites were reviewed along with aerial photography
and Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSI) First Edition Mapping (Circa 1830) and Second Edition Mapping
(circa 1900). Previously recorded cultural heritage sites reviewed included the following:
•

National Monuments, be they in the ownership or guardianship of the State, in the
ownership of a local authority or monuments under preservation orders;

•

Record of Monuments & Places (RMP) and Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) from
www.archaeology.ie;

•

Architectural Conservation Areas;

•

Records of Protected Structures;

•

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH); and

•

Demesnes Landscapes and Historic Gardens indicated on the OSI First Edition Mapping.

•

Excavations Bulletin;

•

Cartographic Sources;

Secondly a detailed walkover survey of the proposed route of the greenway was conducted by a fully
qualified archaeologist. Finally the information provided by both the site inspection and the desk
top survey was assessed in relation to the potential impact of the proposed development on cultural
heritage. Having assessed the potential impact upon cultural heritage, a mitigation strategy has
been established.

2.1 Types of Impact
The types of impacts of the proposed development on archaeological features may be divided into
the following categories:
Direct: where there may be a physical effect on a site caused by the proposed development or a
visual impact.
Direct physical impacts may be caused by a range of activities associated with the construction and
operation of proposed development features. In addition, above-ground disturbance, such as that
caused by vehicle movement, and soil and overburden storage, may produce irreversible effects
upon archaeological features. Direct impacts on archaeological features are normally adverse,
permanent and irreversible.
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The second category of direct impact relates to the visual impact that may exist from or to the
monument from the proposed development. This may adversely affect the setting of a monument
within the wider archaeological / historical landscape.
Indirect: where the setting of a site or monument may be affected. Setting in this assessment is
understood in functional terms only. Indirect impacts may relate to new development causing a
visual impact, such as reducing views to or from cultural heritage features with important landscape
settings, or may cause increased fragmentation of a monument’s setting.
Uncertain: where there is a risk that the works may impinge on a site, for example, where it is not
clear where the location or boundaries of a site lie. Potential effects, direct and indirect, have been
assessed in terms of their scale, longevity, reversibility and nature (beneficial / neutral / adverse).
The importance of both direct and indirect impacts can vary depending on the nature of the
archaeological site under consideration.

2.2 Definitions for Assessment of Magnitude of Change
Consideration of the scale, extent of change, nature and duration of effect are important in
determining the magnitude of change.
Level
of Definition of Magnitude
Magnitude
High

Total loss or major alteration to key elements/ features/ characteristics of the
baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/ attributes
will be fundamentally changed.

Medium

Partial loss or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/
attributes will be partially changed.

Low

Minor loss of or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions. Change arising from the loss / alteration will be discernible
but underlying character/ composition/ attributes will be similar to pre development
circumstances /patterns

Negligible

Very minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements /features /characteristics
of the baseline conditions. Change barely distinguishable, approximating to the “no
change” situation.
Table 1: definitions for assessing magnitude of change.
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2.3 Definitions for the Assessment of Significance
An assessment of importance and magnitude can then be undertaken to determine how significant
an impact is.
IMPORTANCE

MAGNITUDE

Local

Regional

Negligible

No Change

No Change

Low

Slight

Moderate

Medium

Moderate

Substantial

High

Substantial

Substantial

Table 2: definitions for assessment of significance.
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3 Archaeological and Historical Baseline
3.1 Cultural heritage assets within the development area.
3.1.1

Desk top study

The desk top study identified a large number of archaeological and historical assets along or
immediately adjacent the route of the proposed greenway (figure 3).
The route passes through the historic town on Carlingford (LH005-042). The earliest mention of the
Carlingford area is with reference to Viking raids in the 9th century but nothing is known of any
settlement which they might have made. The place name Carlingford is Scandinavian in origin
translating into the 'Fjord of Carlinn' and it is possible that the Vikings may have used the sheltered
natural harbour of Carlingford as a temporary base. Apart from the name, no other Viking evidence
has been recovered to date. The town of Carlingford only developed after the castle, known as King
John's Castle (LH005-042002) was built c. 1200. The town developed from the castle as a linear
settlement with typical medieval patterns, burgage plots, defensive walls, narrow streets, friary and
urban tower houses. It began to be enclosed with a town wall in the in early 13th century and
eventually enclosed an area estimated at c. 8 hectares.
The 14th, 15th and early 16th centuries was the era of greatest prosperity. This is witnessed today
by the surviving town houses of a rich merchant class such as Taaffes Castle and the Mint. The five
charters, from the first in 1326 during the reign of Edward II to the last in 1619 granted by James I
are another testament to its wealth and importance.
The decline of the town began in early 17th century as the more in-land routes northwards through
the Moyry Pass were opened up; the old coastal route via Carlingford was increasingly by-passed.
During the Confederacy period of the 1640s the town remained loyal to the Dublin administration
but was taken by the Royalists in 1649; they surrendered to the Parliamentary forces some months
later. It seems likely that as a result of Cromwellian confiscations many of the town’s old families
were dispossessed. The port was again used during the war of the two Kings (James II and William of
Orange). In 1689 it was burned by the Jacobites in their retreating before the Williamite army and
the harbour provided safe anchorage for supply ships for the Williamites. It also served as an
intermediary hospital station for transfer of the sick and wounded Williamite soldiers to
Carrickfergus.
Thirteen recorded archaeological sites are located along the proposed greenway route within the
historic town. Table 3 summarises the archaeological sites identified along the route and appendix 1
provides full details of these sites.
Number
LH005-42022

Location
King Johns Castle adjacent to R176

LH005-42002
LH005-42018

King Johns Castle adjacent to R176
NE end of Back Lane
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Souterrain identified within the
area of King John’s Castle
Anglo-Norman castle
13th/14th century ditch terminus
identified through excavation
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Number
LH005-42004
LH005-42005
LH005-42010

Location
NE end of Newry Street
Newry Street
Church Road

LH005-42011
LH005-42012

Church Road
Old Quay Lane

LH005-42014

NE end of Newry Street

LH005-42017
LH005-42019

Newry Street
Junction of Newry Street and un-named lane

LH005-42020

Church Road

LH005-42021

Church Road/ Thosel Street

Summary
Remnants of medieval house
Medieval castle- Taaffe’s Castle
19th century church with late
medieval/post medieval fabric
Medieval grave slab
Early 18th century house- Ghan
House
Medieval house identified
through excavation
Medieval road surface
Remnants of a late medieval
fortified tower house dating to
the 15th/16th century survive
in the basement of the current
building
Graveyard associated with
LH005-42010
17th century burials

The desk top survey identified 34 cultural heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of
Architectural Heritage (all of which are also recorded in the Record of Protected Structures) along
the route of the proposed greenway. None of these structures will be directly affected by the works.
Full details of these structures can be found within appendix 1.
An inspection of the early edition OS maps shows the continuing urbanisation of the town from its
medieval origins. This includes the appearance of the former Dundalk, Newry and Greenore
Railway. It was developed in the 1860s to provide a link between the towns in its title and the
London and North Western Railway port at Greenore, from where a ferry service operated to
Holyhead. It was opened between Greenore and Dundalk in 1873 and extended to Newry in 1876.
The line was closed in 1951. All traces of the railway line have been removed by the existing road
network, although some features associated with it still survive such as the pedestrian bridge which
provides access to King John’s castle.

3.1.2

Site inspection

An inspection of the proposed greenway route was undertaken by a fully qualified archaeologist.
This section of the route connects with the existing greenway which extends between Carlingford
Marina and Omeath. Travelling south from the marina, the greenway will utilise the existing access
road as a shared surface for vehicles and cyclists (plate 1). From here the route continues south
along the R173 and splits at the junction with Back Lane (plate 2). The section continuing along the
main R173 will consist of a cycle path extending along the side of the road.
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Plate 1: looking north along the existing access to Carlingford Marina.

Plate 2: looking south along R173 at junction with Back Lane.
The cycle path will extend to the rear of an existing parking area (plate 3) before rejoining the road
immediately adjacent to King John’s Castle (plate 4) and then terminating at the access point to the
north pier. The existing footpath network will be utilised to guide pedestrians to the trail head at
the existing tourist office.
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Plate 3: looking north along car parking area with cycle path to be inserted
along grass area.

Plate 4: looking north along R173 with King John’s castle to the right.
The section which splits off along Back Lane will utilise the existing road as a shared surface for
vehicles and cyclists. The route continues along Back Lane and splits again at its junction with Newry
Street (plate 5). The Back Lane section continues into the centre of the town and joins Dundalk
Street at its junction with Market Street (plate 6). The route continues along Dundalk Street before
turning left onto Church Road (plate 7) and terminating at the trail head at Old Quay Lane.
The Newry Street section also utilises the existing road as a shared surface for vehicles and cyclists.
It extends along the street as far as Taaffe’s Castle, before turning left and extending along an unnamed lane and terminating at the trail head (plate 8).
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Plate 5: junction between Back Lane and Newry Street.

Plate 6: looking south along Dundalk Street.

Plate 7: looking northeast along Church Road.
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Plate 8: Junction of Newry Street and un-named lane showing Taaffe’s Castle.

3.2 Cultural heritage assets beyond the development area.
Given the location of the majority of this section of the greenway is confined to the historic town of
Carlingford, the desk top survey focused on the area of the National Monuments Service-Zone of
Notification for the town which in essence represents its historic core (figure 3). The survey also
extended out to a 250m corridor along the section from King John’s Castle to Carlingford Marina and
including the northern section of Back Lane.

3.2.1

Record of Monuments and Places

A total of seven cultural heritage assets recorded in the RMP were identified within the search area.
These include the town wall LH005-42001; the castle LH005-42008; the medieval house LH00542006; the gate house LH005-42009; the excavation sites LH005- 42015 and LH005- 42016; and the
priory LH005-42013. Full details of these monuments are contained within appendix 2. None of
these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.

3.2.2

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and Records of Protected Structures

In addition to those structures along the route, the survey identified a further thirteen cultural
heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and an additional 2
recorded in the Record of Protected Structures. Full details of these monuments are contained
within appendix 3. None of these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.
3.2.3

Excavations Database

The excavations database identified 62 further excavations within the search area for the desk top
survey. Seventeen of these identified archaeological deposits and they are detailed within appendix
4.
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4 Impact Assessment
4.1 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Construction Phase
The desk top survey and site inspection have established that the proposed greenway route passes
through an area of high archaeological interest focused on the historic town of Carlingford. The
historic importance of the town and the level of known surviving archaeology here indicate that any
works in this area have a high potential for further archaeological discoveries.
Ground works within the scheme will be restricted to the insertion of kerbing, signage, lighting,
drainage and the creation of the cycle path around the exiting car park to the north of St John’s
Castle. This cycle path will pass beneath the existing road tunnel/ bridge entrance into King John’s
Castle and will consists of a new footpath in this area. While the construction requirements for the
greenway will have minimal individual footprints, the level of archaeological survivability within the
whole scheme is such that further sub-surface archaeological deposits could be identified. Should
sub-surface archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed greenway then they
may be subject to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements. As the nature of any
such deposits remains unknown, the magnitude of this impact is not considered significant. The
level of impact can be off-set by the application of the mitigation measures set out in section 5 of
this report.

4.2 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Operational Phase
The operational phase of the proposed greenway will have no impact upon archaeology, cultural or
built heritage either within the boundary of the route or the surrounding landscape. Where the
scheme does pass in close proximity to upstanding heritage features such as King John’s Castle, the
works will consists to alterations to the existing road network to include new footpaths and street
furniture. These works will be minimal in nature and will present no significant visual impact upon
any of the associated monuments.

5 Mitigation and Its Effectiveness
The desk top survey has identified that the principal archaeological mitigation should relate to the
potential for sub-surface archaeological remains to be identified during the course of the
construction works. Given the high archaeological potential of this area, monitoring of all ground
penetrating works should be conducted along the route of the proposed greenway.
The majority of the proposed works are to be conducted within the National Monuments ServiceZone of Notification for the town and is immediately adjacent to King John’s castle which is a
National Monument. It is possible that Ministerial Consent will be required for the works under
Section 14 of the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended). The need for this can be established
through early consultation with the National Monuments Service (NMS) of the Department of
Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht.
Should Ministerial Consent be required it should be applied for at least 12 weeks in advance of the
site works starting. The application should include a detailed method statement setting out how the
archaeological monitoring will be conducted.
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If Ministerial Consent is not required then NMS will require notification of the works under Section
12 of the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended). This should be applied for at least 12 weeks
in advance of the site works starting. The application should include a detailed method statement
setting out how the archaeological monitoring will be conducted.
It is possible that the monitoring works will require an archaeological licence. The need for the
licence can be established through the early consultation with NMS. Should a licence be required
the application can be submitted with either the Ministerial Consent or Notification applications.
Upon completion of the works a final report should be prepared detailing the findings of the
monitoring and submitted to NMS.

5.1 Cumulative Effects
The introduction of the proposed greenway will have no cumulative effects upon archaeology,
cultural or built heritage either within the site or the surrounding landscape.

5.2 Residual Effects
Following the implementation of the proposed mitigation strategy, the introduction of the proposed
greenway will have no residual effects upon archaeology, cultural or built heritage either within the
site or the surrounding landscape.

6 Statement of Significance of Effect
The desk top survey and site inspection have established that the proposed greenway route passes
through an area of high archaeological interest focused on the historic town of Carlingford. The
historic importance of the town and the level of known surviving archaeology here indicate that any
works in this area have a high potential for further archaeological discoveries.
The groundworks associated with the scheme will have minimal individual footprints however; the
level of archaeological survivability is such that further sub-surface archaeological deposits could be
identified. Should sub-surface archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed
greenway then they may be subject to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements.
The magnitude of this loss can be significantly reduced by the adoption of an appropriate mitigation
strategy. The implementation of the mitigation strategy would result in the substantial adverse
effect being considered not significant in EIA terms and result in a slight negative impact.
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Figure 1: location of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 2: layout of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 3: known archaeological sites within the zone of notification for Carlingford.
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Figure 4: protected structures within the zone of notification for Carlingford.
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Figure 5: 1st edition OS map showing the layout of early 19th century Carlingford.
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Figure 6: Later edition OS map showing the layout of Carlingford following the arrival of the
railway.
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Appendix 1: cultural heritage assets located along the route of the proposed greenway
Archaeological sites
Number
LH005-42022

Site Type
Souterrain

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42002

Castle

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42018

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42004

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

of

Description
A section of a souterrain passage was discovered inside King John’s Castle (LH004-042002-) during
2016 just W of the cross-wall. It consists of a NE-SW passage (L c. 10m) which was entered by a sloping
unroofed passage (L 3m) at the NE and might have been cut at its SW end by the walls of the
gatehouse. Close to its SW end a passage ran SE (L c. 2.5m) and then SW (L c. 3.5m). This section of
passage (Wth 1.2m; H c. 0.9-1.3m) was of drystone walls corbelling in at the top but lacking any roofstones. Another passage might have continued SE from the turn.
Built on rock overlooking Carlingford Lough and commanding a very strong position, it is built on an
older monument, possibly a promontory fort, as the remains of a souterrain (LH005-042022-) was
found in the W courtyard during 2016 (Halpin 2017). The castle is constructed of roughly coursed
limestone blocks and greywacke, has a D-shaped curtain wall with rectangular gate-building at the W
side, and a N-S internal cross-wall. King John is credited with its building, but the type of gateway and
the shape of the tower at the SW angle suggest a slightly earlier date, and possibly around the turn of
the twelfth century would be more appropriate for the W half of the structure. The E portion is
considerably later, probably dating to c. 1262; this is based on a record in a Pipe Roll (Cassidy 1983, 3)
which states that a payment was made for quarrying and transport of stone to Carlingford and
Greencastle.
Test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 98E0161) along the NE end of Back Lane uncovered what
appeared to be a very large pit or terminus of a ditch. Pottery dating to the 13th/14th century was
recovered from the fill of this feature.
Situated within its own burgage plot. All that survives is the S gable wall and a fragment of its front. A
brass plaque is attached to it stating that it dates to the sixteenth century. A human head, carved in a
late Medieval style is positioned on the outside face of the S gable and is believed to have originated
in the Dominican Friary (LH005-042013-)
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Number
LH005-42005

Site Type
Castle

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42010

Church

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42011

Graveslab

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42012

House

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42014

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42017

Excavation

LH005-42019

Castle

Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of Usually referred to as 'Taaffe's Castle', it is four storeys high, excluding the wall-walk level, and is
constructed of roughly coursed greywacke and limestone rubble and boulders with a very few
hammer- or punch-dressed blocks, but with some finely dressed quoin stones. It is rectangular in plan
with a westward projecting tower at the SW angle which carries the stairwell. The main doorway,
situated in the W end of the S wall, has a two-centred arch constructed of nine large blocks of dressed
limestone. The upper parts of the castle are not now generally accessible because it is used as a
private warehouse
of This freestanding former Church of Ireland church, dated 1821, incorporates fabric of earlier buildings
and now serves as a Heritage Centre for Carlingford. The core fabric of the church appears to date to
the later 17th century and is attached to a tower of late 16th/early 17th century date.
of A chamfered coffin shaped slab is set upside down at the head of a grave in the south of the
graveyard. Only the lower portion is visible but it would appear to bear a cross design in relief
springing from a decorated base consisting of a pointed reticulated arch.
of This building is known as 'Ghan House'. It is described by Casey and Rowan (1993, 178) as 'an early to
mid 18th century house already begun by Mr. Stannus in 1726 when he is reported to have stolen the
flagstones from the nearby Abbey and used them as a pavement before his own front door
of Discovered during trial test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 94E0187). Excavation revealed a peaty
layer partly defined by a stone setting. Possible traces of wattle were also noted (Murphy 1995, 5960). Remains may represent traces of one or more houses.
of Test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 98E0161) along Newry Street led to the discovery of the
original cobbled roadway. This roadway overlay deposits which contained medieval pottery.
of Remnants of a late medieval fortified tower house dating to the 15th/16th century survive in the
basement of the 'Watch Tower'. Originally this tower house would have overlooked the medieval
harbour. Little is known of its history but it may be one of the three castles which Captain Venables
refers to in his account of the assault and capture of Carlingford in September 1649.
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Number
LH005-42020

Site Type
Graveyard

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42021

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of The rectangular graveyard (map dims. 50m E-W; 35m N-S) associated with Holy Trinity Church (LH005042010-) is inter-denominational. The headstones range in date from the 18th century onwards and
the earliest inscribed gravestone records the death of nine year old, Ann Toomes, who died November
1703. In the south of the graveyard is a chamfered coffin shaped slab set upside down at the head of a
grave: only the lower portion is visible and it is of medieval date (see LH005-052011-)
of Excavations just outside the eastern gate of the Holy Trinity Church, Church Lane, in 1999 ‘found a
communal grave containing three roughly deposited individuals. Close by was a fourth individual, also
in a shallow grave. All four had been the victims of violent death, with multiple wounds to their heads.
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Protected Structures
RPS No.
LHS005-017

NIAH No.
13825001

Type
Railway
Bridge

13825016

Name
Bridge over Road
at King John's
Castle
Kendal Cottage

LHS005-029
LHS005-030

13825017

Castle View

House

LHS005-031

13825018

LHS005-028
LHS005-063

13825014
13825058

LHS005-022

13825008

House

LHS005-023

13825009

House

LHS005-024

13825010

House

LHS005-024

13825011

House

LHS005-026

13825012

LHS005-027

13825013

House

House
The Anchorage
Worker's House

House
House

Ceol-Na-Mara
Well

Description
Single-arch former railway bridge over former railway line, built 1872, now in use as
pedestrian bridge over road. Bridge spans road and carries approach to King John's
Castle.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1820. Rectangular-plan, attached to houses
to north and south
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1820. Rectangular-plan, attached to
houses to north and south
Attached four-bay two-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan, attached to houses
to north and south.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan.
Detached two-bay single-storey former railway worker's house, built c. 1870, now in use
as private dwelling. Single-storey flat-roofed extension to west.
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north. Rectangular-plan, single-storey return to east
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, two-storey extension to east.
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, flat-roofed return to east
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, flat-roofed return to east
Corner-sited attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Rectangular-plan,
single-storey lean-to return to east
Well, built c. 1860, now disused. Segmental-headed opening, cut limestone trough,
painted lead spout. Set in lime-washed random coursed wall to side of
street.
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RPS No.
LHS005-054

NIAH No.
13825049

Name

Type

LHS005-055

13825050

LHS005-056

13825051

LHS005-057

13825052

LHS005-058

13825053

LHS005-032

13825021

The Spout

Well

LHS005-059

13825054

Carlingford Garda
Station

Police station

Former
Courthouse
Courthouse, now
Library
Carlingford
Church
Presbyterian
Church
St. Michael's Hall Church/parish
hall

Description
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1750, as a pair with the adjoining house
to south. Now also in use as shop
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1750, as
a pair with the adjoining house to north. Lean-to
extension to west
Detached three-bay single-storey former court house, built c. 1935, with projecting
entrance porch.
Freestanding single-cell gable-fronted Presbyterian church, built 1869, with four-bay
nave elevations.
Detached three-bay two-storey over basement church hall, dated 1925. Single-storey
over basement canted west wing, three-bay single-storey flat-roofed concrete-built
extension to north elevation.
Well, built c. 1830. Segmental-headed opening, random coursed limestone walling,
iron and concrete reinforcements to arch, circular cast-iron pipe, cast triangular
concrete funnel, moss-covered pillar supporting funnel, cast-iron grate to base. Set in
painted stone wall to west side of road. Heritage trail plaque in wall.
Detached seven-bay two-storey former coastguard station, dated 1848, later used as
courthouse and now in use as Garda Station.
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RPS No.

NIAH No.
13825055

Name
Eblana House

LHS005-020
LHS005-021

13825005
13825006

Marian House

13825025

Serene Silver

13825027
LHS005-039

13825028

LHS005-040

13825029

LHS005-041

13825030

LHS005-042

13825031

Type

Gateway

Description
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1830, with return to west. Pitched slate
roof, clay ridge tiles, red brick corbelled chimneystacks, uPVC gutter on corbelled
eaves course, cast-iron downpipe to south-east corner. Painted smooth rendered
walling, channelled to east. Square-headed window openings, tooled granite sills,
painted timber one-over-one sliding sash window to south, uPVC windows to east.
Segmental-headed door opening, painted roll-top surround, fluted Doric columns
flanking door supporting cornice, spider web fanlight, painted timber four-panel door,
tooled stone threshold. Street fronted, channelled rendered wall to south, painted
timber gates leading to rear yard.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Rectangular-plan, return to east.
Attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1880. Rectangular-plan, lean-to return
to east.
Detached multiple-bay two-storey former warehouse, built c. 1820, now in use as
shop.
Stone gateway, built c. 1820. Random rubble stone walling, saddle-coping, squared
limestone quoins to north-east corner.
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1800. Rectangular-plan with three-bay
single-storey block to south. Pitched slate roof, clay ridge tiles, unpainted smooth
rendered corbelled chimneystack, verge coping, cast-iron gutters on brackets on
corbelled eaves course, circular cast-iron downpipes.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1880, as a pair with the adjoining house
to the south.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1880, as a pair with the adjoining house
to the north.
Corner-sited attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1910, built as a pair with the
adjoining house to the south. Rectangular-plan, chamfer to north-west
corner, single-storey return and two-storey red brick extension to east.
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RPS No.
LHS005-035

NIAH No.
13825024

Name
Mountain View

Type

LHS005-037

13825026

Kingfisher Bistro

Warehouse

LHS005-014

13825040

Holy
Trinity Heritage
Heritage Centre
centre

LHS005-015

13825002

Ghan House

LHS005-053

13825048

Wood Quay

Boathouse

LHS005-049

13825042

Carlingford
Tourist Ofice

Railway
station

Description
Detached multiple-bay three-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan, two-storey
return to east.
Detached four-bay three-storey former warehouse, built c. 1820, now in use as
restaurant. Rectangular in plan, late twentieth century glass and rendered extension
to east.
Former Church of Ireland, Freestanding former Church of Ireland church, Medieval
tower with later nave (1821) incorporating fabric of earlier building and now used as
heritage centre.
Early 19thC rebuilding of 1727 detached seven-bay two-storey house, gabled. now in
use as guest house and restaurant. L-plan comprising double-pile east block with
returning single-pile six-bay single-storey over basement north block.
Detached L-plan multiple-bay single-storey former boathouse, built c. 1870, now in
use as house. Pitched and hipped slate roofs with rendered chimneystacks. Roughly
dressed limestone walls. Replacement fittings to openings.
Detached H-plan seven-bay single-storey former railway station, dated 1876, now in
use as tourist office.
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Appendix 2: known archaeological sites the wider search area
Number
LH005-42001

Site Type
Town wall

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42013

Priory

LH005-42006
LH005-42008

Medieval
House
Castle

Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42016

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42015

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

of

of
of
of

Description
The Carlingford town defences appear to have enclosed a roughly rectangular area of about 8
hectares, but the precise course of the wall is not known. According to Bradley (1984b, 35) there are
no known early maps of topographical importance for Carlingford. The supposed line of the wall is
based on remaining fragments and the position of the Tholsel Gate. A large section of the wall exists
at the NW side of the town at Back Lane and to the SE of the Tholsel. The wall at Back Lane is built on
a slope, is constructed of uncoursed rubble, stands to a height of c. 3m and is c. 1m thick. This section
of wall contains four loops which indicate that it is late medieval in date. The section of wall to the SE
of the Tholsel Gate is similar to the portion at Back Lane and also contains loops.
This priory is thought to have been founded by Richard de Burgh c. 1305. Its remains consist of a nave
and chancel divided by a tower with possible parts of the domestic range c. 20m to the S.
Bradley and King (1985, 39) suggests that the building located at this site with its 'narrow rectangular
loop-like windows in its south wall', may be late medieval in date.
This building is known as the 'Mint'. However, as this name does not appear in print before the late
19th century it likely to be the product of a romantic mind which sought to link it with the licence to
mint coinage, granted to Carlingford in 1467. No coinage from Carlingford is known and the present
building is noticeably lacking in features that one might associate with a mint. The building is, without
doubt, a residence of one of the thriving merchant families that prospered in Carlingford and the
surviving architectural details are indicative of a 16th century date for the structure.
Discovered during test trenching (Excavation Licence 97E0141). Living floors and wall foundations of
buildings ranging in date from the 13th/14th century to the early 19th century were revealed. A small
number of finds were retrieved consisting of pottery and glass.
Uncovered during pre-development excavation (Excavation Licence No. 94E0063). Excavations
revealed a medieval building with its foundations resting on the foundations of the N side of the
Tholsel gate. A second building was also uncovered with a late medieval or post medieval date. The
earliest finds from the site consisted of 14th/15th century pottery.
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Number
LH005-42009

Site Type
Gate House

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of To the SE side of the town a gate usually referred to as the Tholsel, stands at and gave access to the
main street, as it does today. It is a sub-rectangular gatehouse and has a flattened barrel-vaulted
entranceway with segmental arch of small greywacke slabs and keystone. It is built of limestone
blocks, boulders and greywacke, roughly coursed, and was originally three storeys high. The third
storey has been truncated and a modern slate roof now covers it. In the NE angle at ground level
there is a small rectangular chamber (c. 15m by 3m) with flat arched doorway and barrel vault over.
The first-floor level is reached by modern steps through a doorway at the E end of the N wall, but the
original access to this level must have been from a spiral stairwell, part of which is now discernible just
above the entrance to the small rectangular chamber mentioned above. The upper portion of the NE
angle has obviously been rebuilt and an early window head incorporated. The N wall has an opening
with a two centred arch directly over the main entranceway. This opening is a later alteration and has
no original cut stone remaining. The S wall also has an opening with a two-centred arch, but it has an
original window jamb on its W side of hammer-dressed limestone with glazing bar holes and is
chamfered. At the E end of the S wall there is a plain slit ope which gave light to the garderobe in the
SE angle. The remains of the garderobe with a small rectangular chute are to be seen in the E angle.
The W wall also has plain lintelled loops at first and second-floor level, a cubby-hole at first-floor level
in the W angle, and a single-splayed ope at first-floor level in the N wall. The building has been much
altered and repaired, as can be seen in the stonework of the S wall of the E angle, the N wall of the N
angle, the windows of the first floor and the insertion of early medieval cut stone from some other
building.
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Appendix 3: protected structures within the wider search area
RPS No.
LHS005-051

NIAH No.
13825044

Name
Pier

Type
Pier

LHS005-012

13825045

The Tholsel

Gatehouse

LHS005-033

13825022

River Lane Walls

Walls

LHS005-043

13825032

House

LHS005-008

13825041

LHS005-044

13825034

Former Thatched House
House
The Abbey Bar
House

LHS005-045

13825035

Mill Race

LHS005-052

13825046

House

LHS005-009

13825047

H O'Hare/Anchor Public
Bar
house

LHS005-018

13825003

House

Mill Race

Description
Stone-built pier, built c. 1840. Rock-faced squaredand- snecked stone walling, limestone
coping. Storm wall to north. Concrete surface to pier. Tooled limestone steps to water.
Granite bollards; cast-iron bollard embossed with "CH GIL" and hallmark of James
Shekleton Ironworks, Dundalk; cast-iron lamp standards with scrolled detailing. Running
eastwards into Carlingford Lough, forms harbour with corresponding pier to east.
Detached single-bay two-storey former gate house and tholsel with integral carriage
arch and small chamber adjacent, built c. 1450, extensively repaired in the nineteenth
century. Only surviving town gate in Carlingford.
Rendered rubble masonry retaining walls, built c. 1800, flanking north and south sides
of River Street at sharp corner. Partially damaged to south-east. Mid twentieth century
replacement concrete section to north-west.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1910, built as a pair with the adjoining
house to the north. Rectangular-plan, single-storey return to east.
Detached five-bay two-storey house, built c. 1770. Rectangular-plan, open gabled porch
projecting from south elevation.
End-of-terrace two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1890, formerly also in use as public
house, now in use as house. Rectangular-plan, return to east
Former millrace, built c. 1650, running north-east to south-west, becoming culvert to
south-west, now disused. Set to side of lane running eastwards off Dundalk Street,
remains of Dominican Abbey to north.
Corner-sited attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1760. Rectangular-plan,
return and extensions to east, attached to house (O'Hare's / Anchor Bar) to north
Corner-sited attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1830, formerly also in use as
shop, now in use as licenced premises with shopfront. Rectangular-plan, two-storey
return to east, attached to house to south.
Semi-detached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870. Square-plan, attached house to
north
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RPS No.
LHS005-019

NIAH No.
13825004

Name
Allure Hair Studio

Type
House

LHS005-061

13825056

Market Street

House

LHS005-062

13825057

Worker's House

House

Description
Semi-detached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, now also in use as hairdresser's
to ground floor. Square-plan with return to east, attached house to south.
Corner-sited attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1780, with shopfront
inserted to ground floor.
Detached two-bay single-storey former railway worker's house, built c. 1870, now in use
as private dwelling. Single-storey flat-roofed extension to west
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Appendix 4: excavation conducted within the historic town of Carlingford.
Licence number
02E1797

Site name
Details
Back
Lanes, The proposed development relates to the construction, on the site of a recently demolished modern house, of a
Carlingford
three-bedroomed holiday unit, with parking space to the south, and the removal of a retaining wall. A single testtrench was excavated on the site and the removal of the retaining wall was monitored. No archaeological features
or deposits were exposed in the trench and the retaining wall was removed directly onto natural boulder clay
'Holy
Trinity In February 1991 the Church of Ireland community leased their semi-derelict church to the Carlingford Lough
Church',
Heritage Trust to be restored for use as a visitor and cultural centre. The restoration of Holy Trinity Church
Carlingford
involved the digging of a duct to house heating and electrical cables along the internal north and south walls of the
building. This led to the discovery of skeletons in shallow graves beneath the floor boards. Twenty extended
inhumations with an east-west orientation with heads to the west were found. All were buried in simple grave cuts
with no evidence of coffins or other grave goods. The majority were cut through each other causing considerable
dislocation and loss of material. In some cases skeletons were reinterred with later burials. The disturbance of the
burials may have occurred during renovations to the floor in the 19th century. The skeletal remains consisted of
20 in situ burials and a minimum of 32 disarticulated individuals. Of the 20 in situ burials 10 were males, 6 were
females and 4 were juveniles. At least 15 of the disarticulated remains were male, 9 were female and 4 were
juveniles. The skeletal report indicated that the antemortem tooth-loss rate was high and hypoplastic defects in
the enamels were noted in several individuals. Several examples of periostitis of the lower end of the tibiae were
found and one example of osteomyletis of a tibia was found among the disarticulated remains. There were 2
examples of major trauma to the skull, one was a result of trephination, a form of cranial surgery, and the other
had suffered a large sword wound. Both individuals appear to have survived their trauma.
Two bones were dated using the C 14 method. One bone has a calibrated age range of AD 1517-1666, and the
other bone sample has a calibrated age range of AD 1442-1650. The skeletal remains were reburied in the
graveyard which surrounds the Holy Trinity Church.
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Licence number

Site name
Tholsel
Carlingford

Details
St, In 1991 the Carlingford Lough Heritage Trust purchased a derelict site in Tholsel St, Carlingford Permission has
been received for the construction of houses, apartments and shop units on the site. Prior to this development the
area had to be investigated by archaeologists.Mounds of rubble and concrete walls were removed (remnants of
previous attempts to build on the site in the last decade) and 4 trenches were excavated. A few structural remains
and some medieval pottery sherds were uncovered.The most significant feature in the excavation of the site was a
breakwater, which extended across the site parallel to the line of Tholsel St Areas of cobbling were also uncovered
and a square structure of unknown function abutted the breakwater on the harbour side.The site is located
directly opposite a 16th-century merchant's town house known as The Mint and the 15th-century Tholsel or town
gate is located to the south-west, at the end of the street. The area of Tholsel St was densely inhabited during the
medieval period. At this rime the excavated site was part of the shore-line of Carlingford Lough and was
susceptible to high tidal inundations. A strong breakwater was constructed to prevent the flooding of Tholsel St
This breakwater lay only at the front of The Mint and as one moves from The Mint frontage the breakwater
becomes rather crude in construction – a bank of stone and slaty material.The well-built breakwater has a definite
terminal. Adjacent to this is an area of cobbling which may have been used as an access to the shore-line and was
probably cut through the cruder part of the breakwater at a later date. The square structure abutting the
breakwater is a later addition and may be contemporary with the cobbling.At a later period a series of houses and
gardens was built on the site; a stone building and the gable of a house still survive from the late 17th
century.Almost 400 small finds were found on the site; the majority were pottery, the remainder were glass, clay
pipes and a couple of iron nails. Twenty-five percent of the pottery sherds were medieval, all of local origin and
dating to the late 13th and early 14th centuries, except one body sherd from north-west France which has a date
range from the 11th to the early 13th centuries. The remainder were post-medieval and generally late 18th and
19th century in date. The pieces of glass date from the 18th to the 20th centuries and the clay pipes are 19th
century in date.
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Licence number
93E0064

Site name
Carlingford Abbey

93E0189

Ghan House

94E0063

Thosel Street

07E0414

Details
Archaeological excavations were conducted over a five-week period between 26th April and 28th May. The work
was funded by the OPW and facilitated conservation of the site. Post-medieval burial activity had continued inside
the church structure and thus little undisturbed medieval strata were encountered. The excavations revealed an
original doorway surface at the west end of the church. Inhumations were encountered in all cuttings and are
currently being analysed. The tower, separating the chancel and nave, appears to be a later addition, the south
wall of which partly sits over a foundation plinth: this is not matched on the northern side. The plinth may be
related to an earlier structure associated with the adjacent mural stairway.
As part of ongoing work on the grounds, the front lawn was excavated by mechanical digger to create an
ornamental pond. This work uncovered the remains of a stone-built watercourse and a shell midden.

The site of a proposed residential development at Tholsel St., Carlingford, was archaeologically tested on May 17,
1994 on behalf of Archaeological Development Services Ltd. The site in question adjoins the Tholsel, one of the
town’s medieval gateways and during the testing, traces of a wall over 1m in thickness was discovered running
parallel to Tholsel St. with an apparent return towards the south-west corner. It was decided that a small
excavation should take place in the area around the Tholsel in order to ascertain the relationship between it and
the wall. It was also decided to monitor the excavation of the foundation trenches for the house to determine the
exact line of the wall and any other features which may have been present. This was carried out on October 4-5,
1994.
Back Lane, Newry An assessment by means of test-trenching was conducted at Back Lane, Newry Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth, on 8
Street
June 2007. The proposed development is located within the zone of archaeological potential associated with
LH005–042, Liberties of Carlingford. Two test-trenches were excavated. One possible archaeological feature was
identified during the excavation of these trenches. A cobbled/stone surface was exposed 9.4m from the eastern
edge of the trench and continued for its length. The date of this feature is unknown, but as the southern edge of
Trench 11 was located 2.6–3m from the remaining gable wall of a medieval house it is likely that it is associated
with an adjacent medieval structure. No upstanding stone walls or foundation trenches associated with the
adjacent medieval house were exposed, so it must be assumed that the cobbled surface represents an exterior
yard. The developer has not decided to do anything with the site as of this date.
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Licence number
94E0187

Site name
Newry Street

Details
Archaeological testing by trial-trenching was carried out on the site of a proposed residential development at
Newry St., Carlingford, on December 7, 1994. The site lies within an area of archaeological potential as outlined in
the Urban Archaeology Survey of Co. Louth (John Bradley, OPW 1984) and lies along the west side of Newry St. just
inside the north wall of the town.
The site was cleared of buildings before the testing took place and with it 1m of material was removed from the
northern end of the site. The material removed consisted of an early post-medieval layer containing shell
fragments, bone and pottery sherds of 16th/17th-century date. Underlying this was 0.5m of garden soil and,
towards the western portion of the site, a bank containing post-medieval layers, garden soil and up to 0.5m of the
natural gravel. Only a small portion of the early post-medieval layer lay undisturbed in the north-east corner of the
site. Two trenches were excavated in order to assess the remaining stratigraphy which basically was confined to
the north-east corner as elsewhere the site had already been excavated to the natural gravels.
Quite a substantial layer of garden soil covered the entire site and it was sealed by a layer of 15th-17th-century
date in the north-east corner of the site. It must therefore be of late medieval or early post-medieval date. It is
very similar to the medieval garden soils found in many urban centres in Ireland but in previous excavations in
nearby Tholsel St. (below No. 167) this layer was not present. This garden soil seals a peaty layer which is present
alongside Newry St. and may represent a medieval occupation layer. In the first test trench excavated along the
northern boundary of the site this layer was defined by a stone setting at its western extent. The layer was 0.3m
thick and contained quite an amount of branches and fragments of what could be wattles lying flat within the
layer. A few bone fragments were also recovered but no dating evidence was retrieved. The second trench was
opened perpendicular to the first trench and along the east side of the site. Here the natural gravels were exposed
in the southern end of the trench at a depth of 0.5m. Further north the same peaty layer as was evident in Trench
1 was exposed but not removed. It could be seen however from the southern end of the trench to be sitting
directly on natural.
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Licence number

Site name
King John’s Castle

Details
Prior to safety and access improvement works to be carried out by the Office of Public Works at King John’s Castle,
Carlingford, excavation of four areas was undertaken from 15 September to 3 October 2008. The four areas
excavated included: a cutting at the exterior of the western wall of the castle; a cutting in the interior of the
original gatehouse entrance; a cutting on both sides of the entrance through the interior spine wall; and the
excavation of infilled deposits in the lower solar area at the east and south-east of the castle. The cutting at the
exterior of the western wall of the castle confirmed that the original entrance to the medieval gatehouse is still
extant beneath the modern alterations to the castle’s exterior. Excavation also showed that the original entrance
was narrower than previously thought, measuring only 1.25m in width at this point. An intact paved surface with
built-in drainage gullies was uncovered in the interior of the gatehouse entrance and guardrooms as well as a
stone-lined cistern in the northern guardroom. Several sherds of pottery of 17th-century date were recovered
from deposits immediately overlying the paved surfaces. These floor surfaces, therefore, appear from the evidence
of the earliest overlying deposits to be of 17th-century date, indicating that the castle was occupied at least
temporarily in the early post-medieval period. It was unclear without excavating below these surfaces whether the
original medieval surfaces had been destroyed by this later phase of occupation or had simply been modified.
Excavation on the west side of the spine wall revealed an apparently linear feature and an adjacent pit. The
function of these two features is unclear; the linear feature with its roughly coursed drystone lining was similar in
appearance to a souterrain, a feature-type in which County Louth is abundant. Souterrains are generally dated to
the second half of the first millennium ad which presents a problem in identifying the feature as such; that the
eastern end of this linear feature appeared to have been built against the castle’s spine wall footings would
indicate that it is of 13th-century date at the earliest, however the absence of a visible cut for the wall footings
makes the relationship between the two features uncertain. A number of sherds of medieval date were recovered
from the sole fill of the linear feature. A series of infilled deposits of medieval or earlier date overlying bedrock
were revealed on the east side of the spine wall. Aside from a large amount of animal bone, the only finds
recovered from these infill deposits were a burnt flint flake and a triangular flint arrowhead, both of which are of
presumed prehistoric date but may be residual artefacts present in soil which was redeposited in the medieval
period. The basement level solar area was cleared of overburden of later post-medieval and modern date,
revealing the original floor surfaces of redeposited natural clay overlying bedrock. Several internal features were
uncovered within the rooms of the solar area, including evidence for a possible internal division and mortar floor
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Licence number
08R0108

Site name
Tholsel Street

94E0187

Newry Street

surface within the westernmost room, bedrock-cut steps in the south-eastern room, a possible flagstone floor
surface, mortar thresholds and evidence for door posts in the adjoining vaulted passage, and the lower steps
leading down to the blocked-up entrance in the eastern wall of the castle.
Details
Pre-development testing was carried out on 22 April and 1 May 2008 of a proposed development site at Tholsel
Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth. The development consisted of an extension to a house. The development area was
located
on
Tholsel
Street
between
O’Hare’s
pub
and
the
‘Tholsel’
(LH005–042009).
Four trenches, measuring a total of 26m in length, were placed across the areas of the site due to be disturbed.
Trenching revealed that the development area was reclaimed and backfilled sometime in the17th to mid-19th
century when the old harbour quay was built. Medieval deposits were uncovered at a depth between 1.3–1.7m
and point to the location of the medieval shoreline and possibly the position of an earlier quay.
Archaeological testing of this site was carried out in December 1994 (Excavations 1994, 59-60) and revealed the
presence of archaeological deposits in the north-east corner of the site. This was the subject of a two-day
excavation in January 1995. An area measuring 7m by 6m was excavated to natural gravels. The top 0.3-0.4m
consisted of disturbed material associated with the construction of houses which formerly stood on the site. In the
north section the foundation wall of an 18th/19th-century house was visible along the footpath cut into this
disturbed layer. This house wall continues further north and is still standing on the neighbouring site. Immediately
below the disturbed layer was a 0.3-0.4m-thick layer of dark organic soil containing sherds of 15th- to 17th-century
pottery and fragments of oyster shells and barnacles. Immediately below this layer was a 1m-thick layer of heavy
grey garden soil. The only find from this layer was a sherd of medieval pottery (14th/15th-century) of probable
local manufacture.
Over most of the site the garden soil could be seen sitting directly on natural gravels but in the north-east corner it
sealed an early medieval peaty layer containing fragments of branches. It was 0.8m thick and at its western extent
was a stone setting of uncertain significance. The only find from the layer was a small sherd of 13th/14th-century
local ware. This layer sat directly on the natural gravels which sloped from the west side of the site towards the
east. About 4m from the eastern edge of the site the slope became more dramatic and this coincided with the start
of the peaty layer. It is possible that this slope represents the outer edge of a ditch or moat around King John’s
Castle, which stands just across the road from the site. It would appear to have been at least 2m deep and possibly
up to 8m wide at the top and ran in a south-east/north-west direction. The peaty layer probably represents the
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Licence number
95E0122

Site name
Taaffe's Castle

primary fill of this ditch. Very little evidence survives for the line of the town wall towards the north end of the
town. It was presumed to have headed westwards from the castle towards the north-west corner of the town,
where the town wall still stands. It is clear that the wall in its present condition is quite late in date and it is
possible that a ditch, part of which was uncovered on the site under investigation, formerly existed at the north
end of the town.
Details
Trial-trenching was undertaken at Taaffe’s Castle for a period of nine days between 21 June and 5 July 1995 on
behalf of Archaeological Development Services Ltd. This was in advance of a restoration project on the building.
The brief was to determine the nature and extent of archaeological deposits and structures such as floor levels,
wall bases, doorways and drains. Seven trenches were opened outside and inside the castle and its annex.
Cut 1
This cutting was opened on the outside of the western wall of the castle in what is presently known as Larkin’s
Yard, to a depth of 1.78m below present ground level (6.75 OD). The upper portion (approx. 1.1m visible height) of
a blocked-up doorway was visible in this wall. The base of this doorway was uncovered approx. 0.75m below
present ground level and was defined by a layer of cobbles which were laid down prior to the blocking up of the
doorway. The base of the wall, which is of stone and lime mortar, is located 0.9m below these cobbles and rests
on loose unmortared stones.
Cut 2
This was opened against the outer western wall of the annex of the castle, and is situated, at present, inside
Larkin’s keg store (Larkin’s public house is built onto the castle). The purpose of this cutting was to locate the base
of the blocked doorway into the annex. A large threshold stone, approx. 1.4m long, was uncovered, which gave a
doorway height of 1.9m. A stone, approx. 0.6m long, was found at a right angle to the threshold. This stone plinth
may be the base of a staircase which ran to a higher-level doorway into the annex.
Cut 3
This was opened in the northernmost room of the annex, to define the base of its west wall. Excavation showed
evidence of a batter/foundation to the annex west wall. There is also evidence for a probable batter or foundation
for an earlier cross-wall. An east-west-running drain was an unexpected feature, but one which was probably
necessary due to the annual influx of the tide from the lough. This drain ran under a relieving arch in the west wall.
Cut 4
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This was opened along the exterior of the north wall of the barrel vault, at the present doorway from the annex
into Larkin’s backyard. This cutting established that the present doorway was not original but was probably
constructed during the 18th or 19th century and that the west wall of the annex directly abutted the barrel-vault
wall. There is also evidence of a very substantial wall batter, of indeterminate depth at present, for the north wall
of the barrel vault. What is most interesting is that the annex wall was apparently built quite soon after, if not
contemporaneously with, the barrel-vault wall.
Cuts 5, 6 and 7
These were all opened in the interior of the barrel vault and were excavated to try to locate its original floor and, if
possible, the depth of the original walls. The present concrete floor overlies a deposit of hard core which in turn
overlies 0.5-0.6m of post-medieval rubble. This mixed rubble was brought in from elsewhere to raise the floor of
the barrel vault. The rubble was deposited on top of a compact cobbled floor (approx. 5.2m OD). These cobbles
appear to be the original floor of the barrel vault. Only Cuts 5 and 7 were excavated below the cobbles. Both these
cuttings show substantial batters for the walls of the barrel vault and these batters appear to rest on a deposit of
unmortared stone. At the base of Cuts 5 and 7, at approx. 4.5m OD, there appears to be a mortared floor deposit
lying on top of unmortared stone. This is probably the result of dumps of mortar from the construction of the
barrel vault.
Licence number
98E0161

Site name
Carlingford

Details
Test-trenching, rescue excavation and monitoring in and around Carlingford has been ongoing since the end of
March 1998. The test-trenching was necessitated by the installation of a new drainage and sewerage scheme in
and around Carlingford by Louth County Council and by the laying of Telecom cables.
Thirty-five test-trenches were excavated. The programme of test-trenching followed from the results of a series of
slit-trenches excavated for engineering purposes in November 1996, supervised by Beth Cassidy, which uncovered
metalled roadways, possible early street frontages and a substantial wall immediately to the south of Taaffe’s
Castle. As works are still in progress, this report is of a preliminary nature.
Trenches were opened in Market Street, Newry Street, Back Lane, Dundalk Street, Old Quay Lane, Station Road,
Shore Road and vicinity, Greenore Road, Liberties and Fair Green. Several trenches produced archaeological
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remains. In the field adjacent to the present Ghan House a large rectangular structure was uncovered measuring
12.9m x 6m. It was constructed of stone and lime mortar and may have functioned as a warehouse, possibly
associated with the present canal. The present southern field boundary used the southern wall of this building. No
finds were associated with this structure, but a quantity of red brick rubble was uncovered in the northern
foundation trench, suggesting a post-medieval date. The pipe-trench was relocated to the north of the structure so
as not to damage it.
Nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the test-trenches either along the Shore Road and its
vicinity or along the Greenore Road, with the exception of a sleeper ‘bed’ dating to the time of the railway
construction (1876).
Along Old Quay Lane and Fair Green nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered, with the exception of
the area immediately to the east of Taaffe’s Castle, where a possible metalled slipway(?) and possible mooring
posts were discovered. The slipway lies at approximately the same level as the original floor of the barrel vault of
Taaffe’s Castle (Excavations 1995, 57).
At Station Road, immediately to the south of Taaffe’s Castle, test-trenching and monitoring necessitated a rescue
excavation in advance of pipe-laying when two north-south-running walls were uncovered at the western and
eastern ends of the street. The easternmost large masonry wall was uncovered at the remains of the present arch
on the south-east corner of the building. This wall had an intact height of 1.3-1.5m and a maximum width of 2.2m.
It was constructed of stone and lime mortar with very tight joints on its eastern (seaward) face and had a very
solid, mortared interior.
It appears that this wall was partially built before the laying of the castle foundations and then the walls were
constructed together to form the arch. This wall had been breached at its southern, excavated end, possibly during
the post-medieval period, and a later wall had been inserted. This later wall appears to be similar to the
upstanding warehouses along Old Quay Lane.
The second wall, also running north-south, was of cruder construction, although its eastern face had the tight
jointing evident in the eastern wall. The wall was 0.93m wide with an intact height (including stone footings) of c.
2m.
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These two walls appear to form the bawn of the castle, although both appear to have been exposed to the sea at
one time. It is suggested that the western wall was constructed first and then the eastern wall was constructed
when the castle was being built to enclose a courtyard. Both walls appear to have served the dual function of
bawn- and sea-walls.
Nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the three trenches excavated along Dundalk Street,
although it was expected that the southern portion of the town wall might have crossed the street to join the
present wall, on the west side of the town, to the Tholsell.
The trenches in Market Street uncovered nothing of archaeological significance as there was severe disturbance by
insertion of services.
Of the two trenches excavated along the northern end of Back Lane, only one produced archaeological remains.
This was a ditch or very large pit 6.2m in maximum width and c. 0.7m deep. At the base of this feature some early
medieval pottery was recovered along with a few fragments of animal bone.
The five trenches excavated in Newry Street produced remains of the original roadway in the form of cobbled and
metalled surfaces overlying deposits containing medieval pottery.
At the top of Newry Street, at what is known as Castle Hill, test-trenching uncovered two walls and part of a
cobbled roadway. A rescue excavation was undertaken at this area as the line of the pipe-trenches could not be
changed. The excavation uncovered the original boundary ditch (running east-west), c. 3.5m wide, cut into the
natural gravel. Sometime later a wall and gateway were built slightly off the line of the ditch. The wall (c. 0.1m
below the present level of tarmac road) was constructed of stone and lime mortar, set on large stone footings, and
had an intact height of 2.2m and a varying width of 1-1.05m at its top. The width of the gateway is 2.15m.
Set into the south side of the wall is a set of steps that may have led to an upper room or wall-walk. At the eastern
portion of the wall a relieving arch was revealed 0.65m below the top of the wall (width c. 1.45m, height c. 1.45m).
It had been constructed through the wall, possibly to allow the flow of spring water under it.
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Through the gateway ran a cobbled roadway bounded on its eastern edge by a line of large boulders. Overlying this
line and abutting the masonry wall was a stone-and-clay wall (c. 1.5m wide at its base and 1m at its top) running
approximately north-south for a distance of c. 6.5m, which may have been a later boundary wall.

Licence number
97E0141

Site name
Thosel Street

Only a small number of pottery finds were retrieved from the ditch, suggesting a 13th/14th-century date for the
ditch infilling. The wall and gateway were also probably of this date as infill deposits containing similar pottery lay
against the wall on its southern side.
Details
Testing was carried out on 14 January 1998 on a site in Tholsel Street, Carlingford, where planning permission had
been granted for a commercial and residential development. The site lies on the west side of Tholsel Street
between The Tholsel, a medieval gatehouse, and The Mint, a medieval stone house that is a National Monument in
state care. The site has a street frontage of 27m and extends westwards for 21m, cutting back into a natural gravel
ridge.In a series of test-trenches modern and post-medieval rubble was excavated by machine to expose the
surface of archaeological deposits. Thereafter excavation of a very limited nature was carried out by hand to assess
the nature of the deposits and to retrieve evidence of date. The archaeological deposits consisted of stone walls
and house floors ranging in date from the medieval period to the early 19th century. The deposits were uncovered
at a depth of 0.5m below present street level and extended up to 4m from the street front. Natural gravel was
exposed at ground level over the western part of the site. Pottery of post-medieval date and iron slag was
recovered from the upper floor levels. At the northern end of the site an oxidised clay floor appeared to be of
early 18th-century date. A black, greasy soil containing charcoal, ash and frequent oyster and limpet shells overlay
the floor. These deposits resemble those recorded by Gleeson and Moore in excavations on the opposite side of
the street (CLAJ 1992). Four sherds of 13th–14th-century local ware were recovered from a floor deposit exposed
at a depth of 0.5m towards the south end of the site. Examined in a 0.3m x 0.4m test-pit midway along the front of
the site, the deposits were shown to have an overall thickness of 0.45m. In the test-pit three deposits of shell- and
charcoal-flecked soil were interleaved with 50mm-thick layers of clean gravel. No dating evidence was recovered
from these earliest levels.
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Licence number
99E0686

Site name
Details
Holy
Trinity The planned addition of a kitchen extension to the Church of the Holy Trinity, Carlingford, now the Holy Trinity
Heritage Centre
Heritage Centre, was subject to an archaeological monitoring condition. The Heritage Centre is in the south-east
corner of the town and stands on the top of a hill, surrounded by a graveyard and enclosed by a stone-built wall.
The church is believed to be within the confines of the medieval town of Carlingford, and the site may have been
that of the parish church first referred to in documents dating from the early 13th century. At the eastern end of
the church stands a tower that may have been built in the late 16th or early 17th century. The church itself may
have been added later in the 17th century and underwent extensive refurbishment at the start of the 19th century.
The required groundworks covered an area c. 4m by 4m. Building construction necessitated the ground to be
reduced by 0.3m in the area of the new floor and up to 0.8m along the line of the building’s foundation trenches.
Ground reduction was carried out using a mechanical excavator fitted with a toothless bucket. Two burials and
two drains were uncovered. On instruction from Dúchas, these features were excavated and the burials were
removed. The burials were extended inhumations, oriented east-west, and had been placed into shallow graves,
which, at the time of excavation, were unmarked. The presence of nails indicates that these skeletons were
originally contained in coffins. The western end of one of the burials truncated the eastern end of the second. This
earlier burial was only excavated from below the knee, as the rest of the burial extended outside the development
area. Apart from coffin nails, there were no grave-goods found in association with these burials, although a bone
pin/handle was found in the machined-off topsoil within a metre of the later of the two burials.
Drains had truncated each burial; several bones were missing from the upper skeleton, and the skull had been
crushed. At least one of the drains dated from the 19th century and was more than likely constructed as part of
the 19th-century programme of renovation. The second drain was either late 19th-or early 20th-century in date.
Excavations undertaken within the church by Dermot Moore and Carol Gleeson in 1992 (Excavations 1992, 44-5)
uncovered burials yielding radiocarbon dates of AD 1442-1650 and AD 1517-1666. Twenty burials were excavated,
all of which were unmarked within shallow graves. The absence of coffin nails or any trace of wood suggests that
the burials were simple inhumations in which coffins were not used. These burials had been disturbed by 19thcentury renovation works. It is possible that the two burials most recently investigated are contemporaneous with
the burials excavated by Moore and Gleeson, as they share a number of similarities. The use of coffins, however, in
the burials external to the church may indicate a slightly later date.
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Licence number
01E0281

Site name
Back Lane

01E0281 ext.

Back Lane

Details
A development involving the demolition of a modern garage and construction of six townhouses and two
commercial properties was proposed for the site in this historic town. An assessment of the site was undertaken,
involving the excavation of three trenches. The site is located to the north of the remains of a late medieval house
and to the west of a late medieval tower-house. It slopes dramatically from Back Lane on the west to Newry Street
on the east. The severe slope of the site and its local name of ‘the herb garden’ suggested that archaeological
deposits would be scarce, and indeed the stratigraphy within the trenches consisted primarily of garden soils.
However, in Trench 1 a linear feature was revealed cutting into the natural subsoil. Although its significance is
uncertain, further work will be required in order to fully resolve its function and date. A wall exposed in Trench 2
may represent the north wall of the late medieval house whose southern gable still stands on the adjacent site to
the south. The development will involve significant landscaping of the site and removal of the post-medieval
garden soils. Such work will certainly destroy features and/or deposits below and within these soils and therefore
further archaeological resolution has been recommended in advance of the development.
The site of the proposed development is between Back Lane and Newry Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth, in an area of
archaeological potential as identified in the Urban Archaeological Survey of County Louth. An assessment was
carried out before the construction of six residential and two commercial units. The site fronts onto both streets
and is to the north of the remains of a late medieval house and to the west of a late medieval tower-house. The
site slopes dramatically from Back Lane on the west to Newry Street on the east. The site was initially tested by
Donald Murphy on 9 April 2001 (Excavations 2001, No. 837), when three trenches at the Back Lane end of the site
revealed post-medieval garden soils. A linear feature was also exposed cut into the natural, gravelly boulder clay in
Trench 1. The two trenches excavated along the Newry Street end of the site produced similar stratigraphy. A wall
exposed in Trench 2 was originally interpreted as the possible north wall of the late medieval house the southern
gable of which still stands on the adjoining site to the south. Further testing was carried out from 8 to 10 April
2002, when five more trenches (Trenches 4–8) were dug. Trench 4 was excavated against a roughly coursed
limestone wall that bordered the site to the west. Garden soil was exposed within it, which produced postmedieval to modern finds. Finds recovered from the base of this wall were also post-medieval to modern, which
suggests that this wall is of similar date. Trench 5 was excavated along the southern border. The remains of a
collapsed random-rubble wall were exposed at 0.3m below the garden soil. This wall was one to two courses deep
and was visible for a length of 3.8m before it petered out to the east. Brick and post-medieval/modern pottery
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were recovered from the wall and the garden soil below it. This suggests a post-medieval to modern date for the
construction of the wall, which probably functioned as a boundary wall. Trench 6, in the south-east corner of the
site, was opened to establish the nature and extent of the possible medieval wall exposed in Trench 2 during initial
testing and to attempt to establish the origin and date of the wall that bordered the site to the east. This wall
extended westward in the trench for 8.6m; it decreased in height as it progressed westward and eventually
petered out. This wall extended farther west than the upstanding southern gable wall of the medieval house in the
neighbouring property and therefore is not the northern gable wall, as initially thought. Finds recovered from the
vicinity of the wall during previous testing were medieval but may have been residual. The current phase of testing
has showed that this wall extends eastward toward Newry Street, where it returns southward along the
neighbouring property and abuts the upstanding medieval gable at the southern end of that site. It is probably
later than the medieval gable and is most likely of post-medieval date. The inner face of the wall that fronted onto
Newry Street was also exposed in this trench. This was a roughly coursed, limestone rubble, mortared wall that ran
up against the face of the possible medieval wall. This suggests that it was later than the possible medieval wall.
Finds recovered from crevices in the wall (a sherd of unglazed earthenware and a clay pipe) and from the cut for
the wall (post-medieval earthenware) further reinforce the idea that this was later than the wall that bordered the
site to the south, probably post-medieval to modern. Trench 7 was excavated along a mortared limestone wall
that bordered part of the site to the north (the remainder of the northern extent of the site was bordered by a
fence). Garden soil exposed in this trench produced post-medieval earthenware. Finds recovered from the base of
this wall were also post-medieval to modern, which suggests that this wall is of similar date. The final trench was
excavated to establish the nature of the linear feature exposed in Trench 1 during the initial phase of testing,
which ran north–south across the site and extended beyond the limits of Trench 1. Trench 8 was excavated east–
west across this feature, which was shallow, with a maximum depth of 0.1m, and was filled with a fine,
grey/brown, gravelly, silty clay with frequent inclusions of stone. Modern delft and earthenware were recovered
from the fill. The feature most likely functioned as a drain/gully and was probably not archaeological in nature. No
evidence was recovered of the former presence of buildings or houses on the site. The severe slope may have
prohibited building on the site. The site is known as the Herb Garden, and this may suggest an agricultural rather
than a residential use of the site over a long period.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

Louth County Council (LCC) in association with Newry, Mourne and Down District Council (NMD)
propose to develop the Carlingford Lough Greenway which is a cross border greenway linking
existing elements of a trail joining Carlingford within the Republic of Ireland (RoI) to Newry City
within Northern Ireland (NI).
The greenway when completed will form part of the wider ‘Great Eastern Greenway’ from Belfast to
Dublin. It will operate as a shared off-road cycleway / walkway and aims to provide a scenic crossborder route to encourage more people to walk and cycle and undertake cross-border journeys.
The proposed greenway will be a continuation of existing stretches of greenway which begin at
Carlingford Marina and run to Omeath Pier (construction completed in 2013) and from the Victoria
Lock Amenity Site along the Middle Bank to the Albert Basin (construction completed in 2018).
The proposed new Carlingford Greenway comprises three sections to fill in the gaps in the existing
greenway as follows:
•
•
•

From Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina
From Omeath Pier to the NI / RoI Border
From the NI / RoI Border to Victoria Lock Amenity Site

This report forms an archaeological and cultural heritage assessment of the section extending from
Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina (figures 1 and 2). It describes the archaeological baseline of
the site and the surrounding area and assesses the potential impact that the proposed greenway
could have on the archaeological and architectural heritage in the vicinity.

1.2 Development Site
The site being considered within this report is will travel between the Carlingford Tourist
Information Office along the R173 within Carlingford and the Carlingford Marina connecting to the
existing greenway running between Carlingford Marina and Omeath Pier. The route of the proposed
greenway in Carlingford comprises separate amenities for cyclists and pedestrians. The Trail Head is
located within the parking area of the Carlingford Station House Office.
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2 Methodology
This cultural heritage impact assessment was conducted in three stages. Firstly a detailed desktop
survey was undertaken. Known cultural heritage sites were reviewed along with aerial photography
and Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSI) First Edition Mapping (Circa 1830) and Second Edition Mapping
(circa 1900). Previously recorded cultural heritage sites reviewed included the following:
•

National Monuments, be they in the ownership or guardianship of the State, in the
ownership of a local authority or monuments under preservation orders;

•

Record of Monuments & Places (RMP) and Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) from
www.archaeology.ie;

•

Architectural Conservation Areas;

•

Records of Protected Structures;

•

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH); and

•

Demesnes Landscapes and Historic Gardens indicated on the OSI First Edition Mapping.

•

Excavations Bulletin;

•

Cartographic Sources;

Secondly a detailed walkover survey of the proposed route of the greenway was conducted by a fully
qualified archaeologist. Finally the information provided by both the site inspection and the desk
top survey was assessed in relation to the potential impact of the proposed development on cultural
heritage. Having assessed the potential impact upon cultural heritage, a mitigation strategy has
been established.

2.1 Types of Impact
The types of impacts of the proposed development on archaeological features may be divided into
the following categories:
Direct: where there may be a physical effect on a site caused by the proposed development or a
visual impact.
Direct physical impacts may be caused by a range of activities associated with the construction and
operation of proposed development features. In addition, above-ground disturbance, such as that
caused by vehicle movement, and soil and overburden storage, may produce irreversible effects
upon archaeological features. Direct impacts on archaeological features are normally adverse,
permanent and irreversible.
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The second category of direct impact relates to the visual impact that may exist from or to the
monument from the proposed development. This may adversely affect the setting of a monument
within the wider archaeological / historical landscape.
Indirect: where the setting of a site or monument may be affected. Setting in this assessment is
understood in functional terms only. Indirect impacts may relate to new development causing a
visual impact, such as reducing views to or from cultural heritage features with important landscape
settings, or may cause increased fragmentation of a monument’s setting.
Uncertain: where there is a risk that the works may impinge on a site, for example, where it is not
clear where the location or boundaries of a site lie. Potential effects, direct and indirect, have been
assessed in terms of their scale, longevity, reversibility and nature (beneficial / neutral / adverse).
The importance of both direct and indirect impacts can vary depending on the nature of the
archaeological site under consideration.

2.2 Definitions for Assessment of Magnitude of Change
Consideration of the scale, extent of change, nature and duration of effect are important in
determining the magnitude of change.
Level
of Definition of Magnitude
Magnitude
High

Total loss or major alteration to key elements/ features/ characteristics of the
baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/ attributes
will be fundamentally changed.

Medium

Partial loss or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/
attributes will be partially changed.

Low

Minor loss of or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions. Change arising from the loss / alteration will be discernible
but underlying character/ composition/ attributes will be similar to pre development
circumstances /patterns

Negligible

Very minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements /features /characteristics
of the baseline conditions. Change barely distinguishable, approximating to the “no
change” situation.
Table 1: definitions for assessing magnitude of change.
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2.3 Definitions for the Assessment of Significance
An assessment of importance and magnitude can then be undertaken to determine how significant
an impact is.
IMPORTANCE

MAGNITUDE

Local

Regional

Negligible

No Change

No Change

Low

Slight

Moderate

Medium

Moderate

Substantial

High

Substantial

Substantial

Table 2: definitions for assessment of significance.
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3 Archaeological and Historical Baseline
3.1 Cultural heritage assets within the development area.
3.1.1

Desk top study

The desk top study identified a large number of archaeological and historical assets along or
immediately adjacent the route of the proposed greenway (figure 3).
The route passes through the historic town on Carlingford (LH005-042). The earliest mention of the
Carlingford area is with reference to Viking raids in the 9th century but nothing is known of any
settlement which they might have made. The place name Carlingford is Scandinavian in origin
translating into the 'Fjord of Carlinn' and it is possible that the Vikings may have used the sheltered
natural harbour of Carlingford as a temporary base. Apart from the name, no other Viking evidence
has been recovered to date. The town of Carlingford only developed after the castle, known as King
John's Castle (LH005-042002) was built c. 1200. The town developed from the castle as a linear
settlement with typical medieval patterns, burgage plots, defensive walls, narrow streets, friary and
urban tower houses. It began to be enclosed with a town wall in the in early 13th century and
eventually enclosed an area estimated at c. 8 hectares.
The 14th, 15th and early 16th centuries was the era of greatest prosperity. This is witnessed today
by the surviving town houses of a rich merchant class such as Taaffes Castle and the Mint. The five
charters, from the first in 1326 during the reign of Edward II to the last in 1619 granted by James I
are another testament to its wealth and importance.
The decline of the town began in early 17th century as the more in-land routes northwards through
the Moyry Pass were opened up; the old coastal route via Carlingford was increasingly by-passed.
During the Confederacy period of the 1640s the town remained loyal to the Dublin administration
but was taken by the Royalists in 1649; they surrendered to the Parliamentary forces some months
later. It seems likely that as a result of Cromwellian confiscations many of the town’s old families
were dispossessed. The port was again used during the war of the two Kings (James II and William of
Orange). In 1689 it was burned by the Jacobites in their retreating before the Williamite army and
the harbour provided safe anchorage for supply ships for the Williamites. It also served as an
intermediary hospital station for transfer of the sick and wounded Williamite soldiers to
Carrickfergus.
Thirteen recorded archaeological sites are located along the proposed greenway route within the
historic town. Table 3 summarises the archaeological sites identified along the route and appendix 1
provides full details of these sites.
Number
LH005-42022

Location
King Johns Castle adjacent to R176

LH005-42002
LH005-42018

King Johns Castle adjacent to R176
NE end of Back Lane
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Summary
Souterrain identified within the
area of King John’s Castle
Anglo-Norman castle
13th/14th century ditch terminus
identified through excavation
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Number
LH005-42004
LH005-42005
LH005-42010

Location
NE end of Newry Street
Newry Street
Church Road

LH005-42011
LH005-42012

Church Road
Old Quay Lane

LH005-42014

NE end of Newry Street

LH005-42017
LH005-42019

Newry Street
Junction of Newry Street and un-named lane

LH005-42020

Church Road

LH005-42021

Church Road/ Thosel Street

Summary
Remnants of medieval house
Medieval castle- Taaffe’s Castle
19th century church with late
medieval/post medieval fabric
Medieval grave slab
Early 18th century house- Ghan
House
Medieval house identified
through excavation
Medieval road surface
Remnants of a late medieval
fortified tower house dating to
the 15th/16th century survive
in the basement of the current
building
Graveyard associated with
LH005-42010
17th century burials

The desk top survey identified 34 cultural heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of
Architectural Heritage (all of which are also recorded in the Record of Protected Structures) along
the route of the proposed greenway. None of these structures will be directly affected by the works.
Full details of these structures can be found within appendix 1.
An inspection of the early edition OS maps shows the continuing urbanisation of the town from its
medieval origins. This includes the appearance of the former Dundalk, Newry and Greenore
Railway. It was developed in the 1860s to provide a link between the towns in its title and the
London and North Western Railway port at Greenore, from where a ferry service operated to
Holyhead. It was opened between Greenore and Dundalk in 1873 and extended to Newry in 1876.
The line was closed in 1951. All traces of the railway line have been removed by the existing road
network, although some features associated with it still survive such as the pedestrian bridge which
provides access to King John’s castle.

3.1.2

Site inspection

An inspection of the proposed greenway route was undertaken by a fully qualified archaeologist.
This section of the route connects with the existing greenway which extends between Carlingford
Marina and Omeath. Travelling south from the marina, the greenway will utilise the existing access
road as a shared surface for vehicles and cyclists (plate 1). From here the route continues south
along the R173 and splits at the junction with Back Lane (plate 2). The section continuing along the
main R173 will consist of a cycle path extending along the side of the road.
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Plate 1: looking north along the existing access to Carlingford Marina.

Plate 2: looking south along R173 at junction with Back Lane.
The cycle path will extend to the rear of an existing parking area (plate 3) before rejoining the road
immediately adjacent to King John’s Castle (plate 4) and then terminating at the access point to the
north pier. The existing footpath network will be utilised to guide pedestrians to the trail head at
the existing tourist office.
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Plate 3: looking north along car parking area with cycle path to be inserted
along grass area.

Plate 4: looking north along R173 with King John’s castle to the right.
The section which splits off along Back Lane will utilise the existing road as a shared surface for
vehicles and cyclists. The route continues along Back Lane and splits again at its junction with Newry
Street (plate 5). The Back Lane section continues into the centre of the town and joins Dundalk
Street at its junction with Market Street (plate 6). The route continues along Dundalk Street before
turning left onto Church Road (plate 7) and terminating at the trail head at Old Quay Lane.
The Newry Street section also utilises the existing road as a shared surface for vehicles and cyclists.
It extends along the street as far as Taaffe’s Castle, before turning left and extending along an unnamed lane and terminating at the trail head (plate 8).
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Plate 5: junction between Back Lane and Newry Street.

Plate 6: looking south along Dundalk Street.

Plate 7: looking northeast along Church Road.
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Plate 8: Junction of Newry Street and un-named lane showing Taaffe’s Castle.

3.2 Cultural heritage assets beyond the development area.
Given the location of the majority of this section of the greenway is confined to the historic town of
Carlingford, the desk top survey focused on the area of the National Monuments Service-Zone of
Notification for the town which in essence represents its historic core (figure 3). The survey also
extended out to a 250m corridor along the section from King John’s Castle to Carlingford Marina and
including the northern section of Back Lane.

3.2.1

Record of Monuments and Places

A total of seven cultural heritage assets recorded in the RMP were identified within the search area.
These include the town wall LH005-42001; the castle LH005-42008; the medieval house LH00542006; the gate house LH005-42009; the excavation sites LH005- 42015 and LH005- 42016; and the
priory LH005-42013. Full details of these monuments are contained within appendix 2. None of
these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.

3.2.2

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and Records of Protected Structures

In addition to those structures along the route, the survey identified a further thirteen cultural
heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and an additional 2
recorded in the Record of Protected Structures. Full details of these monuments are contained
within appendix 3. None of these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.
3.2.3

Excavations Database

The excavations database identified 62 further excavations within the search area for the desk top
survey. Seventeen of these identified archaeological deposits and they are detailed within appendix
4.
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4 Impact Assessment
4.1 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Construction Phase
The desk top survey and site inspection have established that the proposed greenway route passes
through an area of high archaeological interest focused on the historic town of Carlingford. The
historic importance of the town and the level of known surviving archaeology here indicate that any
works in this area have a high potential for further archaeological discoveries.
Ground works within the scheme will be restricted to the insertion of kerbing, signage, lighting,
drainage and the creation of the cycle path around the exiting car park to the north of St John’s
Castle. This cycle path will pass beneath the existing road tunnel/ bridge entrance into King John’s
Castle and will consists of a new footpath in this area. While the construction requirements for the
greenway will have minimal individual footprints, the level of archaeological survivability within the
whole scheme is such that further sub-surface archaeological deposits could be identified. Should
sub-surface archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed greenway then they
may be subject to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements. As the nature of any
such deposits remains unknown, the magnitude of this impact is not considered significant. The
level of impact can be off-set by the application of the mitigation measures set out in section 5 of
this report.

4.2 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Operational Phase
The operational phase of the proposed greenway will have no impact upon archaeology, cultural or
built heritage either within the boundary of the route or the surrounding landscape. Where the
scheme does pass in close proximity to upstanding heritage features such as King John’s Castle, the
works will consists to alterations to the existing road network to include new footpaths and street
furniture. These works will be minimal in nature and will present no significant visual impact upon
any of the associated monuments.

5 Mitigation and Its Effectiveness
The desk top survey has identified that the principal archaeological mitigation should relate to the
potential for sub-surface archaeological remains to be identified during the course of the
construction works. Given the high archaeological potential of this area, monitoring of all ground
penetrating works should be conducted along the route of the proposed greenway.
The majority of the proposed works are to be conducted within the National Monuments ServiceZone of Notification for the town and is immediately adjacent to King John’s castle which is a
National Monument. It is possible that Ministerial Consent will be required for the works under
Section 14 of the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended). The need for this can be established
through early consultation with the National Monuments Service (NMS) of the Department of
Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht.
Should Ministerial Consent be required it should be applied for at least 12 weeks in advance of the
site works starting. The application should include a detailed method statement setting out how the
archaeological monitoring will be conducted.
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If Ministerial Consent is not required then NMS will require notification of the works under Section
12 of the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended). This should be applied for at least 12 weeks
in advance of the site works starting. The application should include a detailed method statement
setting out how the archaeological monitoring will be conducted.
It is possible that the monitoring works will require an archaeological licence. The need for the
licence can be established through the early consultation with NMS. Should a licence be required
the application can be submitted with either the Ministerial Consent or Notification applications.
Upon completion of the works a final report should be prepared detailing the findings of the
monitoring and submitted to NMS.

5.1 Cumulative Effects
The introduction of the proposed greenway will have no cumulative effects upon archaeology,
cultural or built heritage either within the site or the surrounding landscape.

5.2 Residual Effects
Following the implementation of the proposed mitigation strategy, the introduction of the proposed
greenway will have no residual effects upon archaeology, cultural or built heritage either within the
site or the surrounding landscape.

6 Statement of Significance of Effect
The desk top survey and site inspection have established that the proposed greenway route passes
through an area of high archaeological interest focused on the historic town of Carlingford. The
historic importance of the town and the level of known surviving archaeology here indicate that any
works in this area have a high potential for further archaeological discoveries.
The groundworks associated with the scheme will have minimal individual footprints however; the
level of archaeological survivability is such that further sub-surface archaeological deposits could be
identified. Should sub-surface archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed
greenway then they may be subject to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements.
The magnitude of this loss can be significantly reduced by the adoption of an appropriate mitigation
strategy. The implementation of the mitigation strategy would result in the substantial adverse
effect being considered not significant in EIA terms and result in a slight negative impact.
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Figure 1: location of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 2: layout of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 3: known archaeological sites within the zone of notification for Carlingford.
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Figure 4: protected structures within the zone of notification for Carlingford.
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Figure 5: 1st edition OS map showing the layout of early 19th century Carlingford.
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Figure 6: Later edition OS map showing the layout of Carlingford following the arrival of the
railway.
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Appendix 1: cultural heritage assets located along the route of the proposed greenway
Archaeological sites
Number
LH005-42022

Site Type
Souterrain

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42002

Castle

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42018

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42004

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

of

Description
A section of a souterrain passage was discovered inside King John’s Castle (LH004-042002-) during
2016 just W of the cross-wall. It consists of a NE-SW passage (L c. 10m) which was entered by a sloping
unroofed passage (L 3m) at the NE and might have been cut at its SW end by the walls of the
gatehouse. Close to its SW end a passage ran SE (L c. 2.5m) and then SW (L c. 3.5m). This section of
passage (Wth 1.2m; H c. 0.9-1.3m) was of drystone walls corbelling in at the top but lacking any roofstones. Another passage might have continued SE from the turn.
Built on rock overlooking Carlingford Lough and commanding a very strong position, it is built on an
older monument, possibly a promontory fort, as the remains of a souterrain (LH005-042022-) was
found in the W courtyard during 2016 (Halpin 2017). The castle is constructed of roughly coursed
limestone blocks and greywacke, has a D-shaped curtain wall with rectangular gate-building at the W
side, and a N-S internal cross-wall. King John is credited with its building, but the type of gateway and
the shape of the tower at the SW angle suggest a slightly earlier date, and possibly around the turn of
the twelfth century would be more appropriate for the W half of the structure. The E portion is
considerably later, probably dating to c. 1262; this is based on a record in a Pipe Roll (Cassidy 1983, 3)
which states that a payment was made for quarrying and transport of stone to Carlingford and
Greencastle.
Test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 98E0161) along the NE end of Back Lane uncovered what
appeared to be a very large pit or terminus of a ditch. Pottery dating to the 13th/14th century was
recovered from the fill of this feature.
Situated within its own burgage plot. All that survives is the S gable wall and a fragment of its front. A
brass plaque is attached to it stating that it dates to the sixteenth century. A human head, carved in a
late Medieval style is positioned on the outside face of the S gable and is believed to have originated
in the Dominican Friary (LH005-042013-)
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Number
LH005-42005

Site Type
Castle

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42010

Church

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42011

Graveslab

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42012

House

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42014

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42017

Excavation

LH005-42019

Castle

Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of Usually referred to as 'Taaffe's Castle', it is four storeys high, excluding the wall-walk level, and is
constructed of roughly coursed greywacke and limestone rubble and boulders with a very few
hammer- or punch-dressed blocks, but with some finely dressed quoin stones. It is rectangular in plan
with a westward projecting tower at the SW angle which carries the stairwell. The main doorway,
situated in the W end of the S wall, has a two-centred arch constructed of nine large blocks of dressed
limestone. The upper parts of the castle are not now generally accessible because it is used as a
private warehouse
of This freestanding former Church of Ireland church, dated 1821, incorporates fabric of earlier buildings
and now serves as a Heritage Centre for Carlingford. The core fabric of the church appears to date to
the later 17th century and is attached to a tower of late 16th/early 17th century date.
of A chamfered coffin shaped slab is set upside down at the head of a grave in the south of the
graveyard. Only the lower portion is visible but it would appear to bear a cross design in relief
springing from a decorated base consisting of a pointed reticulated arch.
of This building is known as 'Ghan House'. It is described by Casey and Rowan (1993, 178) as 'an early to
mid 18th century house already begun by Mr. Stannus in 1726 when he is reported to have stolen the
flagstones from the nearby Abbey and used them as a pavement before his own front door
of Discovered during trial test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 94E0187). Excavation revealed a peaty
layer partly defined by a stone setting. Possible traces of wattle were also noted (Murphy 1995, 5960). Remains may represent traces of one or more houses.
of Test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 98E0161) along Newry Street led to the discovery of the
original cobbled roadway. This roadway overlay deposits which contained medieval pottery.
of Remnants of a late medieval fortified tower house dating to the 15th/16th century survive in the
basement of the 'Watch Tower'. Originally this tower house would have overlooked the medieval
harbour. Little is known of its history but it may be one of the three castles which Captain Venables
refers to in his account of the assault and capture of Carlingford in September 1649.
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Number
LH005-42020

Site Type
Graveyard

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42021

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of The rectangular graveyard (map dims. 50m E-W; 35m N-S) associated with Holy Trinity Church (LH005042010-) is inter-denominational. The headstones range in date from the 18th century onwards and
the earliest inscribed gravestone records the death of nine year old, Ann Toomes, who died November
1703. In the south of the graveyard is a chamfered coffin shaped slab set upside down at the head of a
grave: only the lower portion is visible and it is of medieval date (see LH005-052011-)
of Excavations just outside the eastern gate of the Holy Trinity Church, Church Lane, in 1999 ‘found a
communal grave containing three roughly deposited individuals. Close by was a fourth individual, also
in a shallow grave. All four had been the victims of violent death, with multiple wounds to their heads.
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Protected Structures
RPS No.
LHS005-017

NIAH No.
13825001

Type
Railway
Bridge

13825016

Name
Bridge over Road
at King John's
Castle
Kendal Cottage

LHS005-029
LHS005-030

13825017

Castle View

House

LHS005-031

13825018

LHS005-028
LHS005-063

13825014
13825058

LHS005-022

13825008

House

LHS005-023

13825009

House

LHS005-024

13825010

House

LHS005-024

13825011

House

LHS005-026

13825012

LHS005-027

13825013

House

House
The Anchorage
Worker's House

House
House

Ceol-Na-Mara
Well

Description
Single-arch former railway bridge over former railway line, built 1872, now in use as
pedestrian bridge over road. Bridge spans road and carries approach to King John's
Castle.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1820. Rectangular-plan, attached to houses
to north and south
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1820. Rectangular-plan, attached to
houses to north and south
Attached four-bay two-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan, attached to houses
to north and south.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan.
Detached two-bay single-storey former railway worker's house, built c. 1870, now in use
as private dwelling. Single-storey flat-roofed extension to west.
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north. Rectangular-plan, single-storey return to east
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, two-storey extension to east.
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, flat-roofed return to east
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, flat-roofed return to east
Corner-sited attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Rectangular-plan,
single-storey lean-to return to east
Well, built c. 1860, now disused. Segmental-headed opening, cut limestone trough,
painted lead spout. Set in lime-washed random coursed wall to side of
street.
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RPS No.
LHS005-054

NIAH No.
13825049

Name

Type

LHS005-055

13825050

LHS005-056

13825051

LHS005-057

13825052

LHS005-058

13825053

LHS005-032

13825021

The Spout

Well

LHS005-059

13825054

Carlingford Garda
Station

Police station

Former
Courthouse
Courthouse, now
Library
Carlingford
Church
Presbyterian
Church
St. Michael's Hall Church/parish
hall

Description
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1750, as a pair with the adjoining house
to south. Now also in use as shop
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1750, as
a pair with the adjoining house to north. Lean-to
extension to west
Detached three-bay single-storey former court house, built c. 1935, with projecting
entrance porch.
Freestanding single-cell gable-fronted Presbyterian church, built 1869, with four-bay
nave elevations.
Detached three-bay two-storey over basement church hall, dated 1925. Single-storey
over basement canted west wing, three-bay single-storey flat-roofed concrete-built
extension to north elevation.
Well, built c. 1830. Segmental-headed opening, random coursed limestone walling,
iron and concrete reinforcements to arch, circular cast-iron pipe, cast triangular
concrete funnel, moss-covered pillar supporting funnel, cast-iron grate to base. Set in
painted stone wall to west side of road. Heritage trail plaque in wall.
Detached seven-bay two-storey former coastguard station, dated 1848, later used as
courthouse and now in use as Garda Station.
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RPS No.

NIAH No.
13825055

Name
Eblana House

LHS005-020
LHS005-021

13825005
13825006

Marian House

13825025

Serene Silver

13825027
LHS005-039

13825028

LHS005-040

13825029

LHS005-041

13825030

LHS005-042

13825031

Type

Gateway

Description
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1830, with return to west. Pitched slate
roof, clay ridge tiles, red brick corbelled chimneystacks, uPVC gutter on corbelled
eaves course, cast-iron downpipe to south-east corner. Painted smooth rendered
walling, channelled to east. Square-headed window openings, tooled granite sills,
painted timber one-over-one sliding sash window to south, uPVC windows to east.
Segmental-headed door opening, painted roll-top surround, fluted Doric columns
flanking door supporting cornice, spider web fanlight, painted timber four-panel door,
tooled stone threshold. Street fronted, channelled rendered wall to south, painted
timber gates leading to rear yard.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Rectangular-plan, return to east.
Attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1880. Rectangular-plan, lean-to return
to east.
Detached multiple-bay two-storey former warehouse, built c. 1820, now in use as
shop.
Stone gateway, built c. 1820. Random rubble stone walling, saddle-coping, squared
limestone quoins to north-east corner.
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1800. Rectangular-plan with three-bay
single-storey block to south. Pitched slate roof, clay ridge tiles, unpainted smooth
rendered corbelled chimneystack, verge coping, cast-iron gutters on brackets on
corbelled eaves course, circular cast-iron downpipes.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1880, as a pair with the adjoining house
to the south.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1880, as a pair with the adjoining house
to the north.
Corner-sited attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1910, built as a pair with the
adjoining house to the south. Rectangular-plan, chamfer to north-west
corner, single-storey return and two-storey red brick extension to east.
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RPS No.
LHS005-035

NIAH No.
13825024

Name
Mountain View

Type

LHS005-037

13825026

Kingfisher Bistro

Warehouse

LHS005-014

13825040

Holy
Trinity Heritage
Heritage Centre
centre

LHS005-015

13825002

Ghan House

LHS005-053

13825048

Wood Quay

Boathouse

LHS005-049

13825042

Carlingford
Tourist Ofice

Railway
station

Description
Detached multiple-bay three-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan, two-storey
return to east.
Detached four-bay three-storey former warehouse, built c. 1820, now in use as
restaurant. Rectangular in plan, late twentieth century glass and rendered extension
to east.
Former Church of Ireland, Freestanding former Church of Ireland church, Medieval
tower with later nave (1821) incorporating fabric of earlier building and now used as
heritage centre.
Early 19thC rebuilding of 1727 detached seven-bay two-storey house, gabled. now in
use as guest house and restaurant. L-plan comprising double-pile east block with
returning single-pile six-bay single-storey over basement north block.
Detached L-plan multiple-bay single-storey former boathouse, built c. 1870, now in
use as house. Pitched and hipped slate roofs with rendered chimneystacks. Roughly
dressed limestone walls. Replacement fittings to openings.
Detached H-plan seven-bay single-storey former railway station, dated 1876, now in
use as tourist office.
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Appendix 2: known archaeological sites the wider search area
Number
LH005-42001

Site Type
Town wall

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42013

Priory

LH005-42006
LH005-42008

Medieval
House
Castle

Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42016

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42015

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

of

of
of
of

Description
The Carlingford town defences appear to have enclosed a roughly rectangular area of about 8
hectares, but the precise course of the wall is not known. According to Bradley (1984b, 35) there are
no known early maps of topographical importance for Carlingford. The supposed line of the wall is
based on remaining fragments and the position of the Tholsel Gate. A large section of the wall exists
at the NW side of the town at Back Lane and to the SE of the Tholsel. The wall at Back Lane is built on
a slope, is constructed of uncoursed rubble, stands to a height of c. 3m and is c. 1m thick. This section
of wall contains four loops which indicate that it is late medieval in date. The section of wall to the SE
of the Tholsel Gate is similar to the portion at Back Lane and also contains loops.
This priory is thought to have been founded by Richard de Burgh c. 1305. Its remains consist of a nave
and chancel divided by a tower with possible parts of the domestic range c. 20m to the S.
Bradley and King (1985, 39) suggests that the building located at this site with its 'narrow rectangular
loop-like windows in its south wall', may be late medieval in date.
This building is known as the 'Mint'. However, as this name does not appear in print before the late
19th century it likely to be the product of a romantic mind which sought to link it with the licence to
mint coinage, granted to Carlingford in 1467. No coinage from Carlingford is known and the present
building is noticeably lacking in features that one might associate with a mint. The building is, without
doubt, a residence of one of the thriving merchant families that prospered in Carlingford and the
surviving architectural details are indicative of a 16th century date for the structure.
Discovered during test trenching (Excavation Licence 97E0141). Living floors and wall foundations of
buildings ranging in date from the 13th/14th century to the early 19th century were revealed. A small
number of finds were retrieved consisting of pottery and glass.
Uncovered during pre-development excavation (Excavation Licence No. 94E0063). Excavations
revealed a medieval building with its foundations resting on the foundations of the N side of the
Tholsel gate. A second building was also uncovered with a late medieval or post medieval date. The
earliest finds from the site consisted of 14th/15th century pottery.
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Number
LH005-42009

Site Type
Gate House

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of To the SE side of the town a gate usually referred to as the Tholsel, stands at and gave access to the
main street, as it does today. It is a sub-rectangular gatehouse and has a flattened barrel-vaulted
entranceway with segmental arch of small greywacke slabs and keystone. It is built of limestone
blocks, boulders and greywacke, roughly coursed, and was originally three storeys high. The third
storey has been truncated and a modern slate roof now covers it. In the NE angle at ground level
there is a small rectangular chamber (c. 15m by 3m) with flat arched doorway and barrel vault over.
The first-floor level is reached by modern steps through a doorway at the E end of the N wall, but the
original access to this level must have been from a spiral stairwell, part of which is now discernible just
above the entrance to the small rectangular chamber mentioned above. The upper portion of the NE
angle has obviously been rebuilt and an early window head incorporated. The N wall has an opening
with a two centred arch directly over the main entranceway. This opening is a later alteration and has
no original cut stone remaining. The S wall also has an opening with a two-centred arch, but it has an
original window jamb on its W side of hammer-dressed limestone with glazing bar holes and is
chamfered. At the E end of the S wall there is a plain slit ope which gave light to the garderobe in the
SE angle. The remains of the garderobe with a small rectangular chute are to be seen in the E angle.
The W wall also has plain lintelled loops at first and second-floor level, a cubby-hole at first-floor level
in the W angle, and a single-splayed ope at first-floor level in the N wall. The building has been much
altered and repaired, as can be seen in the stonework of the S wall of the E angle, the N wall of the N
angle, the windows of the first floor and the insertion of early medieval cut stone from some other
building.
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Appendix 3: protected structures within the wider search area
RPS No.
LHS005-051

NIAH No.
13825044

Name
Pier

Type
Pier

LHS005-012

13825045

The Tholsel

Gatehouse

LHS005-033

13825022

River Lane Walls

Walls

LHS005-043

13825032

House

LHS005-008

13825041

LHS005-044

13825034

Former Thatched House
House
The Abbey Bar
House

LHS005-045

13825035

Mill Race

LHS005-052

13825046

House

LHS005-009

13825047

H O'Hare/Anchor Public
Bar
house

LHS005-018

13825003

House

Mill Race

Description
Stone-built pier, built c. 1840. Rock-faced squaredand- snecked stone walling, limestone
coping. Storm wall to north. Concrete surface to pier. Tooled limestone steps to water.
Granite bollards; cast-iron bollard embossed with "CH GIL" and hallmark of James
Shekleton Ironworks, Dundalk; cast-iron lamp standards with scrolled detailing. Running
eastwards into Carlingford Lough, forms harbour with corresponding pier to east.
Detached single-bay two-storey former gate house and tholsel with integral carriage
arch and small chamber adjacent, built c. 1450, extensively repaired in the nineteenth
century. Only surviving town gate in Carlingford.
Rendered rubble masonry retaining walls, built c. 1800, flanking north and south sides
of River Street at sharp corner. Partially damaged to south-east. Mid twentieth century
replacement concrete section to north-west.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1910, built as a pair with the adjoining
house to the north. Rectangular-plan, single-storey return to east.
Detached five-bay two-storey house, built c. 1770. Rectangular-plan, open gabled porch
projecting from south elevation.
End-of-terrace two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1890, formerly also in use as public
house, now in use as house. Rectangular-plan, return to east
Former millrace, built c. 1650, running north-east to south-west, becoming culvert to
south-west, now disused. Set to side of lane running eastwards off Dundalk Street,
remains of Dominican Abbey to north.
Corner-sited attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1760. Rectangular-plan,
return and extensions to east, attached to house (O'Hare's / Anchor Bar) to north
Corner-sited attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1830, formerly also in use as
shop, now in use as licenced premises with shopfront. Rectangular-plan, two-storey
return to east, attached to house to south.
Semi-detached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870. Square-plan, attached house to
north
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RPS No.
LHS005-019

NIAH No.
13825004

Name
Allure Hair Studio

Type
House

LHS005-061

13825056

Market Street

House

LHS005-062

13825057

Worker's House

House

Description
Semi-detached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, now also in use as hairdresser's
to ground floor. Square-plan with return to east, attached house to south.
Corner-sited attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1780, with shopfront
inserted to ground floor.
Detached two-bay single-storey former railway worker's house, built c. 1870, now in use
as private dwelling. Single-storey flat-roofed extension to west
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Appendix 4: excavation conducted within the historic town of Carlingford.
Licence number
02E1797

Site name
Details
Back
Lanes, The proposed development relates to the construction, on the site of a recently demolished modern house, of a
Carlingford
three-bedroomed holiday unit, with parking space to the south, and the removal of a retaining wall. A single testtrench was excavated on the site and the removal of the retaining wall was monitored. No archaeological features
or deposits were exposed in the trench and the retaining wall was removed directly onto natural boulder clay
'Holy
Trinity In February 1991 the Church of Ireland community leased their semi-derelict church to the Carlingford Lough
Church',
Heritage Trust to be restored for use as a visitor and cultural centre. The restoration of Holy Trinity Church
Carlingford
involved the digging of a duct to house heating and electrical cables along the internal north and south walls of the
building. This led to the discovery of skeletons in shallow graves beneath the floor boards. Twenty extended
inhumations with an east-west orientation with heads to the west were found. All were buried in simple grave cuts
with no evidence of coffins or other grave goods. The majority were cut through each other causing considerable
dislocation and loss of material. In some cases skeletons were reinterred with later burials. The disturbance of the
burials may have occurred during renovations to the floor in the 19th century. The skeletal remains consisted of
20 in situ burials and a minimum of 32 disarticulated individuals. Of the 20 in situ burials 10 were males, 6 were
females and 4 were juveniles. At least 15 of the disarticulated remains were male, 9 were female and 4 were
juveniles. The skeletal report indicated that the antemortem tooth-loss rate was high and hypoplastic defects in
the enamels were noted in several individuals. Several examples of periostitis of the lower end of the tibiae were
found and one example of osteomyletis of a tibia was found among the disarticulated remains. There were 2
examples of major trauma to the skull, one was a result of trephination, a form of cranial surgery, and the other
had suffered a large sword wound. Both individuals appear to have survived their trauma.
Two bones were dated using the C 14 method. One bone has a calibrated age range of AD 1517-1666, and the
other bone sample has a calibrated age range of AD 1442-1650. The skeletal remains were reburied in the
graveyard which surrounds the Holy Trinity Church.
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Licence number

Site name
Tholsel
Carlingford

Details
St, In 1991 the Carlingford Lough Heritage Trust purchased a derelict site in Tholsel St, Carlingford Permission has
been received for the construction of houses, apartments and shop units on the site. Prior to this development the
area had to be investigated by archaeologists.Mounds of rubble and concrete walls were removed (remnants of
previous attempts to build on the site in the last decade) and 4 trenches were excavated. A few structural remains
and some medieval pottery sherds were uncovered.The most significant feature in the excavation of the site was a
breakwater, which extended across the site parallel to the line of Tholsel St Areas of cobbling were also uncovered
and a square structure of unknown function abutted the breakwater on the harbour side.The site is located
directly opposite a 16th-century merchant's town house known as The Mint and the 15th-century Tholsel or town
gate is located to the south-west, at the end of the street. The area of Tholsel St was densely inhabited during the
medieval period. At this rime the excavated site was part of the shore-line of Carlingford Lough and was
susceptible to high tidal inundations. A strong breakwater was constructed to prevent the flooding of Tholsel St
This breakwater lay only at the front of The Mint and as one moves from The Mint frontage the breakwater
becomes rather crude in construction – a bank of stone and slaty material.The well-built breakwater has a definite
terminal. Adjacent to this is an area of cobbling which may have been used as an access to the shore-line and was
probably cut through the cruder part of the breakwater at a later date. The square structure abutting the
breakwater is a later addition and may be contemporary with the cobbling.At a later period a series of houses and
gardens was built on the site; a stone building and the gable of a house still survive from the late 17th
century.Almost 400 small finds were found on the site; the majority were pottery, the remainder were glass, clay
pipes and a couple of iron nails. Twenty-five percent of the pottery sherds were medieval, all of local origin and
dating to the late 13th and early 14th centuries, except one body sherd from north-west France which has a date
range from the 11th to the early 13th centuries. The remainder were post-medieval and generally late 18th and
19th century in date. The pieces of glass date from the 18th to the 20th centuries and the clay pipes are 19th
century in date.
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Licence number
93E0064

Site name
Carlingford Abbey

93E0189

Ghan House

94E0063

Thosel Street

07E0414

Details
Archaeological excavations were conducted over a five-week period between 26th April and 28th May. The work
was funded by the OPW and facilitated conservation of the site. Post-medieval burial activity had continued inside
the church structure and thus little undisturbed medieval strata were encountered. The excavations revealed an
original doorway surface at the west end of the church. Inhumations were encountered in all cuttings and are
currently being analysed. The tower, separating the chancel and nave, appears to be a later addition, the south
wall of which partly sits over a foundation plinth: this is not matched on the northern side. The plinth may be
related to an earlier structure associated with the adjacent mural stairway.
As part of ongoing work on the grounds, the front lawn was excavated by mechanical digger to create an
ornamental pond. This work uncovered the remains of a stone-built watercourse and a shell midden.

The site of a proposed residential development at Tholsel St., Carlingford, was archaeologically tested on May 17,
1994 on behalf of Archaeological Development Services Ltd. The site in question adjoins the Tholsel, one of the
town’s medieval gateways and during the testing, traces of a wall over 1m in thickness was discovered running
parallel to Tholsel St. with an apparent return towards the south-west corner. It was decided that a small
excavation should take place in the area around the Tholsel in order to ascertain the relationship between it and
the wall. It was also decided to monitor the excavation of the foundation trenches for the house to determine the
exact line of the wall and any other features which may have been present. This was carried out on October 4-5,
1994.
Back Lane, Newry An assessment by means of test-trenching was conducted at Back Lane, Newry Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth, on 8
Street
June 2007. The proposed development is located within the zone of archaeological potential associated with
LH005–042, Liberties of Carlingford. Two test-trenches were excavated. One possible archaeological feature was
identified during the excavation of these trenches. A cobbled/stone surface was exposed 9.4m from the eastern
edge of the trench and continued for its length. The date of this feature is unknown, but as the southern edge of
Trench 11 was located 2.6–3m from the remaining gable wall of a medieval house it is likely that it is associated
with an adjacent medieval structure. No upstanding stone walls or foundation trenches associated with the
adjacent medieval house were exposed, so it must be assumed that the cobbled surface represents an exterior
yard. The developer has not decided to do anything with the site as of this date.
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Licence number
94E0187

Site name
Newry Street

Details
Archaeological testing by trial-trenching was carried out on the site of a proposed residential development at
Newry St., Carlingford, on December 7, 1994. The site lies within an area of archaeological potential as outlined in
the Urban Archaeology Survey of Co. Louth (John Bradley, OPW 1984) and lies along the west side of Newry St. just
inside the north wall of the town.
The site was cleared of buildings before the testing took place and with it 1m of material was removed from the
northern end of the site. The material removed consisted of an early post-medieval layer containing shell
fragments, bone and pottery sherds of 16th/17th-century date. Underlying this was 0.5m of garden soil and,
towards the western portion of the site, a bank containing post-medieval layers, garden soil and up to 0.5m of the
natural gravel. Only a small portion of the early post-medieval layer lay undisturbed in the north-east corner of the
site. Two trenches were excavated in order to assess the remaining stratigraphy which basically was confined to
the north-east corner as elsewhere the site had already been excavated to the natural gravels.
Quite a substantial layer of garden soil covered the entire site and it was sealed by a layer of 15th-17th-century
date in the north-east corner of the site. It must therefore be of late medieval or early post-medieval date. It is
very similar to the medieval garden soils found in many urban centres in Ireland but in previous excavations in
nearby Tholsel St. (below No. 167) this layer was not present. This garden soil seals a peaty layer which is present
alongside Newry St. and may represent a medieval occupation layer. In the first test trench excavated along the
northern boundary of the site this layer was defined by a stone setting at its western extent. The layer was 0.3m
thick and contained quite an amount of branches and fragments of what could be wattles lying flat within the
layer. A few bone fragments were also recovered but no dating evidence was retrieved. The second trench was
opened perpendicular to the first trench and along the east side of the site. Here the natural gravels were exposed
in the southern end of the trench at a depth of 0.5m. Further north the same peaty layer as was evident in Trench
1 was exposed but not removed. It could be seen however from the southern end of the trench to be sitting
directly on natural.
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Licence number

Site name
King John’s Castle

Details
Prior to safety and access improvement works to be carried out by the Office of Public Works at King John’s Castle,
Carlingford, excavation of four areas was undertaken from 15 September to 3 October 2008. The four areas
excavated included: a cutting at the exterior of the western wall of the castle; a cutting in the interior of the
original gatehouse entrance; a cutting on both sides of the entrance through the interior spine wall; and the
excavation of infilled deposits in the lower solar area at the east and south-east of the castle. The cutting at the
exterior of the western wall of the castle confirmed that the original entrance to the medieval gatehouse is still
extant beneath the modern alterations to the castle’s exterior. Excavation also showed that the original entrance
was narrower than previously thought, measuring only 1.25m in width at this point. An intact paved surface with
built-in drainage gullies was uncovered in the interior of the gatehouse entrance and guardrooms as well as a
stone-lined cistern in the northern guardroom. Several sherds of pottery of 17th-century date were recovered
from deposits immediately overlying the paved surfaces. These floor surfaces, therefore, appear from the evidence
of the earliest overlying deposits to be of 17th-century date, indicating that the castle was occupied at least
temporarily in the early post-medieval period. It was unclear without excavating below these surfaces whether the
original medieval surfaces had been destroyed by this later phase of occupation or had simply been modified.
Excavation on the west side of the spine wall revealed an apparently linear feature and an adjacent pit. The
function of these two features is unclear; the linear feature with its roughly coursed drystone lining was similar in
appearance to a souterrain, a feature-type in which County Louth is abundant. Souterrains are generally dated to
the second half of the first millennium ad which presents a problem in identifying the feature as such; that the
eastern end of this linear feature appeared to have been built against the castle’s spine wall footings would
indicate that it is of 13th-century date at the earliest, however the absence of a visible cut for the wall footings
makes the relationship between the two features uncertain. A number of sherds of medieval date were recovered
from the sole fill of the linear feature. A series of infilled deposits of medieval or earlier date overlying bedrock
were revealed on the east side of the spine wall. Aside from a large amount of animal bone, the only finds
recovered from these infill deposits were a burnt flint flake and a triangular flint arrowhead, both of which are of
presumed prehistoric date but may be residual artefacts present in soil which was redeposited in the medieval
period. The basement level solar area was cleared of overburden of later post-medieval and modern date,
revealing the original floor surfaces of redeposited natural clay overlying bedrock. Several internal features were
uncovered within the rooms of the solar area, including evidence for a possible internal division and mortar floor
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Licence number
08R0108

Site name
Tholsel Street

94E0187

Newry Street

surface within the westernmost room, bedrock-cut steps in the south-eastern room, a possible flagstone floor
surface, mortar thresholds and evidence for door posts in the adjoining vaulted passage, and the lower steps
leading down to the blocked-up entrance in the eastern wall of the castle.
Details
Pre-development testing was carried out on 22 April and 1 May 2008 of a proposed development site at Tholsel
Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth. The development consisted of an extension to a house. The development area was
located
on
Tholsel
Street
between
O’Hare’s
pub
and
the
‘Tholsel’
(LH005–042009).
Four trenches, measuring a total of 26m in length, were placed across the areas of the site due to be disturbed.
Trenching revealed that the development area was reclaimed and backfilled sometime in the17th to mid-19th
century when the old harbour quay was built. Medieval deposits were uncovered at a depth between 1.3–1.7m
and point to the location of the medieval shoreline and possibly the position of an earlier quay.
Archaeological testing of this site was carried out in December 1994 (Excavations 1994, 59-60) and revealed the
presence of archaeological deposits in the north-east corner of the site. This was the subject of a two-day
excavation in January 1995. An area measuring 7m by 6m was excavated to natural gravels. The top 0.3-0.4m
consisted of disturbed material associated with the construction of houses which formerly stood on the site. In the
north section the foundation wall of an 18th/19th-century house was visible along the footpath cut into this
disturbed layer. This house wall continues further north and is still standing on the neighbouring site. Immediately
below the disturbed layer was a 0.3-0.4m-thick layer of dark organic soil containing sherds of 15th- to 17th-century
pottery and fragments of oyster shells and barnacles. Immediately below this layer was a 1m-thick layer of heavy
grey garden soil. The only find from this layer was a sherd of medieval pottery (14th/15th-century) of probable
local manufacture.
Over most of the site the garden soil could be seen sitting directly on natural gravels but in the north-east corner it
sealed an early medieval peaty layer containing fragments of branches. It was 0.8m thick and at its western extent
was a stone setting of uncertain significance. The only find from the layer was a small sherd of 13th/14th-century
local ware. This layer sat directly on the natural gravels which sloped from the west side of the site towards the
east. About 4m from the eastern edge of the site the slope became more dramatic and this coincided with the start
of the peaty layer. It is possible that this slope represents the outer edge of a ditch or moat around King John’s
Castle, which stands just across the road from the site. It would appear to have been at least 2m deep and possibly
up to 8m wide at the top and ran in a south-east/north-west direction. The peaty layer probably represents the
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Licence number
95E0122

Site name
Taaffe's Castle

primary fill of this ditch. Very little evidence survives for the line of the town wall towards the north end of the
town. It was presumed to have headed westwards from the castle towards the north-west corner of the town,
where the town wall still stands. It is clear that the wall in its present condition is quite late in date and it is
possible that a ditch, part of which was uncovered on the site under investigation, formerly existed at the north
end of the town.
Details
Trial-trenching was undertaken at Taaffe’s Castle for a period of nine days between 21 June and 5 July 1995 on
behalf of Archaeological Development Services Ltd. This was in advance of a restoration project on the building.
The brief was to determine the nature and extent of archaeological deposits and structures such as floor levels,
wall bases, doorways and drains. Seven trenches were opened outside and inside the castle and its annex.
Cut 1
This cutting was opened on the outside of the western wall of the castle in what is presently known as Larkin’s
Yard, to a depth of 1.78m below present ground level (6.75 OD). The upper portion (approx. 1.1m visible height) of
a blocked-up doorway was visible in this wall. The base of this doorway was uncovered approx. 0.75m below
present ground level and was defined by a layer of cobbles which were laid down prior to the blocking up of the
doorway. The base of the wall, which is of stone and lime mortar, is located 0.9m below these cobbles and rests
on loose unmortared stones.
Cut 2
This was opened against the outer western wall of the annex of the castle, and is situated, at present, inside
Larkin’s keg store (Larkin’s public house is built onto the castle). The purpose of this cutting was to locate the base
of the blocked doorway into the annex. A large threshold stone, approx. 1.4m long, was uncovered, which gave a
doorway height of 1.9m. A stone, approx. 0.6m long, was found at a right angle to the threshold. This stone plinth
may be the base of a staircase which ran to a higher-level doorway into the annex.
Cut 3
This was opened in the northernmost room of the annex, to define the base of its west wall. Excavation showed
evidence of a batter/foundation to the annex west wall. There is also evidence for a probable batter or foundation
for an earlier cross-wall. An east-west-running drain was an unexpected feature, but one which was probably
necessary due to the annual influx of the tide from the lough. This drain ran under a relieving arch in the west wall.
Cut 4
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This was opened along the exterior of the north wall of the barrel vault, at the present doorway from the annex
into Larkin’s backyard. This cutting established that the present doorway was not original but was probably
constructed during the 18th or 19th century and that the west wall of the annex directly abutted the barrel-vault
wall. There is also evidence of a very substantial wall batter, of indeterminate depth at present, for the north wall
of the barrel vault. What is most interesting is that the annex wall was apparently built quite soon after, if not
contemporaneously with, the barrel-vault wall.
Cuts 5, 6 and 7
These were all opened in the interior of the barrel vault and were excavated to try to locate its original floor and, if
possible, the depth of the original walls. The present concrete floor overlies a deposit of hard core which in turn
overlies 0.5-0.6m of post-medieval rubble. This mixed rubble was brought in from elsewhere to raise the floor of
the barrel vault. The rubble was deposited on top of a compact cobbled floor (approx. 5.2m OD). These cobbles
appear to be the original floor of the barrel vault. Only Cuts 5 and 7 were excavated below the cobbles. Both these
cuttings show substantial batters for the walls of the barrel vault and these batters appear to rest on a deposit of
unmortared stone. At the base of Cuts 5 and 7, at approx. 4.5m OD, there appears to be a mortared floor deposit
lying on top of unmortared stone. This is probably the result of dumps of mortar from the construction of the
barrel vault.
Licence number
98E0161

Site name
Carlingford

Details
Test-trenching, rescue excavation and monitoring in and around Carlingford has been ongoing since the end of
March 1998. The test-trenching was necessitated by the installation of a new drainage and sewerage scheme in
and around Carlingford by Louth County Council and by the laying of Telecom cables.
Thirty-five test-trenches were excavated. The programme of test-trenching followed from the results of a series of
slit-trenches excavated for engineering purposes in November 1996, supervised by Beth Cassidy, which uncovered
metalled roadways, possible early street frontages and a substantial wall immediately to the south of Taaffe’s
Castle. As works are still in progress, this report is of a preliminary nature.
Trenches were opened in Market Street, Newry Street, Back Lane, Dundalk Street, Old Quay Lane, Station Road,
Shore Road and vicinity, Greenore Road, Liberties and Fair Green. Several trenches produced archaeological
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remains. In the field adjacent to the present Ghan House a large rectangular structure was uncovered measuring
12.9m x 6m. It was constructed of stone and lime mortar and may have functioned as a warehouse, possibly
associated with the present canal. The present southern field boundary used the southern wall of this building. No
finds were associated with this structure, but a quantity of red brick rubble was uncovered in the northern
foundation trench, suggesting a post-medieval date. The pipe-trench was relocated to the north of the structure so
as not to damage it.
Nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the test-trenches either along the Shore Road and its
vicinity or along the Greenore Road, with the exception of a sleeper ‘bed’ dating to the time of the railway
construction (1876).
Along Old Quay Lane and Fair Green nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered, with the exception of
the area immediately to the east of Taaffe’s Castle, where a possible metalled slipway(?) and possible mooring
posts were discovered. The slipway lies at approximately the same level as the original floor of the barrel vault of
Taaffe’s Castle (Excavations 1995, 57).
At Station Road, immediately to the south of Taaffe’s Castle, test-trenching and monitoring necessitated a rescue
excavation in advance of pipe-laying when two north-south-running walls were uncovered at the western and
eastern ends of the street. The easternmost large masonry wall was uncovered at the remains of the present arch
on the south-east corner of the building. This wall had an intact height of 1.3-1.5m and a maximum width of 2.2m.
It was constructed of stone and lime mortar with very tight joints on its eastern (seaward) face and had a very
solid, mortared interior.
It appears that this wall was partially built before the laying of the castle foundations and then the walls were
constructed together to form the arch. This wall had been breached at its southern, excavated end, possibly during
the post-medieval period, and a later wall had been inserted. This later wall appears to be similar to the
upstanding warehouses along Old Quay Lane.
The second wall, also running north-south, was of cruder construction, although its eastern face had the tight
jointing evident in the eastern wall. The wall was 0.93m wide with an intact height (including stone footings) of c.
2m.
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These two walls appear to form the bawn of the castle, although both appear to have been exposed to the sea at
one time. It is suggested that the western wall was constructed first and then the eastern wall was constructed
when the castle was being built to enclose a courtyard. Both walls appear to have served the dual function of
bawn- and sea-walls.
Nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the three trenches excavated along Dundalk Street,
although it was expected that the southern portion of the town wall might have crossed the street to join the
present wall, on the west side of the town, to the Tholsell.
The trenches in Market Street uncovered nothing of archaeological significance as there was severe disturbance by
insertion of services.
Of the two trenches excavated along the northern end of Back Lane, only one produced archaeological remains.
This was a ditch or very large pit 6.2m in maximum width and c. 0.7m deep. At the base of this feature some early
medieval pottery was recovered along with a few fragments of animal bone.
The five trenches excavated in Newry Street produced remains of the original roadway in the form of cobbled and
metalled surfaces overlying deposits containing medieval pottery.
At the top of Newry Street, at what is known as Castle Hill, test-trenching uncovered two walls and part of a
cobbled roadway. A rescue excavation was undertaken at this area as the line of the pipe-trenches could not be
changed. The excavation uncovered the original boundary ditch (running east-west), c. 3.5m wide, cut into the
natural gravel. Sometime later a wall and gateway were built slightly off the line of the ditch. The wall (c. 0.1m
below the present level of tarmac road) was constructed of stone and lime mortar, set on large stone footings, and
had an intact height of 2.2m and a varying width of 1-1.05m at its top. The width of the gateway is 2.15m.
Set into the south side of the wall is a set of steps that may have led to an upper room or wall-walk. At the eastern
portion of the wall a relieving arch was revealed 0.65m below the top of the wall (width c. 1.45m, height c. 1.45m).
It had been constructed through the wall, possibly to allow the flow of spring water under it.
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Through the gateway ran a cobbled roadway bounded on its eastern edge by a line of large boulders. Overlying this
line and abutting the masonry wall was a stone-and-clay wall (c. 1.5m wide at its base and 1m at its top) running
approximately north-south for a distance of c. 6.5m, which may have been a later boundary wall.

Licence number
97E0141

Site name
Thosel Street

Only a small number of pottery finds were retrieved from the ditch, suggesting a 13th/14th-century date for the
ditch infilling. The wall and gateway were also probably of this date as infill deposits containing similar pottery lay
against the wall on its southern side.
Details
Testing was carried out on 14 January 1998 on a site in Tholsel Street, Carlingford, where planning permission had
been granted for a commercial and residential development. The site lies on the west side of Tholsel Street
between The Tholsel, a medieval gatehouse, and The Mint, a medieval stone house that is a National Monument in
state care. The site has a street frontage of 27m and extends westwards for 21m, cutting back into a natural gravel
ridge.In a series of test-trenches modern and post-medieval rubble was excavated by machine to expose the
surface of archaeological deposits. Thereafter excavation of a very limited nature was carried out by hand to assess
the nature of the deposits and to retrieve evidence of date. The archaeological deposits consisted of stone walls
and house floors ranging in date from the medieval period to the early 19th century. The deposits were uncovered
at a depth of 0.5m below present street level and extended up to 4m from the street front. Natural gravel was
exposed at ground level over the western part of the site. Pottery of post-medieval date and iron slag was
recovered from the upper floor levels. At the northern end of the site an oxidised clay floor appeared to be of
early 18th-century date. A black, greasy soil containing charcoal, ash and frequent oyster and limpet shells overlay
the floor. These deposits resemble those recorded by Gleeson and Moore in excavations on the opposite side of
the street (CLAJ 1992). Four sherds of 13th–14th-century local ware were recovered from a floor deposit exposed
at a depth of 0.5m towards the south end of the site. Examined in a 0.3m x 0.4m test-pit midway along the front of
the site, the deposits were shown to have an overall thickness of 0.45m. In the test-pit three deposits of shell- and
charcoal-flecked soil were interleaved with 50mm-thick layers of clean gravel. No dating evidence was recovered
from these earliest levels.
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Licence number
99E0686

Site name
Details
Holy
Trinity The planned addition of a kitchen extension to the Church of the Holy Trinity, Carlingford, now the Holy Trinity
Heritage Centre
Heritage Centre, was subject to an archaeological monitoring condition. The Heritage Centre is in the south-east
corner of the town and stands on the top of a hill, surrounded by a graveyard and enclosed by a stone-built wall.
The church is believed to be within the confines of the medieval town of Carlingford, and the site may have been
that of the parish church first referred to in documents dating from the early 13th century. At the eastern end of
the church stands a tower that may have been built in the late 16th or early 17th century. The church itself may
have been added later in the 17th century and underwent extensive refurbishment at the start of the 19th century.
The required groundworks covered an area c. 4m by 4m. Building construction necessitated the ground to be
reduced by 0.3m in the area of the new floor and up to 0.8m along the line of the building’s foundation trenches.
Ground reduction was carried out using a mechanical excavator fitted with a toothless bucket. Two burials and
two drains were uncovered. On instruction from Dúchas, these features were excavated and the burials were
removed. The burials were extended inhumations, oriented east-west, and had been placed into shallow graves,
which, at the time of excavation, were unmarked. The presence of nails indicates that these skeletons were
originally contained in coffins. The western end of one of the burials truncated the eastern end of the second. This
earlier burial was only excavated from below the knee, as the rest of the burial extended outside the development
area. Apart from coffin nails, there were no grave-goods found in association with these burials, although a bone
pin/handle was found in the machined-off topsoil within a metre of the later of the two burials.
Drains had truncated each burial; several bones were missing from the upper skeleton, and the skull had been
crushed. At least one of the drains dated from the 19th century and was more than likely constructed as part of
the 19th-century programme of renovation. The second drain was either late 19th-or early 20th-century in date.
Excavations undertaken within the church by Dermot Moore and Carol Gleeson in 1992 (Excavations 1992, 44-5)
uncovered burials yielding radiocarbon dates of AD 1442-1650 and AD 1517-1666. Twenty burials were excavated,
all of which were unmarked within shallow graves. The absence of coffin nails or any trace of wood suggests that
the burials were simple inhumations in which coffins were not used. These burials had been disturbed by 19thcentury renovation works. It is possible that the two burials most recently investigated are contemporaneous with
the burials excavated by Moore and Gleeson, as they share a number of similarities. The use of coffins, however, in
the burials external to the church may indicate a slightly later date.
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Licence number
01E0281

Site name
Back Lane

01E0281 ext.

Back Lane

Details
A development involving the demolition of a modern garage and construction of six townhouses and two
commercial properties was proposed for the site in this historic town. An assessment of the site was undertaken,
involving the excavation of three trenches. The site is located to the north of the remains of a late medieval house
and to the west of a late medieval tower-house. It slopes dramatically from Back Lane on the west to Newry Street
on the east. The severe slope of the site and its local name of ‘the herb garden’ suggested that archaeological
deposits would be scarce, and indeed the stratigraphy within the trenches consisted primarily of garden soils.
However, in Trench 1 a linear feature was revealed cutting into the natural subsoil. Although its significance is
uncertain, further work will be required in order to fully resolve its function and date. A wall exposed in Trench 2
may represent the north wall of the late medieval house whose southern gable still stands on the adjacent site to
the south. The development will involve significant landscaping of the site and removal of the post-medieval
garden soils. Such work will certainly destroy features and/or deposits below and within these soils and therefore
further archaeological resolution has been recommended in advance of the development.
The site of the proposed development is between Back Lane and Newry Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth, in an area of
archaeological potential as identified in the Urban Archaeological Survey of County Louth. An assessment was
carried out before the construction of six residential and two commercial units. The site fronts onto both streets
and is to the north of the remains of a late medieval house and to the west of a late medieval tower-house. The
site slopes dramatically from Back Lane on the west to Newry Street on the east. The site was initially tested by
Donald Murphy on 9 April 2001 (Excavations 2001, No. 837), when three trenches at the Back Lane end of the site
revealed post-medieval garden soils. A linear feature was also exposed cut into the natural, gravelly boulder clay in
Trench 1. The two trenches excavated along the Newry Street end of the site produced similar stratigraphy. A wall
exposed in Trench 2 was originally interpreted as the possible north wall of the late medieval house the southern
gable of which still stands on the adjoining site to the south. Further testing was carried out from 8 to 10 April
2002, when five more trenches (Trenches 4–8) were dug. Trench 4 was excavated against a roughly coursed
limestone wall that bordered the site to the west. Garden soil was exposed within it, which produced postmedieval to modern finds. Finds recovered from the base of this wall were also post-medieval to modern, which
suggests that this wall is of similar date. Trench 5 was excavated along the southern border. The remains of a
collapsed random-rubble wall were exposed at 0.3m below the garden soil. This wall was one to two courses deep
and was visible for a length of 3.8m before it petered out to the east. Brick and post-medieval/modern pottery
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were recovered from the wall and the garden soil below it. This suggests a post-medieval to modern date for the
construction of the wall, which probably functioned as a boundary wall. Trench 6, in the south-east corner of the
site, was opened to establish the nature and extent of the possible medieval wall exposed in Trench 2 during initial
testing and to attempt to establish the origin and date of the wall that bordered the site to the east. This wall
extended westward in the trench for 8.6m; it decreased in height as it progressed westward and eventually
petered out. This wall extended farther west than the upstanding southern gable wall of the medieval house in the
neighbouring property and therefore is not the northern gable wall, as initially thought. Finds recovered from the
vicinity of the wall during previous testing were medieval but may have been residual. The current phase of testing
has showed that this wall extends eastward toward Newry Street, where it returns southward along the
neighbouring property and abuts the upstanding medieval gable at the southern end of that site. It is probably
later than the medieval gable and is most likely of post-medieval date. The inner face of the wall that fronted onto
Newry Street was also exposed in this trench. This was a roughly coursed, limestone rubble, mortared wall that ran
up against the face of the possible medieval wall. This suggests that it was later than the possible medieval wall.
Finds recovered from crevices in the wall (a sherd of unglazed earthenware and a clay pipe) and from the cut for
the wall (post-medieval earthenware) further reinforce the idea that this was later than the wall that bordered the
site to the south, probably post-medieval to modern. Trench 7 was excavated along a mortared limestone wall
that bordered part of the site to the north (the remainder of the northern extent of the site was bordered by a
fence). Garden soil exposed in this trench produced post-medieval earthenware. Finds recovered from the base of
this wall were also post-medieval to modern, which suggests that this wall is of similar date. The final trench was
excavated to establish the nature of the linear feature exposed in Trench 1 during the initial phase of testing,
which ran north–south across the site and extended beyond the limits of Trench 1. Trench 8 was excavated east–
west across this feature, which was shallow, with a maximum depth of 0.1m, and was filled with a fine,
grey/brown, gravelly, silty clay with frequent inclusions of stone. Modern delft and earthenware were recovered
from the fill. The feature most likely functioned as a drain/gully and was probably not archaeological in nature. No
evidence was recovered of the former presence of buildings or houses on the site. The severe slope may have
prohibited building on the site. The site is known as the Herb Garden, and this may suggest an agricultural rather
than a residential use of the site over a long period.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

Louth County Council (LCC) in association with Newry, Mourne and Down District Council (NMD)
propose to develop the Carlingford Lough Greenway which is a cross border greenway linking
existing elements of a trail joining Carlingford within the Republic of Ireland (RoI) to Newry City
within Northern Ireland (NI).
The greenway when completed will form part of the wider ‘Great Eastern Greenway’ from Belfast to
Dublin. It will operate as a shared off-road cycleway / walkway and aims to provide a scenic crossborder route to encourage more people to walk and cycle and undertake cross-border journeys.
The proposed greenway will be a continuation of existing stretches of greenway which begin at
Carlingford Marina and run to Omeath Pier (construction completed in 2013) and from the Victoria
Lock Amenity Site along the Middle Bank to the Albert Basin (construction completed in 2018).
The proposed new Carlingford Greenway comprises three sections to fill in the gaps in the existing
greenway as follows:
•
•
•

From Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina
From Omeath Pier to the NI / RoI Border
From the NI / RoI Border to Victoria Lock Amenity Site

This report forms an archaeological and cultural heritage assessment of the section extending from
Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina (figures 1 and 2). It describes the archaeological baseline of
the site and the surrounding area and assesses the potential impact that the proposed greenway
could have on the archaeological and architectural heritage in the vicinity.

1.2 Development Site
The site being considered within this report is will travel between the Carlingford Tourist
Information Office along the R173 within Carlingford and the Carlingford Marina connecting to the
existing greenway running between Carlingford Marina and Omeath Pier. The route of the proposed
greenway in Carlingford comprises separate amenities for cyclists and pedestrians. The Trail Head is
located within the parking area of the Carlingford Station House Office.
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2 Methodology
This cultural heritage impact assessment was conducted in three stages. Firstly a detailed desktop
survey was undertaken. Known cultural heritage sites were reviewed along with aerial photography
and Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSI) First Edition Mapping (Circa 1830) and Second Edition Mapping
(circa 1900). Previously recorded cultural heritage sites reviewed included the following:
•

National Monuments, be they in the ownership or guardianship of the State, in the
ownership of a local authority or monuments under preservation orders;

•

Record of Monuments & Places (RMP) and Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) from
www.archaeology.ie;

•

Architectural Conservation Areas;

•

Records of Protected Structures;

•

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH); and

•

Demesnes Landscapes and Historic Gardens indicated on the OSI First Edition Mapping.

•

Excavations Bulletin;

•

Cartographic Sources;

Secondly a detailed walkover survey of the proposed route of the greenway was conducted by a fully
qualified archaeologist. Finally the information provided by both the site inspection and the desk
top survey was assessed in relation to the potential impact of the proposed development on cultural
heritage. Having assessed the potential impact upon cultural heritage, a mitigation strategy has
been established.

2.1 Types of Impact
The types of impacts of the proposed development on archaeological features may be divided into
the following categories:
Direct: where there may be a physical effect on a site caused by the proposed development or a
visual impact.
Direct physical impacts may be caused by a range of activities associated with the construction and
operation of proposed development features. In addition, above-ground disturbance, such as that
caused by vehicle movement, and soil and overburden storage, may produce irreversible effects
upon archaeological features. Direct impacts on archaeological features are normally adverse,
permanent and irreversible.
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The second category of direct impact relates to the visual impact that may exist from or to the
monument from the proposed development. This may adversely affect the setting of a monument
within the wider archaeological / historical landscape.
Indirect: where the setting of a site or monument may be affected. Setting in this assessment is
understood in functional terms only. Indirect impacts may relate to new development causing a
visual impact, such as reducing views to or from cultural heritage features with important landscape
settings, or may cause increased fragmentation of a monument’s setting.
Uncertain: where there is a risk that the works may impinge on a site, for example, where it is not
clear where the location or boundaries of a site lie. Potential effects, direct and indirect, have been
assessed in terms of their scale, longevity, reversibility and nature (beneficial / neutral / adverse).
The importance of both direct and indirect impacts can vary depending on the nature of the
archaeological site under consideration.

2.2 Definitions for Assessment of Magnitude of Change
Consideration of the scale, extent of change, nature and duration of effect are important in
determining the magnitude of change.
Level
of Definition of Magnitude
Magnitude
High

Total loss or major alteration to key elements/ features/ characteristics of the
baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/ attributes
will be fundamentally changed.

Medium

Partial loss or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/
attributes will be partially changed.

Low

Minor loss of or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions. Change arising from the loss / alteration will be discernible
but underlying character/ composition/ attributes will be similar to pre development
circumstances /patterns

Negligible

Very minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements /features /characteristics
of the baseline conditions. Change barely distinguishable, approximating to the “no
change” situation.
Table 1: definitions for assessing magnitude of change.
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2.3 Definitions for the Assessment of Significance
An assessment of importance and magnitude can then be undertaken to determine how significant
an impact is.
IMPORTANCE

MAGNITUDE

Local

Regional

Negligible

No Change

No Change

Low

Slight

Moderate

Medium

Moderate

Substantial

High

Substantial

Substantial

Table 2: definitions for assessment of significance.
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3 Archaeological and Historical Baseline
3.1 Cultural heritage assets within the development area.
3.1.1

Desk top study

The desk top study identified a large number of archaeological and historical assets along or
immediately adjacent the route of the proposed greenway (figure 3).
The route passes through the historic town on Carlingford (LH005-042). The earliest mention of the
Carlingford area is with reference to Viking raids in the 9th century but nothing is known of any
settlement which they might have made. The place name Carlingford is Scandinavian in origin
translating into the 'Fjord of Carlinn' and it is possible that the Vikings may have used the sheltered
natural harbour of Carlingford as a temporary base. Apart from the name, no other Viking evidence
has been recovered to date. The town of Carlingford only developed after the castle, known as King
John's Castle (LH005-042002) was built c. 1200. The town developed from the castle as a linear
settlement with typical medieval patterns, burgage plots, defensive walls, narrow streets, friary and
urban tower houses. It began to be enclosed with a town wall in the in early 13th century and
eventually enclosed an area estimated at c. 8 hectares.
The 14th, 15th and early 16th centuries was the era of greatest prosperity. This is witnessed today
by the surviving town houses of a rich merchant class such as Taaffes Castle and the Mint. The five
charters, from the first in 1326 during the reign of Edward II to the last in 1619 granted by James I
are another testament to its wealth and importance.
The decline of the town began in early 17th century as the more in-land routes northwards through
the Moyry Pass were opened up; the old coastal route via Carlingford was increasingly by-passed.
During the Confederacy period of the 1640s the town remained loyal to the Dublin administration
but was taken by the Royalists in 1649; they surrendered to the Parliamentary forces some months
later. It seems likely that as a result of Cromwellian confiscations many of the town’s old families
were dispossessed. The port was again used during the war of the two Kings (James II and William of
Orange). In 1689 it was burned by the Jacobites in their retreating before the Williamite army and
the harbour provided safe anchorage for supply ships for the Williamites. It also served as an
intermediary hospital station for transfer of the sick and wounded Williamite soldiers to
Carrickfergus.
Thirteen recorded archaeological sites are located along the proposed greenway route within the
historic town. Table 3 summarises the archaeological sites identified along the route and appendix 1
provides full details of these sites.
Number
LH005-42022

Location
King Johns Castle adjacent to R176

LH005-42002
LH005-42018

King Johns Castle adjacent to R176
NE end of Back Lane
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Summary
Souterrain identified within the
area of King John’s Castle
Anglo-Norman castle
13th/14th century ditch terminus
identified through excavation
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Number
LH005-42004
LH005-42005
LH005-42010

Location
NE end of Newry Street
Newry Street
Church Road

LH005-42011
LH005-42012

Church Road
Old Quay Lane

LH005-42014

NE end of Newry Street

LH005-42017
LH005-42019

Newry Street
Junction of Newry Street and un-named lane

LH005-42020

Church Road

LH005-42021

Church Road/ Thosel Street

Summary
Remnants of medieval house
Medieval castle- Taaffe’s Castle
19th century church with late
medieval/post medieval fabric
Medieval grave slab
Early 18th century house- Ghan
House
Medieval house identified
through excavation
Medieval road surface
Remnants of a late medieval
fortified tower house dating to
the 15th/16th century survive
in the basement of the current
building
Graveyard associated with
LH005-42010
17th century burials

The desk top survey identified 34 cultural heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of
Architectural Heritage (all of which are also recorded in the Record of Protected Structures) along
the route of the proposed greenway. None of these structures will be directly affected by the works.
Full details of these structures can be found within appendix 1.
An inspection of the early edition OS maps shows the continuing urbanisation of the town from its
medieval origins. This includes the appearance of the former Dundalk, Newry and Greenore
Railway. It was developed in the 1860s to provide a link between the towns in its title and the
London and North Western Railway port at Greenore, from where a ferry service operated to
Holyhead. It was opened between Greenore and Dundalk in 1873 and extended to Newry in 1876.
The line was closed in 1951. All traces of the railway line have been removed by the existing road
network, although some features associated with it still survive such as the pedestrian bridge which
provides access to King John’s castle.

3.1.2

Site inspection

An inspection of the proposed greenway route was undertaken by a fully qualified archaeologist.
This section of the route connects with the existing greenway which extends between Carlingford
Marina and Omeath. Travelling south from the marina, the greenway will utilise the existing access
road as a shared surface for vehicles and cyclists (plate 1). From here the route continues south
along the R173 and splits at the junction with Back Lane (plate 2). The section continuing along the
main R173 will consist of a cycle path extending along the side of the road.
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Plate 1: looking north along the existing access to Carlingford Marina.

Plate 2: looking south along R173 at junction with Back Lane.
The cycle path will extend to the rear of an existing parking area (plate 3) before rejoining the road
immediately adjacent to King John’s Castle (plate 4) and then terminating at the access point to the
north pier. The existing footpath network will be utilised to guide pedestrians to the trail head at
the existing tourist office.
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Plate 3: looking north along car parking area with cycle path to be inserted
along grass area.

Plate 4: looking north along R173 with King John’s castle to the right.
The section which splits off along Back Lane will utilise the existing road as a shared surface for
vehicles and cyclists. The route continues along Back Lane and splits again at its junction with Newry
Street (plate 5). The Back Lane section continues into the centre of the town and joins Dundalk
Street at its junction with Market Street (plate 6). The route continues along Dundalk Street before
turning left onto Church Road (plate 7) and terminating at the trail head at Old Quay Lane.
The Newry Street section also utilises the existing road as a shared surface for vehicles and cyclists.
It extends along the street as far as Taaffe’s Castle, before turning left and extending along an unnamed lane and terminating at the trail head (plate 8).
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Plate 5: junction between Back Lane and Newry Street.

Plate 6: looking south along Dundalk Street.

Plate 7: looking northeast along Church Road.
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Plate 8: Junction of Newry Street and un-named lane showing Taaffe’s Castle.

3.2 Cultural heritage assets beyond the development area.
Given the location of the majority of this section of the greenway is confined to the historic town of
Carlingford, the desk top survey focused on the area of the National Monuments Service-Zone of
Notification for the town which in essence represents its historic core (figure 3). The survey also
extended out to a 250m corridor along the section from King John’s Castle to Carlingford Marina and
including the northern section of Back Lane.

3.2.1

Record of Monuments and Places

A total of seven cultural heritage assets recorded in the RMP were identified within the search area.
These include the town wall LH005-42001; the castle LH005-42008; the medieval house LH00542006; the gate house LH005-42009; the excavation sites LH005- 42015 and LH005- 42016; and the
priory LH005-42013. Full details of these monuments are contained within appendix 2. None of
these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.

3.2.2

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and Records of Protected Structures

In addition to those structures along the route, the survey identified a further thirteen cultural
heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and an additional 2
recorded in the Record of Protected Structures. Full details of these monuments are contained
within appendix 3. None of these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.
3.2.3

Excavations Database

The excavations database identified 62 further excavations within the search area for the desk top
survey. Seventeen of these identified archaeological deposits and they are detailed within appendix
4.
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4 Impact Assessment
4.1 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Construction Phase
The desk top survey and site inspection have established that the proposed greenway route passes
through an area of high archaeological interest focused on the historic town of Carlingford. The
historic importance of the town and the level of known surviving archaeology here indicate that any
works in this area have a high potential for further archaeological discoveries.
Ground works within the scheme will be restricted to the insertion of kerbing, signage, lighting,
drainage and the creation of the cycle path around the exiting car park to the north of St John’s
Castle. This cycle path will pass beneath the existing road tunnel/ bridge entrance into King John’s
Castle and will consists of a new footpath in this area. While the construction requirements for the
greenway will have minimal individual footprints, the level of archaeological survivability within the
whole scheme is such that further sub-surface archaeological deposits could be identified. Should
sub-surface archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed greenway then they
may be subject to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements. As the nature of any
such deposits remains unknown, the magnitude of this impact is not considered significant. The
level of impact can be off-set by the application of the mitigation measures set out in section 5 of
this report.

4.2 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Operational Phase
The operational phase of the proposed greenway will have no impact upon archaeology, cultural or
built heritage either within the boundary of the route or the surrounding landscape. Where the
scheme does pass in close proximity to upstanding heritage features such as King John’s Castle, the
works will consists to alterations to the existing road network to include new footpaths and street
furniture. These works will be minimal in nature and will present no significant visual impact upon
any of the associated monuments.

5 Mitigation and Its Effectiveness
The desk top survey has identified that the principal archaeological mitigation should relate to the
potential for sub-surface archaeological remains to be identified during the course of the
construction works. Given the high archaeological potential of this area, monitoring of all ground
penetrating works should be conducted along the route of the proposed greenway.
The majority of the proposed works are to be conducted within the National Monuments ServiceZone of Notification for the town and is immediately adjacent to King John’s castle which is a
National Monument. It is possible that Ministerial Consent will be required for the works under
Section 14 of the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended). The need for this can be established
through early consultation with the National Monuments Service (NMS) of the Department of
Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht.
Should Ministerial Consent be required it should be applied for at least 12 weeks in advance of the
site works starting. The application should include a detailed method statement setting out how the
archaeological monitoring will be conducted.
13
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If Ministerial Consent is not required then NMS will require notification of the works under Section
12 of the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended). This should be applied for at least 12 weeks
in advance of the site works starting. The application should include a detailed method statement
setting out how the archaeological monitoring will be conducted.
It is possible that the monitoring works will require an archaeological licence. The need for the
licence can be established through the early consultation with NMS. Should a licence be required
the application can be submitted with either the Ministerial Consent or Notification applications.
Upon completion of the works a final report should be prepared detailing the findings of the
monitoring and submitted to NMS.

5.1 Cumulative Effects
The introduction of the proposed greenway will have no cumulative effects upon archaeology,
cultural or built heritage either within the site or the surrounding landscape.

5.2 Residual Effects
Following the implementation of the proposed mitigation strategy, the introduction of the proposed
greenway will have no residual effects upon archaeology, cultural or built heritage either within the
site or the surrounding landscape.

6 Statement of Significance of Effect
The desk top survey and site inspection have established that the proposed greenway route passes
through an area of high archaeological interest focused on the historic town of Carlingford. The
historic importance of the town and the level of known surviving archaeology here indicate that any
works in this area have a high potential for further archaeological discoveries.
The groundworks associated with the scheme will have minimal individual footprints however; the
level of archaeological survivability is such that further sub-surface archaeological deposits could be
identified. Should sub-surface archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed
greenway then they may be subject to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements.
The magnitude of this loss can be significantly reduced by the adoption of an appropriate mitigation
strategy. The implementation of the mitigation strategy would result in the substantial adverse
effect being considered not significant in EIA terms and result in a slight negative impact.
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Figure 1: location of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 2: layout of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 3: known archaeological sites within the zone of notification for Carlingford.
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Figure 4: protected structures within the zone of notification for Carlingford.
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Figure 5: 1st edition OS map showing the layout of early 19th century Carlingford.
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Figure 6: Later edition OS map showing the layout of Carlingford following the arrival of the
railway.
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Appendix 1: cultural heritage assets located along the route of the proposed greenway
Archaeological sites
Number
LH005-42022

Site Type
Souterrain

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42002

Castle

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42018

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42004

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

of

Description
A section of a souterrain passage was discovered inside King John’s Castle (LH004-042002-) during
2016 just W of the cross-wall. It consists of a NE-SW passage (L c. 10m) which was entered by a sloping
unroofed passage (L 3m) at the NE and might have been cut at its SW end by the walls of the
gatehouse. Close to its SW end a passage ran SE (L c. 2.5m) and then SW (L c. 3.5m). This section of
passage (Wth 1.2m; H c. 0.9-1.3m) was of drystone walls corbelling in at the top but lacking any roofstones. Another passage might have continued SE from the turn.
Built on rock overlooking Carlingford Lough and commanding a very strong position, it is built on an
older monument, possibly a promontory fort, as the remains of a souterrain (LH005-042022-) was
found in the W courtyard during 2016 (Halpin 2017). The castle is constructed of roughly coursed
limestone blocks and greywacke, has a D-shaped curtain wall with rectangular gate-building at the W
side, and a N-S internal cross-wall. King John is credited with its building, but the type of gateway and
the shape of the tower at the SW angle suggest a slightly earlier date, and possibly around the turn of
the twelfth century would be more appropriate for the W half of the structure. The E portion is
considerably later, probably dating to c. 1262; this is based on a record in a Pipe Roll (Cassidy 1983, 3)
which states that a payment was made for quarrying and transport of stone to Carlingford and
Greencastle.
Test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 98E0161) along the NE end of Back Lane uncovered what
appeared to be a very large pit or terminus of a ditch. Pottery dating to the 13th/14th century was
recovered from the fill of this feature.
Situated within its own burgage plot. All that survives is the S gable wall and a fragment of its front. A
brass plaque is attached to it stating that it dates to the sixteenth century. A human head, carved in a
late Medieval style is positioned on the outside face of the S gable and is believed to have originated
in the Dominican Friary (LH005-042013-)
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Number
LH005-42005

Site Type
Castle

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42010

Church

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42011

Graveslab

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42012

House

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42014

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42017

Excavation

LH005-42019

Castle

Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of Usually referred to as 'Taaffe's Castle', it is four storeys high, excluding the wall-walk level, and is
constructed of roughly coursed greywacke and limestone rubble and boulders with a very few
hammer- or punch-dressed blocks, but with some finely dressed quoin stones. It is rectangular in plan
with a westward projecting tower at the SW angle which carries the stairwell. The main doorway,
situated in the W end of the S wall, has a two-centred arch constructed of nine large blocks of dressed
limestone. The upper parts of the castle are not now generally accessible because it is used as a
private warehouse
of This freestanding former Church of Ireland church, dated 1821, incorporates fabric of earlier buildings
and now serves as a Heritage Centre for Carlingford. The core fabric of the church appears to date to
the later 17th century and is attached to a tower of late 16th/early 17th century date.
of A chamfered coffin shaped slab is set upside down at the head of a grave in the south of the
graveyard. Only the lower portion is visible but it would appear to bear a cross design in relief
springing from a decorated base consisting of a pointed reticulated arch.
of This building is known as 'Ghan House'. It is described by Casey and Rowan (1993, 178) as 'an early to
mid 18th century house already begun by Mr. Stannus in 1726 when he is reported to have stolen the
flagstones from the nearby Abbey and used them as a pavement before his own front door
of Discovered during trial test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 94E0187). Excavation revealed a peaty
layer partly defined by a stone setting. Possible traces of wattle were also noted (Murphy 1995, 5960). Remains may represent traces of one or more houses.
of Test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 98E0161) along Newry Street led to the discovery of the
original cobbled roadway. This roadway overlay deposits which contained medieval pottery.
of Remnants of a late medieval fortified tower house dating to the 15th/16th century survive in the
basement of the 'Watch Tower'. Originally this tower house would have overlooked the medieval
harbour. Little is known of its history but it may be one of the three castles which Captain Venables
refers to in his account of the assault and capture of Carlingford in September 1649.
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Number
LH005-42020

Site Type
Graveyard

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42021

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of The rectangular graveyard (map dims. 50m E-W; 35m N-S) associated with Holy Trinity Church (LH005042010-) is inter-denominational. The headstones range in date from the 18th century onwards and
the earliest inscribed gravestone records the death of nine year old, Ann Toomes, who died November
1703. In the south of the graveyard is a chamfered coffin shaped slab set upside down at the head of a
grave: only the lower portion is visible and it is of medieval date (see LH005-052011-)
of Excavations just outside the eastern gate of the Holy Trinity Church, Church Lane, in 1999 ‘found a
communal grave containing three roughly deposited individuals. Close by was a fourth individual, also
in a shallow grave. All four had been the victims of violent death, with multiple wounds to their heads.
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Protected Structures
RPS No.
LHS005-017

NIAH No.
13825001

Type
Railway
Bridge

13825016

Name
Bridge over Road
at King John's
Castle
Kendal Cottage

LHS005-029
LHS005-030

13825017

Castle View

House

LHS005-031

13825018

LHS005-028
LHS005-063

13825014
13825058

LHS005-022

13825008

House

LHS005-023

13825009

House

LHS005-024

13825010

House

LHS005-024

13825011

House

LHS005-026

13825012

LHS005-027

13825013

House

House
The Anchorage
Worker's House

House
House

Ceol-Na-Mara
Well

Description
Single-arch former railway bridge over former railway line, built 1872, now in use as
pedestrian bridge over road. Bridge spans road and carries approach to King John's
Castle.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1820. Rectangular-plan, attached to houses
to north and south
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1820. Rectangular-plan, attached to
houses to north and south
Attached four-bay two-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan, attached to houses
to north and south.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan.
Detached two-bay single-storey former railway worker's house, built c. 1870, now in use
as private dwelling. Single-storey flat-roofed extension to west.
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north. Rectangular-plan, single-storey return to east
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, two-storey extension to east.
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, flat-roofed return to east
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, flat-roofed return to east
Corner-sited attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Rectangular-plan,
single-storey lean-to return to east
Well, built c. 1860, now disused. Segmental-headed opening, cut limestone trough,
painted lead spout. Set in lime-washed random coursed wall to side of
street.
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RPS No.
LHS005-054

NIAH No.
13825049

Name

Type

LHS005-055

13825050

LHS005-056

13825051

LHS005-057

13825052

LHS005-058

13825053

LHS005-032

13825021

The Spout

Well

LHS005-059

13825054

Carlingford Garda
Station

Police station

Former
Courthouse
Courthouse, now
Library
Carlingford
Church
Presbyterian
Church
St. Michael's Hall Church/parish
hall

Description
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1750, as a pair with the adjoining house
to south. Now also in use as shop
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1750, as
a pair with the adjoining house to north. Lean-to
extension to west
Detached three-bay single-storey former court house, built c. 1935, with projecting
entrance porch.
Freestanding single-cell gable-fronted Presbyterian church, built 1869, with four-bay
nave elevations.
Detached three-bay two-storey over basement church hall, dated 1925. Single-storey
over basement canted west wing, three-bay single-storey flat-roofed concrete-built
extension to north elevation.
Well, built c. 1830. Segmental-headed opening, random coursed limestone walling,
iron and concrete reinforcements to arch, circular cast-iron pipe, cast triangular
concrete funnel, moss-covered pillar supporting funnel, cast-iron grate to base. Set in
painted stone wall to west side of road. Heritage trail plaque in wall.
Detached seven-bay two-storey former coastguard station, dated 1848, later used as
courthouse and now in use as Garda Station.
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RPS No.

NIAH No.
13825055

Name
Eblana House

LHS005-020
LHS005-021

13825005
13825006

Marian House

13825025

Serene Silver

13825027
LHS005-039

13825028

LHS005-040

13825029

LHS005-041

13825030

LHS005-042

13825031

Type

Gateway

Description
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1830, with return to west. Pitched slate
roof, clay ridge tiles, red brick corbelled chimneystacks, uPVC gutter on corbelled
eaves course, cast-iron downpipe to south-east corner. Painted smooth rendered
walling, channelled to east. Square-headed window openings, tooled granite sills,
painted timber one-over-one sliding sash window to south, uPVC windows to east.
Segmental-headed door opening, painted roll-top surround, fluted Doric columns
flanking door supporting cornice, spider web fanlight, painted timber four-panel door,
tooled stone threshold. Street fronted, channelled rendered wall to south, painted
timber gates leading to rear yard.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Rectangular-plan, return to east.
Attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1880. Rectangular-plan, lean-to return
to east.
Detached multiple-bay two-storey former warehouse, built c. 1820, now in use as
shop.
Stone gateway, built c. 1820. Random rubble stone walling, saddle-coping, squared
limestone quoins to north-east corner.
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1800. Rectangular-plan with three-bay
single-storey block to south. Pitched slate roof, clay ridge tiles, unpainted smooth
rendered corbelled chimneystack, verge coping, cast-iron gutters on brackets on
corbelled eaves course, circular cast-iron downpipes.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1880, as a pair with the adjoining house
to the south.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1880, as a pair with the adjoining house
to the north.
Corner-sited attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1910, built as a pair with the
adjoining house to the south. Rectangular-plan, chamfer to north-west
corner, single-storey return and two-storey red brick extension to east.
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RPS No.
LHS005-035

NIAH No.
13825024

Name
Mountain View

Type

LHS005-037

13825026

Kingfisher Bistro

Warehouse

LHS005-014

13825040

Holy
Trinity Heritage
Heritage Centre
centre

LHS005-015

13825002

Ghan House

LHS005-053

13825048

Wood Quay

Boathouse

LHS005-049

13825042

Carlingford
Tourist Ofice

Railway
station

Description
Detached multiple-bay three-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan, two-storey
return to east.
Detached four-bay three-storey former warehouse, built c. 1820, now in use as
restaurant. Rectangular in plan, late twentieth century glass and rendered extension
to east.
Former Church of Ireland, Freestanding former Church of Ireland church, Medieval
tower with later nave (1821) incorporating fabric of earlier building and now used as
heritage centre.
Early 19thC rebuilding of 1727 detached seven-bay two-storey house, gabled. now in
use as guest house and restaurant. L-plan comprising double-pile east block with
returning single-pile six-bay single-storey over basement north block.
Detached L-plan multiple-bay single-storey former boathouse, built c. 1870, now in
use as house. Pitched and hipped slate roofs with rendered chimneystacks. Roughly
dressed limestone walls. Replacement fittings to openings.
Detached H-plan seven-bay single-storey former railway station, dated 1876, now in
use as tourist office.
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Appendix 2: known archaeological sites the wider search area
Number
LH005-42001

Site Type
Town wall

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42013

Priory

LH005-42006
LH005-42008

Medieval
House
Castle

Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42016

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42015

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

of

of
of
of

Description
The Carlingford town defences appear to have enclosed a roughly rectangular area of about 8
hectares, but the precise course of the wall is not known. According to Bradley (1984b, 35) there are
no known early maps of topographical importance for Carlingford. The supposed line of the wall is
based on remaining fragments and the position of the Tholsel Gate. A large section of the wall exists
at the NW side of the town at Back Lane and to the SE of the Tholsel. The wall at Back Lane is built on
a slope, is constructed of uncoursed rubble, stands to a height of c. 3m and is c. 1m thick. This section
of wall contains four loops which indicate that it is late medieval in date. The section of wall to the SE
of the Tholsel Gate is similar to the portion at Back Lane and also contains loops.
This priory is thought to have been founded by Richard de Burgh c. 1305. Its remains consist of a nave
and chancel divided by a tower with possible parts of the domestic range c. 20m to the S.
Bradley and King (1985, 39) suggests that the building located at this site with its 'narrow rectangular
loop-like windows in its south wall', may be late medieval in date.
This building is known as the 'Mint'. However, as this name does not appear in print before the late
19th century it likely to be the product of a romantic mind which sought to link it with the licence to
mint coinage, granted to Carlingford in 1467. No coinage from Carlingford is known and the present
building is noticeably lacking in features that one might associate with a mint. The building is, without
doubt, a residence of one of the thriving merchant families that prospered in Carlingford and the
surviving architectural details are indicative of a 16th century date for the structure.
Discovered during test trenching (Excavation Licence 97E0141). Living floors and wall foundations of
buildings ranging in date from the 13th/14th century to the early 19th century were revealed. A small
number of finds were retrieved consisting of pottery and glass.
Uncovered during pre-development excavation (Excavation Licence No. 94E0063). Excavations
revealed a medieval building with its foundations resting on the foundations of the N side of the
Tholsel gate. A second building was also uncovered with a late medieval or post medieval date. The
earliest finds from the site consisted of 14th/15th century pottery.
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Number
LH005-42009

Site Type
Gate House

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of To the SE side of the town a gate usually referred to as the Tholsel, stands at and gave access to the
main street, as it does today. It is a sub-rectangular gatehouse and has a flattened barrel-vaulted
entranceway with segmental arch of small greywacke slabs and keystone. It is built of limestone
blocks, boulders and greywacke, roughly coursed, and was originally three storeys high. The third
storey has been truncated and a modern slate roof now covers it. In the NE angle at ground level
there is a small rectangular chamber (c. 15m by 3m) with flat arched doorway and barrel vault over.
The first-floor level is reached by modern steps through a doorway at the E end of the N wall, but the
original access to this level must have been from a spiral stairwell, part of which is now discernible just
above the entrance to the small rectangular chamber mentioned above. The upper portion of the NE
angle has obviously been rebuilt and an early window head incorporated. The N wall has an opening
with a two centred arch directly over the main entranceway. This opening is a later alteration and has
no original cut stone remaining. The S wall also has an opening with a two-centred arch, but it has an
original window jamb on its W side of hammer-dressed limestone with glazing bar holes and is
chamfered. At the E end of the S wall there is a plain slit ope which gave light to the garderobe in the
SE angle. The remains of the garderobe with a small rectangular chute are to be seen in the E angle.
The W wall also has plain lintelled loops at first and second-floor level, a cubby-hole at first-floor level
in the W angle, and a single-splayed ope at first-floor level in the N wall. The building has been much
altered and repaired, as can be seen in the stonework of the S wall of the E angle, the N wall of the N
angle, the windows of the first floor and the insertion of early medieval cut stone from some other
building.
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Appendix 3: protected structures within the wider search area
RPS No.
LHS005-051

NIAH No.
13825044

Name
Pier

Type
Pier

LHS005-012

13825045

The Tholsel

Gatehouse

LHS005-033

13825022

River Lane Walls

Walls

LHS005-043

13825032

House

LHS005-008

13825041

LHS005-044

13825034

Former Thatched House
House
The Abbey Bar
House

LHS005-045

13825035

Mill Race

LHS005-052

13825046

House

LHS005-009

13825047

H O'Hare/Anchor Public
Bar
house

LHS005-018

13825003

House

Mill Race

Description
Stone-built pier, built c. 1840. Rock-faced squaredand- snecked stone walling, limestone
coping. Storm wall to north. Concrete surface to pier. Tooled limestone steps to water.
Granite bollards; cast-iron bollard embossed with "CH GIL" and hallmark of James
Shekleton Ironworks, Dundalk; cast-iron lamp standards with scrolled detailing. Running
eastwards into Carlingford Lough, forms harbour with corresponding pier to east.
Detached single-bay two-storey former gate house and tholsel with integral carriage
arch and small chamber adjacent, built c. 1450, extensively repaired in the nineteenth
century. Only surviving town gate in Carlingford.
Rendered rubble masonry retaining walls, built c. 1800, flanking north and south sides
of River Street at sharp corner. Partially damaged to south-east. Mid twentieth century
replacement concrete section to north-west.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1910, built as a pair with the adjoining
house to the north. Rectangular-plan, single-storey return to east.
Detached five-bay two-storey house, built c. 1770. Rectangular-plan, open gabled porch
projecting from south elevation.
End-of-terrace two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1890, formerly also in use as public
house, now in use as house. Rectangular-plan, return to east
Former millrace, built c. 1650, running north-east to south-west, becoming culvert to
south-west, now disused. Set to side of lane running eastwards off Dundalk Street,
remains of Dominican Abbey to north.
Corner-sited attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1760. Rectangular-plan,
return and extensions to east, attached to house (O'Hare's / Anchor Bar) to north
Corner-sited attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1830, formerly also in use as
shop, now in use as licenced premises with shopfront. Rectangular-plan, two-storey
return to east, attached to house to south.
Semi-detached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870. Square-plan, attached house to
north
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RPS No.
LHS005-019

NIAH No.
13825004

Name
Allure Hair Studio

Type
House

LHS005-061

13825056

Market Street

House

LHS005-062

13825057

Worker's House

House

Description
Semi-detached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, now also in use as hairdresser's
to ground floor. Square-plan with return to east, attached house to south.
Corner-sited attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1780, with shopfront
inserted to ground floor.
Detached two-bay single-storey former railway worker's house, built c. 1870, now in use
as private dwelling. Single-storey flat-roofed extension to west
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Appendix 4: excavation conducted within the historic town of Carlingford.
Licence number
02E1797

Site name
Details
Back
Lanes, The proposed development relates to the construction, on the site of a recently demolished modern house, of a
Carlingford
three-bedroomed holiday unit, with parking space to the south, and the removal of a retaining wall. A single testtrench was excavated on the site and the removal of the retaining wall was monitored. No archaeological features
or deposits were exposed in the trench and the retaining wall was removed directly onto natural boulder clay
'Holy
Trinity In February 1991 the Church of Ireland community leased their semi-derelict church to the Carlingford Lough
Church',
Heritage Trust to be restored for use as a visitor and cultural centre. The restoration of Holy Trinity Church
Carlingford
involved the digging of a duct to house heating and electrical cables along the internal north and south walls of the
building. This led to the discovery of skeletons in shallow graves beneath the floor boards. Twenty extended
inhumations with an east-west orientation with heads to the west were found. All were buried in simple grave cuts
with no evidence of coffins or other grave goods. The majority were cut through each other causing considerable
dislocation and loss of material. In some cases skeletons were reinterred with later burials. The disturbance of the
burials may have occurred during renovations to the floor in the 19th century. The skeletal remains consisted of
20 in situ burials and a minimum of 32 disarticulated individuals. Of the 20 in situ burials 10 were males, 6 were
females and 4 were juveniles. At least 15 of the disarticulated remains were male, 9 were female and 4 were
juveniles. The skeletal report indicated that the antemortem tooth-loss rate was high and hypoplastic defects in
the enamels were noted in several individuals. Several examples of periostitis of the lower end of the tibiae were
found and one example of osteomyletis of a tibia was found among the disarticulated remains. There were 2
examples of major trauma to the skull, one was a result of trephination, a form of cranial surgery, and the other
had suffered a large sword wound. Both individuals appear to have survived their trauma.
Two bones were dated using the C 14 method. One bone has a calibrated age range of AD 1517-1666, and the
other bone sample has a calibrated age range of AD 1442-1650. The skeletal remains were reburied in the
graveyard which surrounds the Holy Trinity Church.
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Licence number

Site name
Tholsel
Carlingford

Details
St, In 1991 the Carlingford Lough Heritage Trust purchased a derelict site in Tholsel St, Carlingford Permission has
been received for the construction of houses, apartments and shop units on the site. Prior to this development the
area had to be investigated by archaeologists.Mounds of rubble and concrete walls were removed (remnants of
previous attempts to build on the site in the last decade) and 4 trenches were excavated. A few structural remains
and some medieval pottery sherds were uncovered.The most significant feature in the excavation of the site was a
breakwater, which extended across the site parallel to the line of Tholsel St Areas of cobbling were also uncovered
and a square structure of unknown function abutted the breakwater on the harbour side.The site is located
directly opposite a 16th-century merchant's town house known as The Mint and the 15th-century Tholsel or town
gate is located to the south-west, at the end of the street. The area of Tholsel St was densely inhabited during the
medieval period. At this rime the excavated site was part of the shore-line of Carlingford Lough and was
susceptible to high tidal inundations. A strong breakwater was constructed to prevent the flooding of Tholsel St
This breakwater lay only at the front of The Mint and as one moves from The Mint frontage the breakwater
becomes rather crude in construction – a bank of stone and slaty material.The well-built breakwater has a definite
terminal. Adjacent to this is an area of cobbling which may have been used as an access to the shore-line and was
probably cut through the cruder part of the breakwater at a later date. The square structure abutting the
breakwater is a later addition and may be contemporary with the cobbling.At a later period a series of houses and
gardens was built on the site; a stone building and the gable of a house still survive from the late 17th
century.Almost 400 small finds were found on the site; the majority were pottery, the remainder were glass, clay
pipes and a couple of iron nails. Twenty-five percent of the pottery sherds were medieval, all of local origin and
dating to the late 13th and early 14th centuries, except one body sherd from north-west France which has a date
range from the 11th to the early 13th centuries. The remainder were post-medieval and generally late 18th and
19th century in date. The pieces of glass date from the 18th to the 20th centuries and the clay pipes are 19th
century in date.
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Licence number
93E0064

Site name
Carlingford Abbey

93E0189

Ghan House

94E0063

Thosel Street

07E0414

Details
Archaeological excavations were conducted over a five-week period between 26th April and 28th May. The work
was funded by the OPW and facilitated conservation of the site. Post-medieval burial activity had continued inside
the church structure and thus little undisturbed medieval strata were encountered. The excavations revealed an
original doorway surface at the west end of the church. Inhumations were encountered in all cuttings and are
currently being analysed. The tower, separating the chancel and nave, appears to be a later addition, the south
wall of which partly sits over a foundation plinth: this is not matched on the northern side. The plinth may be
related to an earlier structure associated with the adjacent mural stairway.
As part of ongoing work on the grounds, the front lawn was excavated by mechanical digger to create an
ornamental pond. This work uncovered the remains of a stone-built watercourse and a shell midden.

The site of a proposed residential development at Tholsel St., Carlingford, was archaeologically tested on May 17,
1994 on behalf of Archaeological Development Services Ltd. The site in question adjoins the Tholsel, one of the
town’s medieval gateways and during the testing, traces of a wall over 1m in thickness was discovered running
parallel to Tholsel St. with an apparent return towards the south-west corner. It was decided that a small
excavation should take place in the area around the Tholsel in order to ascertain the relationship between it and
the wall. It was also decided to monitor the excavation of the foundation trenches for the house to determine the
exact line of the wall and any other features which may have been present. This was carried out on October 4-5,
1994.
Back Lane, Newry An assessment by means of test-trenching was conducted at Back Lane, Newry Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth, on 8
Street
June 2007. The proposed development is located within the zone of archaeological potential associated with
LH005–042, Liberties of Carlingford. Two test-trenches were excavated. One possible archaeological feature was
identified during the excavation of these trenches. A cobbled/stone surface was exposed 9.4m from the eastern
edge of the trench and continued for its length. The date of this feature is unknown, but as the southern edge of
Trench 11 was located 2.6–3m from the remaining gable wall of a medieval house it is likely that it is associated
with an adjacent medieval structure. No upstanding stone walls or foundation trenches associated with the
adjacent medieval house were exposed, so it must be assumed that the cobbled surface represents an exterior
yard. The developer has not decided to do anything with the site as of this date.
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Licence number
94E0187

Site name
Newry Street

Details
Archaeological testing by trial-trenching was carried out on the site of a proposed residential development at
Newry St., Carlingford, on December 7, 1994. The site lies within an area of archaeological potential as outlined in
the Urban Archaeology Survey of Co. Louth (John Bradley, OPW 1984) and lies along the west side of Newry St. just
inside the north wall of the town.
The site was cleared of buildings before the testing took place and with it 1m of material was removed from the
northern end of the site. The material removed consisted of an early post-medieval layer containing shell
fragments, bone and pottery sherds of 16th/17th-century date. Underlying this was 0.5m of garden soil and,
towards the western portion of the site, a bank containing post-medieval layers, garden soil and up to 0.5m of the
natural gravel. Only a small portion of the early post-medieval layer lay undisturbed in the north-east corner of the
site. Two trenches were excavated in order to assess the remaining stratigraphy which basically was confined to
the north-east corner as elsewhere the site had already been excavated to the natural gravels.
Quite a substantial layer of garden soil covered the entire site and it was sealed by a layer of 15th-17th-century
date in the north-east corner of the site. It must therefore be of late medieval or early post-medieval date. It is
very similar to the medieval garden soils found in many urban centres in Ireland but in previous excavations in
nearby Tholsel St. (below No. 167) this layer was not present. This garden soil seals a peaty layer which is present
alongside Newry St. and may represent a medieval occupation layer. In the first test trench excavated along the
northern boundary of the site this layer was defined by a stone setting at its western extent. The layer was 0.3m
thick and contained quite an amount of branches and fragments of what could be wattles lying flat within the
layer. A few bone fragments were also recovered but no dating evidence was retrieved. The second trench was
opened perpendicular to the first trench and along the east side of the site. Here the natural gravels were exposed
in the southern end of the trench at a depth of 0.5m. Further north the same peaty layer as was evident in Trench
1 was exposed but not removed. It could be seen however from the southern end of the trench to be sitting
directly on natural.
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Site name
King John’s Castle

Details
Prior to safety and access improvement works to be carried out by the Office of Public Works at King John’s Castle,
Carlingford, excavation of four areas was undertaken from 15 September to 3 October 2008. The four areas
excavated included: a cutting at the exterior of the western wall of the castle; a cutting in the interior of the
original gatehouse entrance; a cutting on both sides of the entrance through the interior spine wall; and the
excavation of infilled deposits in the lower solar area at the east and south-east of the castle. The cutting at the
exterior of the western wall of the castle confirmed that the original entrance to the medieval gatehouse is still
extant beneath the modern alterations to the castle’s exterior. Excavation also showed that the original entrance
was narrower than previously thought, measuring only 1.25m in width at this point. An intact paved surface with
built-in drainage gullies was uncovered in the interior of the gatehouse entrance and guardrooms as well as a
stone-lined cistern in the northern guardroom. Several sherds of pottery of 17th-century date were recovered
from deposits immediately overlying the paved surfaces. These floor surfaces, therefore, appear from the evidence
of the earliest overlying deposits to be of 17th-century date, indicating that the castle was occupied at least
temporarily in the early post-medieval period. It was unclear without excavating below these surfaces whether the
original medieval surfaces had been destroyed by this later phase of occupation or had simply been modified.
Excavation on the west side of the spine wall revealed an apparently linear feature and an adjacent pit. The
function of these two features is unclear; the linear feature with its roughly coursed drystone lining was similar in
appearance to a souterrain, a feature-type in which County Louth is abundant. Souterrains are generally dated to
the second half of the first millennium ad which presents a problem in identifying the feature as such; that the
eastern end of this linear feature appeared to have been built against the castle’s spine wall footings would
indicate that it is of 13th-century date at the earliest, however the absence of a visible cut for the wall footings
makes the relationship between the two features uncertain. A number of sherds of medieval date were recovered
from the sole fill of the linear feature. A series of infilled deposits of medieval or earlier date overlying bedrock
were revealed on the east side of the spine wall. Aside from a large amount of animal bone, the only finds
recovered from these infill deposits were a burnt flint flake and a triangular flint arrowhead, both of which are of
presumed prehistoric date but may be residual artefacts present in soil which was redeposited in the medieval
period. The basement level solar area was cleared of overburden of later post-medieval and modern date,
revealing the original floor surfaces of redeposited natural clay overlying bedrock. Several internal features were
uncovered within the rooms of the solar area, including evidence for a possible internal division and mortar floor
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Licence number
08R0108

Site name
Tholsel Street

94E0187

Newry Street

surface within the westernmost room, bedrock-cut steps in the south-eastern room, a possible flagstone floor
surface, mortar thresholds and evidence for door posts in the adjoining vaulted passage, and the lower steps
leading down to the blocked-up entrance in the eastern wall of the castle.
Details
Pre-development testing was carried out on 22 April and 1 May 2008 of a proposed development site at Tholsel
Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth. The development consisted of an extension to a house. The development area was
located
on
Tholsel
Street
between
O’Hare’s
pub
and
the
‘Tholsel’
(LH005–042009).
Four trenches, measuring a total of 26m in length, were placed across the areas of the site due to be disturbed.
Trenching revealed that the development area was reclaimed and backfilled sometime in the17th to mid-19th
century when the old harbour quay was built. Medieval deposits were uncovered at a depth between 1.3–1.7m
and point to the location of the medieval shoreline and possibly the position of an earlier quay.
Archaeological testing of this site was carried out in December 1994 (Excavations 1994, 59-60) and revealed the
presence of archaeological deposits in the north-east corner of the site. This was the subject of a two-day
excavation in January 1995. An area measuring 7m by 6m was excavated to natural gravels. The top 0.3-0.4m
consisted of disturbed material associated with the construction of houses which formerly stood on the site. In the
north section the foundation wall of an 18th/19th-century house was visible along the footpath cut into this
disturbed layer. This house wall continues further north and is still standing on the neighbouring site. Immediately
below the disturbed layer was a 0.3-0.4m-thick layer of dark organic soil containing sherds of 15th- to 17th-century
pottery and fragments of oyster shells and barnacles. Immediately below this layer was a 1m-thick layer of heavy
grey garden soil. The only find from this layer was a sherd of medieval pottery (14th/15th-century) of probable
local manufacture.
Over most of the site the garden soil could be seen sitting directly on natural gravels but in the north-east corner it
sealed an early medieval peaty layer containing fragments of branches. It was 0.8m thick and at its western extent
was a stone setting of uncertain significance. The only find from the layer was a small sherd of 13th/14th-century
local ware. This layer sat directly on the natural gravels which sloped from the west side of the site towards the
east. About 4m from the eastern edge of the site the slope became more dramatic and this coincided with the start
of the peaty layer. It is possible that this slope represents the outer edge of a ditch or moat around King John’s
Castle, which stands just across the road from the site. It would appear to have been at least 2m deep and possibly
up to 8m wide at the top and ran in a south-east/north-west direction. The peaty layer probably represents the
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Licence number
95E0122

Site name
Taaffe's Castle

primary fill of this ditch. Very little evidence survives for the line of the town wall towards the north end of the
town. It was presumed to have headed westwards from the castle towards the north-west corner of the town,
where the town wall still stands. It is clear that the wall in its present condition is quite late in date and it is
possible that a ditch, part of which was uncovered on the site under investigation, formerly existed at the north
end of the town.
Details
Trial-trenching was undertaken at Taaffe’s Castle for a period of nine days between 21 June and 5 July 1995 on
behalf of Archaeological Development Services Ltd. This was in advance of a restoration project on the building.
The brief was to determine the nature and extent of archaeological deposits and structures such as floor levels,
wall bases, doorways and drains. Seven trenches were opened outside and inside the castle and its annex.
Cut 1
This cutting was opened on the outside of the western wall of the castle in what is presently known as Larkin’s
Yard, to a depth of 1.78m below present ground level (6.75 OD). The upper portion (approx. 1.1m visible height) of
a blocked-up doorway was visible in this wall. The base of this doorway was uncovered approx. 0.75m below
present ground level and was defined by a layer of cobbles which were laid down prior to the blocking up of the
doorway. The base of the wall, which is of stone and lime mortar, is located 0.9m below these cobbles and rests
on loose unmortared stones.
Cut 2
This was opened against the outer western wall of the annex of the castle, and is situated, at present, inside
Larkin’s keg store (Larkin’s public house is built onto the castle). The purpose of this cutting was to locate the base
of the blocked doorway into the annex. A large threshold stone, approx. 1.4m long, was uncovered, which gave a
doorway height of 1.9m. A stone, approx. 0.6m long, was found at a right angle to the threshold. This stone plinth
may be the base of a staircase which ran to a higher-level doorway into the annex.
Cut 3
This was opened in the northernmost room of the annex, to define the base of its west wall. Excavation showed
evidence of a batter/foundation to the annex west wall. There is also evidence for a probable batter or foundation
for an earlier cross-wall. An east-west-running drain was an unexpected feature, but one which was probably
necessary due to the annual influx of the tide from the lough. This drain ran under a relieving arch in the west wall.
Cut 4
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This was opened along the exterior of the north wall of the barrel vault, at the present doorway from the annex
into Larkin’s backyard. This cutting established that the present doorway was not original but was probably
constructed during the 18th or 19th century and that the west wall of the annex directly abutted the barrel-vault
wall. There is also evidence of a very substantial wall batter, of indeterminate depth at present, for the north wall
of the barrel vault. What is most interesting is that the annex wall was apparently built quite soon after, if not
contemporaneously with, the barrel-vault wall.
Cuts 5, 6 and 7
These were all opened in the interior of the barrel vault and were excavated to try to locate its original floor and, if
possible, the depth of the original walls. The present concrete floor overlies a deposit of hard core which in turn
overlies 0.5-0.6m of post-medieval rubble. This mixed rubble was brought in from elsewhere to raise the floor of
the barrel vault. The rubble was deposited on top of a compact cobbled floor (approx. 5.2m OD). These cobbles
appear to be the original floor of the barrel vault. Only Cuts 5 and 7 were excavated below the cobbles. Both these
cuttings show substantial batters for the walls of the barrel vault and these batters appear to rest on a deposit of
unmortared stone. At the base of Cuts 5 and 7, at approx. 4.5m OD, there appears to be a mortared floor deposit
lying on top of unmortared stone. This is probably the result of dumps of mortar from the construction of the
barrel vault.
Licence number
98E0161

Site name
Carlingford

Details
Test-trenching, rescue excavation and monitoring in and around Carlingford has been ongoing since the end of
March 1998. The test-trenching was necessitated by the installation of a new drainage and sewerage scheme in
and around Carlingford by Louth County Council and by the laying of Telecom cables.
Thirty-five test-trenches were excavated. The programme of test-trenching followed from the results of a series of
slit-trenches excavated for engineering purposes in November 1996, supervised by Beth Cassidy, which uncovered
metalled roadways, possible early street frontages and a substantial wall immediately to the south of Taaffe’s
Castle. As works are still in progress, this report is of a preliminary nature.
Trenches were opened in Market Street, Newry Street, Back Lane, Dundalk Street, Old Quay Lane, Station Road,
Shore Road and vicinity, Greenore Road, Liberties and Fair Green. Several trenches produced archaeological
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remains. In the field adjacent to the present Ghan House a large rectangular structure was uncovered measuring
12.9m x 6m. It was constructed of stone and lime mortar and may have functioned as a warehouse, possibly
associated with the present canal. The present southern field boundary used the southern wall of this building. No
finds were associated with this structure, but a quantity of red brick rubble was uncovered in the northern
foundation trench, suggesting a post-medieval date. The pipe-trench was relocated to the north of the structure so
as not to damage it.
Nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the test-trenches either along the Shore Road and its
vicinity or along the Greenore Road, with the exception of a sleeper ‘bed’ dating to the time of the railway
construction (1876).
Along Old Quay Lane and Fair Green nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered, with the exception of
the area immediately to the east of Taaffe’s Castle, where a possible metalled slipway(?) and possible mooring
posts were discovered. The slipway lies at approximately the same level as the original floor of the barrel vault of
Taaffe’s Castle (Excavations 1995, 57).
At Station Road, immediately to the south of Taaffe’s Castle, test-trenching and monitoring necessitated a rescue
excavation in advance of pipe-laying when two north-south-running walls were uncovered at the western and
eastern ends of the street. The easternmost large masonry wall was uncovered at the remains of the present arch
on the south-east corner of the building. This wall had an intact height of 1.3-1.5m and a maximum width of 2.2m.
It was constructed of stone and lime mortar with very tight joints on its eastern (seaward) face and had a very
solid, mortared interior.
It appears that this wall was partially built before the laying of the castle foundations and then the walls were
constructed together to form the arch. This wall had been breached at its southern, excavated end, possibly during
the post-medieval period, and a later wall had been inserted. This later wall appears to be similar to the
upstanding warehouses along Old Quay Lane.
The second wall, also running north-south, was of cruder construction, although its eastern face had the tight
jointing evident in the eastern wall. The wall was 0.93m wide with an intact height (including stone footings) of c.
2m.
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These two walls appear to form the bawn of the castle, although both appear to have been exposed to the sea at
one time. It is suggested that the western wall was constructed first and then the eastern wall was constructed
when the castle was being built to enclose a courtyard. Both walls appear to have served the dual function of
bawn- and sea-walls.
Nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the three trenches excavated along Dundalk Street,
although it was expected that the southern portion of the town wall might have crossed the street to join the
present wall, on the west side of the town, to the Tholsell.
The trenches in Market Street uncovered nothing of archaeological significance as there was severe disturbance by
insertion of services.
Of the two trenches excavated along the northern end of Back Lane, only one produced archaeological remains.
This was a ditch or very large pit 6.2m in maximum width and c. 0.7m deep. At the base of this feature some early
medieval pottery was recovered along with a few fragments of animal bone.
The five trenches excavated in Newry Street produced remains of the original roadway in the form of cobbled and
metalled surfaces overlying deposits containing medieval pottery.
At the top of Newry Street, at what is known as Castle Hill, test-trenching uncovered two walls and part of a
cobbled roadway. A rescue excavation was undertaken at this area as the line of the pipe-trenches could not be
changed. The excavation uncovered the original boundary ditch (running east-west), c. 3.5m wide, cut into the
natural gravel. Sometime later a wall and gateway were built slightly off the line of the ditch. The wall (c. 0.1m
below the present level of tarmac road) was constructed of stone and lime mortar, set on large stone footings, and
had an intact height of 2.2m and a varying width of 1-1.05m at its top. The width of the gateway is 2.15m.
Set into the south side of the wall is a set of steps that may have led to an upper room or wall-walk. At the eastern
portion of the wall a relieving arch was revealed 0.65m below the top of the wall (width c. 1.45m, height c. 1.45m).
It had been constructed through the wall, possibly to allow the flow of spring water under it.
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Through the gateway ran a cobbled roadway bounded on its eastern edge by a line of large boulders. Overlying this
line and abutting the masonry wall was a stone-and-clay wall (c. 1.5m wide at its base and 1m at its top) running
approximately north-south for a distance of c. 6.5m, which may have been a later boundary wall.

Licence number
97E0141

Site name
Thosel Street

Only a small number of pottery finds were retrieved from the ditch, suggesting a 13th/14th-century date for the
ditch infilling. The wall and gateway were also probably of this date as infill deposits containing similar pottery lay
against the wall on its southern side.
Details
Testing was carried out on 14 January 1998 on a site in Tholsel Street, Carlingford, where planning permission had
been granted for a commercial and residential development. The site lies on the west side of Tholsel Street
between The Tholsel, a medieval gatehouse, and The Mint, a medieval stone house that is a National Monument in
state care. The site has a street frontage of 27m and extends westwards for 21m, cutting back into a natural gravel
ridge.In a series of test-trenches modern and post-medieval rubble was excavated by machine to expose the
surface of archaeological deposits. Thereafter excavation of a very limited nature was carried out by hand to assess
the nature of the deposits and to retrieve evidence of date. The archaeological deposits consisted of stone walls
and house floors ranging in date from the medieval period to the early 19th century. The deposits were uncovered
at a depth of 0.5m below present street level and extended up to 4m from the street front. Natural gravel was
exposed at ground level over the western part of the site. Pottery of post-medieval date and iron slag was
recovered from the upper floor levels. At the northern end of the site an oxidised clay floor appeared to be of
early 18th-century date. A black, greasy soil containing charcoal, ash and frequent oyster and limpet shells overlay
the floor. These deposits resemble those recorded by Gleeson and Moore in excavations on the opposite side of
the street (CLAJ 1992). Four sherds of 13th–14th-century local ware were recovered from a floor deposit exposed
at a depth of 0.5m towards the south end of the site. Examined in a 0.3m x 0.4m test-pit midway along the front of
the site, the deposits were shown to have an overall thickness of 0.45m. In the test-pit three deposits of shell- and
charcoal-flecked soil were interleaved with 50mm-thick layers of clean gravel. No dating evidence was recovered
from these earliest levels.
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Licence number
99E0686

Site name
Details
Holy
Trinity The planned addition of a kitchen extension to the Church of the Holy Trinity, Carlingford, now the Holy Trinity
Heritage Centre
Heritage Centre, was subject to an archaeological monitoring condition. The Heritage Centre is in the south-east
corner of the town and stands on the top of a hill, surrounded by a graveyard and enclosed by a stone-built wall.
The church is believed to be within the confines of the medieval town of Carlingford, and the site may have been
that of the parish church first referred to in documents dating from the early 13th century. At the eastern end of
the church stands a tower that may have been built in the late 16th or early 17th century. The church itself may
have been added later in the 17th century and underwent extensive refurbishment at the start of the 19th century.
The required groundworks covered an area c. 4m by 4m. Building construction necessitated the ground to be
reduced by 0.3m in the area of the new floor and up to 0.8m along the line of the building’s foundation trenches.
Ground reduction was carried out using a mechanical excavator fitted with a toothless bucket. Two burials and
two drains were uncovered. On instruction from Dúchas, these features were excavated and the burials were
removed. The burials were extended inhumations, oriented east-west, and had been placed into shallow graves,
which, at the time of excavation, were unmarked. The presence of nails indicates that these skeletons were
originally contained in coffins. The western end of one of the burials truncated the eastern end of the second. This
earlier burial was only excavated from below the knee, as the rest of the burial extended outside the development
area. Apart from coffin nails, there were no grave-goods found in association with these burials, although a bone
pin/handle was found in the machined-off topsoil within a metre of the later of the two burials.
Drains had truncated each burial; several bones were missing from the upper skeleton, and the skull had been
crushed. At least one of the drains dated from the 19th century and was more than likely constructed as part of
the 19th-century programme of renovation. The second drain was either late 19th-or early 20th-century in date.
Excavations undertaken within the church by Dermot Moore and Carol Gleeson in 1992 (Excavations 1992, 44-5)
uncovered burials yielding radiocarbon dates of AD 1442-1650 and AD 1517-1666. Twenty burials were excavated,
all of which were unmarked within shallow graves. The absence of coffin nails or any trace of wood suggests that
the burials were simple inhumations in which coffins were not used. These burials had been disturbed by 19thcentury renovation works. It is possible that the two burials most recently investigated are contemporaneous with
the burials excavated by Moore and Gleeson, as they share a number of similarities. The use of coffins, however, in
the burials external to the church may indicate a slightly later date.
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Licence number
01E0281

Site name
Back Lane

01E0281 ext.

Back Lane

Details
A development involving the demolition of a modern garage and construction of six townhouses and two
commercial properties was proposed for the site in this historic town. An assessment of the site was undertaken,
involving the excavation of three trenches. The site is located to the north of the remains of a late medieval house
and to the west of a late medieval tower-house. It slopes dramatically from Back Lane on the west to Newry Street
on the east. The severe slope of the site and its local name of ‘the herb garden’ suggested that archaeological
deposits would be scarce, and indeed the stratigraphy within the trenches consisted primarily of garden soils.
However, in Trench 1 a linear feature was revealed cutting into the natural subsoil. Although its significance is
uncertain, further work will be required in order to fully resolve its function and date. A wall exposed in Trench 2
may represent the north wall of the late medieval house whose southern gable still stands on the adjacent site to
the south. The development will involve significant landscaping of the site and removal of the post-medieval
garden soils. Such work will certainly destroy features and/or deposits below and within these soils and therefore
further archaeological resolution has been recommended in advance of the development.
The site of the proposed development is between Back Lane and Newry Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth, in an area of
archaeological potential as identified in the Urban Archaeological Survey of County Louth. An assessment was
carried out before the construction of six residential and two commercial units. The site fronts onto both streets
and is to the north of the remains of a late medieval house and to the west of a late medieval tower-house. The
site slopes dramatically from Back Lane on the west to Newry Street on the east. The site was initially tested by
Donald Murphy on 9 April 2001 (Excavations 2001, No. 837), when three trenches at the Back Lane end of the site
revealed post-medieval garden soils. A linear feature was also exposed cut into the natural, gravelly boulder clay in
Trench 1. The two trenches excavated along the Newry Street end of the site produced similar stratigraphy. A wall
exposed in Trench 2 was originally interpreted as the possible north wall of the late medieval house the southern
gable of which still stands on the adjoining site to the south. Further testing was carried out from 8 to 10 April
2002, when five more trenches (Trenches 4–8) were dug. Trench 4 was excavated against a roughly coursed
limestone wall that bordered the site to the west. Garden soil was exposed within it, which produced postmedieval to modern finds. Finds recovered from the base of this wall were also post-medieval to modern, which
suggests that this wall is of similar date. Trench 5 was excavated along the southern border. The remains of a
collapsed random-rubble wall were exposed at 0.3m below the garden soil. This wall was one to two courses deep
and was visible for a length of 3.8m before it petered out to the east. Brick and post-medieval/modern pottery
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were recovered from the wall and the garden soil below it. This suggests a post-medieval to modern date for the
construction of the wall, which probably functioned as a boundary wall. Trench 6, in the south-east corner of the
site, was opened to establish the nature and extent of the possible medieval wall exposed in Trench 2 during initial
testing and to attempt to establish the origin and date of the wall that bordered the site to the east. This wall
extended westward in the trench for 8.6m; it decreased in height as it progressed westward and eventually
petered out. This wall extended farther west than the upstanding southern gable wall of the medieval house in the
neighbouring property and therefore is not the northern gable wall, as initially thought. Finds recovered from the
vicinity of the wall during previous testing were medieval but may have been residual. The current phase of testing
has showed that this wall extends eastward toward Newry Street, where it returns southward along the
neighbouring property and abuts the upstanding medieval gable at the southern end of that site. It is probably
later than the medieval gable and is most likely of post-medieval date. The inner face of the wall that fronted onto
Newry Street was also exposed in this trench. This was a roughly coursed, limestone rubble, mortared wall that ran
up against the face of the possible medieval wall. This suggests that it was later than the possible medieval wall.
Finds recovered from crevices in the wall (a sherd of unglazed earthenware and a clay pipe) and from the cut for
the wall (post-medieval earthenware) further reinforce the idea that this was later than the wall that bordered the
site to the south, probably post-medieval to modern. Trench 7 was excavated along a mortared limestone wall
that bordered part of the site to the north (the remainder of the northern extent of the site was bordered by a
fence). Garden soil exposed in this trench produced post-medieval earthenware. Finds recovered from the base of
this wall were also post-medieval to modern, which suggests that this wall is of similar date. The final trench was
excavated to establish the nature of the linear feature exposed in Trench 1 during the initial phase of testing,
which ran north–south across the site and extended beyond the limits of Trench 1. Trench 8 was excavated east–
west across this feature, which was shallow, with a maximum depth of 0.1m, and was filled with a fine,
grey/brown, gravelly, silty clay with frequent inclusions of stone. Modern delft and earthenware were recovered
from the fill. The feature most likely functioned as a drain/gully and was probably not archaeological in nature. No
evidence was recovered of the former presence of buildings or houses on the site. The severe slope may have
prohibited building on the site. The site is known as the Herb Garden, and this may suggest an agricultural rather
than a residential use of the site over a long period.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

Louth County Council (LCC) in association with Newry, Mourne and Down District Council (NMD)
propose to develop the Carlingford Lough Greenway which is a cross border greenway linking
existing elements of a trail joining Carlingford within the Republic of Ireland (RoI) to Newry City
within Northern Ireland (NI).
The greenway when completed will form part of the wider ‘Great Eastern Greenway’ from Belfast to
Dublin. It will operate as a shared off-road cycleway / walkway and aims to provide a scenic crossborder route to encourage more people to walk and cycle and undertake cross-border journeys.
The proposed greenway will be a continuation of existing stretches of greenway which begin at
Carlingford Marina and run to Omeath Pier (construction completed in 2013) and from the Victoria
Lock Amenity Site along the Middle Bank to the Albert Basin (construction completed in 2018).
The proposed new Carlingford Greenway comprises three sections to fill in the gaps in the existing
greenway as follows:
•
•
•

From Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina
From Omeath Pier to the NI / RoI Border
From the NI / RoI Border to Victoria Lock Amenity Site

This report forms an archaeological and cultural heritage assessment of the section extending from
Carlingford Town to Carlingford Marina (figures 1 and 2). It describes the archaeological baseline of
the site and the surrounding area and assesses the potential impact that the proposed greenway
could have on the archaeological and architectural heritage in the vicinity.

1.2 Development Site
The site being considered within this report is will travel between the Carlingford Tourist
Information Office along the R173 within Carlingford and the Carlingford Marina connecting to the
existing greenway running between Carlingford Marina and Omeath Pier. The route of the proposed
greenway in Carlingford comprises separate amenities for cyclists and pedestrians. The Trail Head is
located within the parking area of the Carlingford Station House Office.
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2 Methodology
This cultural heritage impact assessment was conducted in three stages. Firstly a detailed desktop
survey was undertaken. Known cultural heritage sites were reviewed along with aerial photography
and Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSI) First Edition Mapping (Circa 1830) and Second Edition Mapping
(circa 1900). Previously recorded cultural heritage sites reviewed included the following:
•

National Monuments, be they in the ownership or guardianship of the State, in the
ownership of a local authority or monuments under preservation orders;

•

Record of Monuments & Places (RMP) and Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) from
www.archaeology.ie;

•

Architectural Conservation Areas;

•

Records of Protected Structures;

•

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage (NIAH); and

•

Demesnes Landscapes and Historic Gardens indicated on the OSI First Edition Mapping.

•

Excavations Bulletin;

•

Cartographic Sources;

Secondly a detailed walkover survey of the proposed route of the greenway was conducted by a fully
qualified archaeologist. Finally the information provided by both the site inspection and the desk
top survey was assessed in relation to the potential impact of the proposed development on cultural
heritage. Having assessed the potential impact upon cultural heritage, a mitigation strategy has
been established.

2.1 Types of Impact
The types of impacts of the proposed development on archaeological features may be divided into
the following categories:
Direct: where there may be a physical effect on a site caused by the proposed development or a
visual impact.
Direct physical impacts may be caused by a range of activities associated with the construction and
operation of proposed development features. In addition, above-ground disturbance, such as that
caused by vehicle movement, and soil and overburden storage, may produce irreversible effects
upon archaeological features. Direct impacts on archaeological features are normally adverse,
permanent and irreversible.
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The second category of direct impact relates to the visual impact that may exist from or to the
monument from the proposed development. This may adversely affect the setting of a monument
within the wider archaeological / historical landscape.
Indirect: where the setting of a site or monument may be affected. Setting in this assessment is
understood in functional terms only. Indirect impacts may relate to new development causing a
visual impact, such as reducing views to or from cultural heritage features with important landscape
settings, or may cause increased fragmentation of a monument’s setting.
Uncertain: where there is a risk that the works may impinge on a site, for example, where it is not
clear where the location or boundaries of a site lie. Potential effects, direct and indirect, have been
assessed in terms of their scale, longevity, reversibility and nature (beneficial / neutral / adverse).
The importance of both direct and indirect impacts can vary depending on the nature of the
archaeological site under consideration.

2.2 Definitions for Assessment of Magnitude of Change
Consideration of the scale, extent of change, nature and duration of effect are important in
determining the magnitude of change.
Level
of Definition of Magnitude
Magnitude
High

Total loss or major alteration to key elements/ features/ characteristics of the
baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/ attributes
will be fundamentally changed.

Medium

Partial loss or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions such that post development character/ composition/
attributes will be partially changed.

Low

Minor loss of or alteration to one or more key elements/ features/ characteristics of
the baseline conditions. Change arising from the loss / alteration will be discernible
but underlying character/ composition/ attributes will be similar to pre development
circumstances /patterns

Negligible

Very minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements /features /characteristics
of the baseline conditions. Change barely distinguishable, approximating to the “no
change” situation.
Table 1: definitions for assessing magnitude of change.
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2.3 Definitions for the Assessment of Significance
An assessment of importance and magnitude can then be undertaken to determine how significant
an impact is.
IMPORTANCE

MAGNITUDE

Local

Regional

Negligible

No Change

No Change

Low

Slight

Moderate

Medium

Moderate

Substantial

High

Substantial

Substantial

Table 2: definitions for assessment of significance.
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3 Archaeological and Historical Baseline
3.1 Cultural heritage assets within the development area.
3.1.1

Desk top study

The desk top study identified a large number of archaeological and historical assets along or
immediately adjacent the route of the proposed greenway (figure 3).
The route passes through the historic town on Carlingford (LH005-042). The earliest mention of the
Carlingford area is with reference to Viking raids in the 9th century but nothing is known of any
settlement which they might have made. The place name Carlingford is Scandinavian in origin
translating into the 'Fjord of Carlinn' and it is possible that the Vikings may have used the sheltered
natural harbour of Carlingford as a temporary base. Apart from the name, no other Viking evidence
has been recovered to date. The town of Carlingford only developed after the castle, known as King
John's Castle (LH005-042002) was built c. 1200. The town developed from the castle as a linear
settlement with typical medieval patterns, burgage plots, defensive walls, narrow streets, friary and
urban tower houses. It began to be enclosed with a town wall in the in early 13th century and
eventually enclosed an area estimated at c. 8 hectares.
The 14th, 15th and early 16th centuries was the era of greatest prosperity. This is witnessed today
by the surviving town houses of a rich merchant class such as Taaffes Castle and the Mint. The five
charters, from the first in 1326 during the reign of Edward II to the last in 1619 granted by James I
are another testament to its wealth and importance.
The decline of the town began in early 17th century as the more in-land routes northwards through
the Moyry Pass were opened up; the old coastal route via Carlingford was increasingly by-passed.
During the Confederacy period of the 1640s the town remained loyal to the Dublin administration
but was taken by the Royalists in 1649; they surrendered to the Parliamentary forces some months
later. It seems likely that as a result of Cromwellian confiscations many of the town’s old families
were dispossessed. The port was again used during the war of the two Kings (James II and William of
Orange). In 1689 it was burned by the Jacobites in their retreating before the Williamite army and
the harbour provided safe anchorage for supply ships for the Williamites. It also served as an
intermediary hospital station for transfer of the sick and wounded Williamite soldiers to
Carrickfergus.
Thirteen recorded archaeological sites are located along the proposed greenway route within the
historic town. Table 3 summarises the archaeological sites identified along the route and appendix 1
provides full details of these sites.
Number
LH005-42022

Location
King Johns Castle adjacent to R176

LH005-42002
LH005-42018

King Johns Castle adjacent to R176
NE end of Back Lane
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Summary
Souterrain identified within the
area of King John’s Castle
Anglo-Norman castle
13th/14th century ditch terminus
identified through excavation
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Number
LH005-42004
LH005-42005
LH005-42010

Location
NE end of Newry Street
Newry Street
Church Road

LH005-42011
LH005-42012

Church Road
Old Quay Lane

LH005-42014

NE end of Newry Street

LH005-42017
LH005-42019

Newry Street
Junction of Newry Street and un-named lane

LH005-42020

Church Road

LH005-42021

Church Road/ Thosel Street

Summary
Remnants of medieval house
Medieval castle- Taaffe’s Castle
19th century church with late
medieval/post medieval fabric
Medieval grave slab
Early 18th century house- Ghan
House
Medieval house identified
through excavation
Medieval road surface
Remnants of a late medieval
fortified tower house dating to
the 15th/16th century survive
in the basement of the current
building
Graveyard associated with
LH005-42010
17th century burials

The desk top survey identified 34 cultural heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of
Architectural Heritage (all of which are also recorded in the Record of Protected Structures) along
the route of the proposed greenway. None of these structures will be directly affected by the works.
Full details of these structures can be found within appendix 1.
An inspection of the early edition OS maps shows the continuing urbanisation of the town from its
medieval origins. This includes the appearance of the former Dundalk, Newry and Greenore
Railway. It was developed in the 1860s to provide a link between the towns in its title and the
London and North Western Railway port at Greenore, from where a ferry service operated to
Holyhead. It was opened between Greenore and Dundalk in 1873 and extended to Newry in 1876.
The line was closed in 1951. All traces of the railway line have been removed by the existing road
network, although some features associated with it still survive such as the pedestrian bridge which
provides access to King John’s castle.

3.1.2

Site inspection

An inspection of the proposed greenway route was undertaken by a fully qualified archaeologist.
This section of the route connects with the existing greenway which extends between Carlingford
Marina and Omeath. Travelling south from the marina, the greenway will utilise the existing access
road as a shared surface for vehicles and cyclists (plate 1). From here the route continues south
along the R173 and splits at the junction with Back Lane (plate 2). The section continuing along the
main R173 will consist of a cycle path extending along the side of the road.
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Plate 1: looking north along the existing access to Carlingford Marina.

Plate 2: looking south along R173 at junction with Back Lane.
The cycle path will extend to the rear of an existing parking area (plate 3) before rejoining the road
immediately adjacent to King John’s Castle (plate 4) and then terminating at the access point to the
north pier. The existing footpath network will be utilised to guide pedestrians to the trail head at
the existing tourist office.
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Plate 3: looking north along car parking area with cycle path to be inserted
along grass area.

Plate 4: looking north along R173 with King John’s castle to the right.
The section which splits off along Back Lane will utilise the existing road as a shared surface for
vehicles and cyclists. The route continues along Back Lane and splits again at its junction with Newry
Street (plate 5). The Back Lane section continues into the centre of the town and joins Dundalk
Street at its junction with Market Street (plate 6). The route continues along Dundalk Street before
turning left onto Church Road (plate 7) and terminating at the trail head at Old Quay Lane.
The Newry Street section also utilises the existing road as a shared surface for vehicles and cyclists.
It extends along the street as far as Taaffe’s Castle, before turning left and extending along an unnamed lane and terminating at the trail head (plate 8).
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Plate 5: junction between Back Lane and Newry Street.

Plate 6: looking south along Dundalk Street.

Plate 7: looking northeast along Church Road.
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Plate 8: Junction of Newry Street and un-named lane showing Taaffe’s Castle.

3.2 Cultural heritage assets beyond the development area.
Given the location of the majority of this section of the greenway is confined to the historic town of
Carlingford, the desk top survey focused on the area of the National Monuments Service-Zone of
Notification for the town which in essence represents its historic core (figure 3). The survey also
extended out to a 250m corridor along the section from King John’s Castle to Carlingford Marina and
including the northern section of Back Lane.

3.2.1

Record of Monuments and Places

A total of seven cultural heritage assets recorded in the RMP were identified within the search area.
These include the town wall LH005-42001; the castle LH005-42008; the medieval house LH00542006; the gate house LH005-42009; the excavation sites LH005- 42015 and LH005- 42016; and the
priory LH005-42013. Full details of these monuments are contained within appendix 2. None of
these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.

3.2.2

National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and Records of Protected Structures

In addition to those structures along the route, the survey identified a further thirteen cultural
heritage assets recorded in the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage and an additional 2
recorded in the Record of Protected Structures. Full details of these monuments are contained
within appendix 3. None of these assets will be directly impacted upon by the proposed greenway.
3.2.3

Excavations Database

The excavations database identified 62 further excavations within the search area for the desk top
survey. Seventeen of these identified archaeological deposits and they are detailed within appendix
4.
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4 Impact Assessment
4.1 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Construction Phase
The desk top survey and site inspection have established that the proposed greenway route passes
through an area of high archaeological interest focused on the historic town of Carlingford. The
historic importance of the town and the level of known surviving archaeology here indicate that any
works in this area have a high potential for further archaeological discoveries.
Ground works within the scheme will be restricted to the insertion of kerbing, signage, lighting,
drainage and the creation of the cycle path around the exiting car park to the north of St John’s
Castle. This cycle path will pass beneath the existing road tunnel/ bridge entrance into King John’s
Castle and will consists of a new footpath in this area. While the construction requirements for the
greenway will have minimal individual footprints, the level of archaeological survivability within the
whole scheme is such that further sub-surface archaeological deposits could be identified. Should
sub-surface archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed greenway then they
may be subject to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements. As the nature of any
such deposits remains unknown, the magnitude of this impact is not considered significant. The
level of impact can be off-set by the application of the mitigation measures set out in section 5 of
this report.

4.2 Assessment of Environmental Impact of Operational Phase
The operational phase of the proposed greenway will have no impact upon archaeology, cultural or
built heritage either within the boundary of the route or the surrounding landscape. Where the
scheme does pass in close proximity to upstanding heritage features such as King John’s Castle, the
works will consists to alterations to the existing road network to include new footpaths and street
furniture. These works will be minimal in nature and will present no significant visual impact upon
any of the associated monuments.

5 Mitigation and Its Effectiveness
The desk top survey has identified that the principal archaeological mitigation should relate to the
potential for sub-surface archaeological remains to be identified during the course of the
construction works. Given the high archaeological potential of this area, monitoring of all ground
penetrating works should be conducted along the route of the proposed greenway.
The majority of the proposed works are to be conducted within the National Monuments ServiceZone of Notification for the town and is immediately adjacent to King John’s castle which is a
National Monument. It is possible that Ministerial Consent will be required for the works under
Section 14 of the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended). The need for this can be established
through early consultation with the National Monuments Service (NMS) of the Department of
Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht.
Should Ministerial Consent be required it should be applied for at least 12 weeks in advance of the
site works starting. The application should include a detailed method statement setting out how the
archaeological monitoring will be conducted.
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If Ministerial Consent is not required then NMS will require notification of the works under Section
12 of the National Monuments Act 1930 (as amended). This should be applied for at least 12 weeks
in advance of the site works starting. The application should include a detailed method statement
setting out how the archaeological monitoring will be conducted.
It is possible that the monitoring works will require an archaeological licence. The need for the
licence can be established through the early consultation with NMS. Should a licence be required
the application can be submitted with either the Ministerial Consent or Notification applications.
Upon completion of the works a final report should be prepared detailing the findings of the
monitoring and submitted to NMS.

5.1 Cumulative Effects
The introduction of the proposed greenway will have no cumulative effects upon archaeology,
cultural or built heritage either within the site or the surrounding landscape.

5.2 Residual Effects
Following the implementation of the proposed mitigation strategy, the introduction of the proposed
greenway will have no residual effects upon archaeology, cultural or built heritage either within the
site or the surrounding landscape.

6 Statement of Significance of Effect
The desk top survey and site inspection have established that the proposed greenway route passes
through an area of high archaeological interest focused on the historic town of Carlingford. The
historic importance of the town and the level of known surviving archaeology here indicate that any
works in this area have a high potential for further archaeological discoveries.
The groundworks associated with the scheme will have minimal individual footprints however; the
level of archaeological survivability is such that further sub-surface archaeological deposits could be
identified. Should sub-surface archaeological remains be identified in the area of the proposed
greenway then they may be subject to their total loss as a result of the construction requirements.
The magnitude of this loss can be significantly reduced by the adoption of an appropriate mitigation
strategy. The implementation of the mitigation strategy would result in the substantial adverse
effect being considered not significant in EIA terms and result in a slight negative impact.
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Figure 1: location of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 2: layout of proposed greenway route.
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Figure 3: known archaeological sites within the zone of notification for Carlingford.
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Figure 4: protected structures within the zone of notification for Carlingford.
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Figure 5: 1st edition OS map showing the layout of early 19th century Carlingford.
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Figure 6: Later edition OS map showing the layout of Carlingford following the arrival of the
railway.
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Appendix 1: cultural heritage assets located along the route of the proposed greenway
Archaeological sites
Number
LH005-42022

Site Type
Souterrain

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42002

Castle

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42018

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42004

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

of

Description
A section of a souterrain passage was discovered inside King John’s Castle (LH004-042002-) during
2016 just W of the cross-wall. It consists of a NE-SW passage (L c. 10m) which was entered by a sloping
unroofed passage (L 3m) at the NE and might have been cut at its SW end by the walls of the
gatehouse. Close to its SW end a passage ran SE (L c. 2.5m) and then SW (L c. 3.5m). This section of
passage (Wth 1.2m; H c. 0.9-1.3m) was of drystone walls corbelling in at the top but lacking any roofstones. Another passage might have continued SE from the turn.
Built on rock overlooking Carlingford Lough and commanding a very strong position, it is built on an
older monument, possibly a promontory fort, as the remains of a souterrain (LH005-042022-) was
found in the W courtyard during 2016 (Halpin 2017). The castle is constructed of roughly coursed
limestone blocks and greywacke, has a D-shaped curtain wall with rectangular gate-building at the W
side, and a N-S internal cross-wall. King John is credited with its building, but the type of gateway and
the shape of the tower at the SW angle suggest a slightly earlier date, and possibly around the turn of
the twelfth century would be more appropriate for the W half of the structure. The E portion is
considerably later, probably dating to c. 1262; this is based on a record in a Pipe Roll (Cassidy 1983, 3)
which states that a payment was made for quarrying and transport of stone to Carlingford and
Greencastle.
Test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 98E0161) along the NE end of Back Lane uncovered what
appeared to be a very large pit or terminus of a ditch. Pottery dating to the 13th/14th century was
recovered from the fill of this feature.
Situated within its own burgage plot. All that survives is the S gable wall and a fragment of its front. A
brass plaque is attached to it stating that it dates to the sixteenth century. A human head, carved in a
late Medieval style is positioned on the outside face of the S gable and is believed to have originated
in the Dominican Friary (LH005-042013-)
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Number
LH005-42005

Site Type
Castle

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42010

Church

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42011

Graveslab

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42012

House

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42014

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42017

Excavation

LH005-42019

Castle

Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of Usually referred to as 'Taaffe's Castle', it is four storeys high, excluding the wall-walk level, and is
constructed of roughly coursed greywacke and limestone rubble and boulders with a very few
hammer- or punch-dressed blocks, but with some finely dressed quoin stones. It is rectangular in plan
with a westward projecting tower at the SW angle which carries the stairwell. The main doorway,
situated in the W end of the S wall, has a two-centred arch constructed of nine large blocks of dressed
limestone. The upper parts of the castle are not now generally accessible because it is used as a
private warehouse
of This freestanding former Church of Ireland church, dated 1821, incorporates fabric of earlier buildings
and now serves as a Heritage Centre for Carlingford. The core fabric of the church appears to date to
the later 17th century and is attached to a tower of late 16th/early 17th century date.
of A chamfered coffin shaped slab is set upside down at the head of a grave in the south of the
graveyard. Only the lower portion is visible but it would appear to bear a cross design in relief
springing from a decorated base consisting of a pointed reticulated arch.
of This building is known as 'Ghan House'. It is described by Casey and Rowan (1993, 178) as 'an early to
mid 18th century house already begun by Mr. Stannus in 1726 when he is reported to have stolen the
flagstones from the nearby Abbey and used them as a pavement before his own front door
of Discovered during trial test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 94E0187). Excavation revealed a peaty
layer partly defined by a stone setting. Possible traces of wattle were also noted (Murphy 1995, 5960). Remains may represent traces of one or more houses.
of Test trenching (Excavation Licence No. 98E0161) along Newry Street led to the discovery of the
original cobbled roadway. This roadway overlay deposits which contained medieval pottery.
of Remnants of a late medieval fortified tower house dating to the 15th/16th century survive in the
basement of the 'Watch Tower'. Originally this tower house would have overlooked the medieval
harbour. Little is known of its history but it may be one of the three castles which Captain Venables
refers to in his account of the assault and capture of Carlingford in September 1649.
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Number
LH005-42020

Site Type
Graveyard

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42021

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of The rectangular graveyard (map dims. 50m E-W; 35m N-S) associated with Holy Trinity Church (LH005042010-) is inter-denominational. The headstones range in date from the 18th century onwards and
the earliest inscribed gravestone records the death of nine year old, Ann Toomes, who died November
1703. In the south of the graveyard is a chamfered coffin shaped slab set upside down at the head of a
grave: only the lower portion is visible and it is of medieval date (see LH005-052011-)
of Excavations just outside the eastern gate of the Holy Trinity Church, Church Lane, in 1999 ‘found a
communal grave containing three roughly deposited individuals. Close by was a fourth individual, also
in a shallow grave. All four had been the victims of violent death, with multiple wounds to their heads.
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Protected Structures
RPS No.
LHS005-017

NIAH No.
13825001

Type
Railway
Bridge

13825016

Name
Bridge over Road
at King John's
Castle
Kendal Cottage

LHS005-029
LHS005-030

13825017

Castle View

House

LHS005-031

13825018

LHS005-028
LHS005-063

13825014
13825058

LHS005-022

13825008

House

LHS005-023

13825009

House

LHS005-024

13825010

House

LHS005-024

13825011

House

LHS005-026

13825012

LHS005-027

13825013

House

House
The Anchorage
Worker's House

House
House

Ceol-Na-Mara
Well

Description
Single-arch former railway bridge over former railway line, built 1872, now in use as
pedestrian bridge over road. Bridge spans road and carries approach to King John's
Castle.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1820. Rectangular-plan, attached to houses
to north and south
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1820. Rectangular-plan, attached to
houses to north and south
Attached four-bay two-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan, attached to houses
to north and south.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan.
Detached two-bay single-storey former railway worker's house, built c. 1870, now in use
as private dwelling. Single-storey flat-roofed extension to west.
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north. Rectangular-plan, single-storey return to east
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, two-storey extension to east.
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, flat-roofed return to east
Terraced two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, as a terrace with the adjoining houses
to the north and south. Rectangular-plan, flat-roofed return to east
Corner-sited attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Rectangular-plan,
single-storey lean-to return to east
Well, built c. 1860, now disused. Segmental-headed opening, cut limestone trough,
painted lead spout. Set in lime-washed random coursed wall to side of
street.
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RPS No.
LHS005-054

NIAH No.
13825049

Name

Type

LHS005-055

13825050

LHS005-056

13825051

LHS005-057

13825052

LHS005-058

13825053

LHS005-032

13825021

The Spout

Well

LHS005-059

13825054

Carlingford Garda
Station

Police station

Former
Courthouse
Courthouse, now
Library
Carlingford
Church
Presbyterian
Church
St. Michael's Hall Church/parish
hall

Description
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1750, as a pair with the adjoining house
to south. Now also in use as shop
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1750, as
a pair with the adjoining house to north. Lean-to
extension to west
Detached three-bay single-storey former court house, built c. 1935, with projecting
entrance porch.
Freestanding single-cell gable-fronted Presbyterian church, built 1869, with four-bay
nave elevations.
Detached three-bay two-storey over basement church hall, dated 1925. Single-storey
over basement canted west wing, three-bay single-storey flat-roofed concrete-built
extension to north elevation.
Well, built c. 1830. Segmental-headed opening, random coursed limestone walling,
iron and concrete reinforcements to arch, circular cast-iron pipe, cast triangular
concrete funnel, moss-covered pillar supporting funnel, cast-iron grate to base. Set in
painted stone wall to west side of road. Heritage trail plaque in wall.
Detached seven-bay two-storey former coastguard station, dated 1848, later used as
courthouse and now in use as Garda Station.
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RPS No.

NIAH No.
13825055

Name
Eblana House

LHS005-020
LHS005-021

13825005
13825006

Marian House

13825025

Serene Silver

13825027
LHS005-039

13825028

LHS005-040

13825029

LHS005-041

13825030

LHS005-042

13825031

Type

Gateway

Description
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1830, with return to west. Pitched slate
roof, clay ridge tiles, red brick corbelled chimneystacks, uPVC gutter on corbelled
eaves course, cast-iron downpipe to south-east corner. Painted smooth rendered
walling, channelled to east. Square-headed window openings, tooled granite sills,
painted timber one-over-one sliding sash window to south, uPVC windows to east.
Segmental-headed door opening, painted roll-top surround, fluted Doric columns
flanking door supporting cornice, spider web fanlight, painted timber four-panel door,
tooled stone threshold. Street fronted, channelled rendered wall to south, painted
timber gates leading to rear yard.
Detached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1920. Rectangular-plan, return to east.
Attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1880. Rectangular-plan, lean-to return
to east.
Detached multiple-bay two-storey former warehouse, built c. 1820, now in use as
shop.
Stone gateway, built c. 1820. Random rubble stone walling, saddle-coping, squared
limestone quoins to north-east corner.
Attached three-bay two-storey house, built c. 1800. Rectangular-plan with three-bay
single-storey block to south. Pitched slate roof, clay ridge tiles, unpainted smooth
rendered corbelled chimneystack, verge coping, cast-iron gutters on brackets on
corbelled eaves course, circular cast-iron downpipes.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1880, as a pair with the adjoining house
to the south.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1880, as a pair with the adjoining house
to the north.
Corner-sited attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1910, built as a pair with the
adjoining house to the south. Rectangular-plan, chamfer to north-west
corner, single-storey return and two-storey red brick extension to east.
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RPS No.
LHS005-035

NIAH No.
13825024

Name
Mountain View

Type

LHS005-037

13825026

Kingfisher Bistro

Warehouse

LHS005-014

13825040

Holy
Trinity Heritage
Heritage Centre
centre

LHS005-015

13825002

Ghan House

LHS005-053

13825048

Wood Quay

Boathouse

LHS005-049

13825042

Carlingford
Tourist Ofice

Railway
station

Description
Detached multiple-bay three-storey house, built c. 1860. Rectangular-plan, two-storey
return to east.
Detached four-bay three-storey former warehouse, built c. 1820, now in use as
restaurant. Rectangular in plan, late twentieth century glass and rendered extension
to east.
Former Church of Ireland, Freestanding former Church of Ireland church, Medieval
tower with later nave (1821) incorporating fabric of earlier building and now used as
heritage centre.
Early 19thC rebuilding of 1727 detached seven-bay two-storey house, gabled. now in
use as guest house and restaurant. L-plan comprising double-pile east block with
returning single-pile six-bay single-storey over basement north block.
Detached L-plan multiple-bay single-storey former boathouse, built c. 1870, now in
use as house. Pitched and hipped slate roofs with rendered chimneystacks. Roughly
dressed limestone walls. Replacement fittings to openings.
Detached H-plan seven-bay single-storey former railway station, dated 1876, now in
use as tourist office.
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Appendix 2: known archaeological sites the wider search area
Number
LH005-42001

Site Type
Town wall

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42013

Priory

LH005-42006
LH005-42008

Medieval
House
Castle

Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford
Liberties
Carlingford

LH005-42016

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

LH005-42015

Excavation

Liberties
Carlingford

of

of

of
of
of

Description
The Carlingford town defences appear to have enclosed a roughly rectangular area of about 8
hectares, but the precise course of the wall is not known. According to Bradley (1984b, 35) there are
no known early maps of topographical importance for Carlingford. The supposed line of the wall is
based on remaining fragments and the position of the Tholsel Gate. A large section of the wall exists
at the NW side of the town at Back Lane and to the SE of the Tholsel. The wall at Back Lane is built on
a slope, is constructed of uncoursed rubble, stands to a height of c. 3m and is c. 1m thick. This section
of wall contains four loops which indicate that it is late medieval in date. The section of wall to the SE
of the Tholsel Gate is similar to the portion at Back Lane and also contains loops.
This priory is thought to have been founded by Richard de Burgh c. 1305. Its remains consist of a nave
and chancel divided by a tower with possible parts of the domestic range c. 20m to the S.
Bradley and King (1985, 39) suggests that the building located at this site with its 'narrow rectangular
loop-like windows in its south wall', may be late medieval in date.
This building is known as the 'Mint'. However, as this name does not appear in print before the late
19th century it likely to be the product of a romantic mind which sought to link it with the licence to
mint coinage, granted to Carlingford in 1467. No coinage from Carlingford is known and the present
building is noticeably lacking in features that one might associate with a mint. The building is, without
doubt, a residence of one of the thriving merchant families that prospered in Carlingford and the
surviving architectural details are indicative of a 16th century date for the structure.
Discovered during test trenching (Excavation Licence 97E0141). Living floors and wall foundations of
buildings ranging in date from the 13th/14th century to the early 19th century were revealed. A small
number of finds were retrieved consisting of pottery and glass.
Uncovered during pre-development excavation (Excavation Licence No. 94E0063). Excavations
revealed a medieval building with its foundations resting on the foundations of the N side of the
Tholsel gate. A second building was also uncovered with a late medieval or post medieval date. The
earliest finds from the site consisted of 14th/15th century pottery.
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Number
LH005-42009

Site Type
Gate House

Townland
Liberties
Carlingford

Description
of To the SE side of the town a gate usually referred to as the Tholsel, stands at and gave access to the
main street, as it does today. It is a sub-rectangular gatehouse and has a flattened barrel-vaulted
entranceway with segmental arch of small greywacke slabs and keystone. It is built of limestone
blocks, boulders and greywacke, roughly coursed, and was originally three storeys high. The third
storey has been truncated and a modern slate roof now covers it. In the NE angle at ground level
there is a small rectangular chamber (c. 15m by 3m) with flat arched doorway and barrel vault over.
The first-floor level is reached by modern steps through a doorway at the E end of the N wall, but the
original access to this level must have been from a spiral stairwell, part of which is now discernible just
above the entrance to the small rectangular chamber mentioned above. The upper portion of the NE
angle has obviously been rebuilt and an early window head incorporated. The N wall has an opening
with a two centred arch directly over the main entranceway. This opening is a later alteration and has
no original cut stone remaining. The S wall also has an opening with a two-centred arch, but it has an
original window jamb on its W side of hammer-dressed limestone with glazing bar holes and is
chamfered. At the E end of the S wall there is a plain slit ope which gave light to the garderobe in the
SE angle. The remains of the garderobe with a small rectangular chute are to be seen in the E angle.
The W wall also has plain lintelled loops at first and second-floor level, a cubby-hole at first-floor level
in the W angle, and a single-splayed ope at first-floor level in the N wall. The building has been much
altered and repaired, as can be seen in the stonework of the S wall of the E angle, the N wall of the N
angle, the windows of the first floor and the insertion of early medieval cut stone from some other
building.
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Appendix 3: protected structures within the wider search area
RPS No.
LHS005-051

NIAH No.
13825044

Name
Pier

Type
Pier

LHS005-012

13825045

The Tholsel

Gatehouse

LHS005-033

13825022

River Lane Walls

Walls

LHS005-043

13825032

House

LHS005-008

13825041

LHS005-044

13825034

Former Thatched House
House
The Abbey Bar
House

LHS005-045

13825035

Mill Race

LHS005-052

13825046

House

LHS005-009

13825047

H O'Hare/Anchor Public
Bar
house

LHS005-018

13825003

House

Mill Race

Description
Stone-built pier, built c. 1840. Rock-faced squaredand- snecked stone walling, limestone
coping. Storm wall to north. Concrete surface to pier. Tooled limestone steps to water.
Granite bollards; cast-iron bollard embossed with "CH GIL" and hallmark of James
Shekleton Ironworks, Dundalk; cast-iron lamp standards with scrolled detailing. Running
eastwards into Carlingford Lough, forms harbour with corresponding pier to east.
Detached single-bay two-storey former gate house and tholsel with integral carriage
arch and small chamber adjacent, built c. 1450, extensively repaired in the nineteenth
century. Only surviving town gate in Carlingford.
Rendered rubble masonry retaining walls, built c. 1800, flanking north and south sides
of River Street at sharp corner. Partially damaged to south-east. Mid twentieth century
replacement concrete section to north-west.
Attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1910, built as a pair with the adjoining
house to the north. Rectangular-plan, single-storey return to east.
Detached five-bay two-storey house, built c. 1770. Rectangular-plan, open gabled porch
projecting from south elevation.
End-of-terrace two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1890, formerly also in use as public
house, now in use as house. Rectangular-plan, return to east
Former millrace, built c. 1650, running north-east to south-west, becoming culvert to
south-west, now disused. Set to side of lane running eastwards off Dundalk Street,
remains of Dominican Abbey to north.
Corner-sited attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1760. Rectangular-plan,
return and extensions to east, attached to house (O'Hare's / Anchor Bar) to north
Corner-sited attached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1830, formerly also in use as
shop, now in use as licenced premises with shopfront. Rectangular-plan, two-storey
return to east, attached to house to south.
Semi-detached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870. Square-plan, attached house to
north
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RPS No.
LHS005-019

NIAH No.
13825004

Name
Allure Hair Studio

Type
House

LHS005-061

13825056

Market Street

House

LHS005-062

13825057

Worker's House

House

Description
Semi-detached two-bay two-storey house, built c. 1870, now also in use as hairdresser's
to ground floor. Square-plan with return to east, attached house to south.
Corner-sited attached three-bay three-storey house, built c. 1780, with shopfront
inserted to ground floor.
Detached two-bay single-storey former railway worker's house, built c. 1870, now in use
as private dwelling. Single-storey flat-roofed extension to west
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Appendix 4: excavation conducted within the historic town of Carlingford.
Licence number
02E1797

Site name
Details
Back
Lanes, The proposed development relates to the construction, on the site of a recently demolished modern house, of a
Carlingford
three-bedroomed holiday unit, with parking space to the south, and the removal of a retaining wall. A single testtrench was excavated on the site and the removal of the retaining wall was monitored. No archaeological features
or deposits were exposed in the trench and the retaining wall was removed directly onto natural boulder clay
'Holy
Trinity In February 1991 the Church of Ireland community leased their semi-derelict church to the Carlingford Lough
Church',
Heritage Trust to be restored for use as a visitor and cultural centre. The restoration of Holy Trinity Church
Carlingford
involved the digging of a duct to house heating and electrical cables along the internal north and south walls of the
building. This led to the discovery of skeletons in shallow graves beneath the floor boards. Twenty extended
inhumations with an east-west orientation with heads to the west were found. All were buried in simple grave cuts
with no evidence of coffins or other grave goods. The majority were cut through each other causing considerable
dislocation and loss of material. In some cases skeletons were reinterred with later burials. The disturbance of the
burials may have occurred during renovations to the floor in the 19th century. The skeletal remains consisted of
20 in situ burials and a minimum of 32 disarticulated individuals. Of the 20 in situ burials 10 were males, 6 were
females and 4 were juveniles. At least 15 of the disarticulated remains were male, 9 were female and 4 were
juveniles. The skeletal report indicated that the antemortem tooth-loss rate was high and hypoplastic defects in
the enamels were noted in several individuals. Several examples of periostitis of the lower end of the tibiae were
found and one example of osteomyletis of a tibia was found among the disarticulated remains. There were 2
examples of major trauma to the skull, one was a result of trephination, a form of cranial surgery, and the other
had suffered a large sword wound. Both individuals appear to have survived their trauma.
Two bones were dated using the C 14 method. One bone has a calibrated age range of AD 1517-1666, and the
other bone sample has a calibrated age range of AD 1442-1650. The skeletal remains were reburied in the
graveyard which surrounds the Holy Trinity Church.
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Licence number

Site name
Tholsel
Carlingford

Details
St, In 1991 the Carlingford Lough Heritage Trust purchased a derelict site in Tholsel St, Carlingford Permission has
been received for the construction of houses, apartments and shop units on the site. Prior to this development the
area had to be investigated by archaeologists.Mounds of rubble and concrete walls were removed (remnants of
previous attempts to build on the site in the last decade) and 4 trenches were excavated. A few structural remains
and some medieval pottery sherds were uncovered.The most significant feature in the excavation of the site was a
breakwater, which extended across the site parallel to the line of Tholsel St Areas of cobbling were also uncovered
and a square structure of unknown function abutted the breakwater on the harbour side.The site is located
directly opposite a 16th-century merchant's town house known as The Mint and the 15th-century Tholsel or town
gate is located to the south-west, at the end of the street. The area of Tholsel St was densely inhabited during the
medieval period. At this rime the excavated site was part of the shore-line of Carlingford Lough and was
susceptible to high tidal inundations. A strong breakwater was constructed to prevent the flooding of Tholsel St
This breakwater lay only at the front of The Mint and as one moves from The Mint frontage the breakwater
becomes rather crude in construction – a bank of stone and slaty material.The well-built breakwater has a definite
terminal. Adjacent to this is an area of cobbling which may have been used as an access to the shore-line and was
probably cut through the cruder part of the breakwater at a later date. The square structure abutting the
breakwater is a later addition and may be contemporary with the cobbling.At a later period a series of houses and
gardens was built on the site; a stone building and the gable of a house still survive from the late 17th
century.Almost 400 small finds were found on the site; the majority were pottery, the remainder were glass, clay
pipes and a couple of iron nails. Twenty-five percent of the pottery sherds were medieval, all of local origin and
dating to the late 13th and early 14th centuries, except one body sherd from north-west France which has a date
range from the 11th to the early 13th centuries. The remainder were post-medieval and generally late 18th and
19th century in date. The pieces of glass date from the 18th to the 20th centuries and the clay pipes are 19th
century in date.
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Licence number
93E0064

Site name
Carlingford Abbey

93E0189

Ghan House

94E0063

Thosel Street

07E0414

Details
Archaeological excavations were conducted over a five-week period between 26th April and 28th May. The work
was funded by the OPW and facilitated conservation of the site. Post-medieval burial activity had continued inside
the church structure and thus little undisturbed medieval strata were encountered. The excavations revealed an
original doorway surface at the west end of the church. Inhumations were encountered in all cuttings and are
currently being analysed. The tower, separating the chancel and nave, appears to be a later addition, the south
wall of which partly sits over a foundation plinth: this is not matched on the northern side. The plinth may be
related to an earlier structure associated with the adjacent mural stairway.
As part of ongoing work on the grounds, the front lawn was excavated by mechanical digger to create an
ornamental pond. This work uncovered the remains of a stone-built watercourse and a shell midden.

The site of a proposed residential development at Tholsel St., Carlingford, was archaeologically tested on May 17,
1994 on behalf of Archaeological Development Services Ltd. The site in question adjoins the Tholsel, one of the
town’s medieval gateways and during the testing, traces of a wall over 1m in thickness was discovered running
parallel to Tholsel St. with an apparent return towards the south-west corner. It was decided that a small
excavation should take place in the area around the Tholsel in order to ascertain the relationship between it and
the wall. It was also decided to monitor the excavation of the foundation trenches for the house to determine the
exact line of the wall and any other features which may have been present. This was carried out on October 4-5,
1994.
Back Lane, Newry An assessment by means of test-trenching was conducted at Back Lane, Newry Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth, on 8
Street
June 2007. The proposed development is located within the zone of archaeological potential associated with
LH005–042, Liberties of Carlingford. Two test-trenches were excavated. One possible archaeological feature was
identified during the excavation of these trenches. A cobbled/stone surface was exposed 9.4m from the eastern
edge of the trench and continued for its length. The date of this feature is unknown, but as the southern edge of
Trench 11 was located 2.6–3m from the remaining gable wall of a medieval house it is likely that it is associated
with an adjacent medieval structure. No upstanding stone walls or foundation trenches associated with the
adjacent medieval house were exposed, so it must be assumed that the cobbled surface represents an exterior
yard. The developer has not decided to do anything with the site as of this date.
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Licence number
94E0187

Site name
Newry Street

Details
Archaeological testing by trial-trenching was carried out on the site of a proposed residential development at
Newry St., Carlingford, on December 7, 1994. The site lies within an area of archaeological potential as outlined in
the Urban Archaeology Survey of Co. Louth (John Bradley, OPW 1984) and lies along the west side of Newry St. just
inside the north wall of the town.
The site was cleared of buildings before the testing took place and with it 1m of material was removed from the
northern end of the site. The material removed consisted of an early post-medieval layer containing shell
fragments, bone and pottery sherds of 16th/17th-century date. Underlying this was 0.5m of garden soil and,
towards the western portion of the site, a bank containing post-medieval layers, garden soil and up to 0.5m of the
natural gravel. Only a small portion of the early post-medieval layer lay undisturbed in the north-east corner of the
site. Two trenches were excavated in order to assess the remaining stratigraphy which basically was confined to
the north-east corner as elsewhere the site had already been excavated to the natural gravels.
Quite a substantial layer of garden soil covered the entire site and it was sealed by a layer of 15th-17th-century
date in the north-east corner of the site. It must therefore be of late medieval or early post-medieval date. It is
very similar to the medieval garden soils found in many urban centres in Ireland but in previous excavations in
nearby Tholsel St. (below No. 167) this layer was not present. This garden soil seals a peaty layer which is present
alongside Newry St. and may represent a medieval occupation layer. In the first test trench excavated along the
northern boundary of the site this layer was defined by a stone setting at its western extent. The layer was 0.3m
thick and contained quite an amount of branches and fragments of what could be wattles lying flat within the
layer. A few bone fragments were also recovered but no dating evidence was retrieved. The second trench was
opened perpendicular to the first trench and along the east side of the site. Here the natural gravels were exposed
in the southern end of the trench at a depth of 0.5m. Further north the same peaty layer as was evident in Trench
1 was exposed but not removed. It could be seen however from the southern end of the trench to be sitting
directly on natural.
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Licence number

Site name
King John’s Castle

Details
Prior to safety and access improvement works to be carried out by the Office of Public Works at King John’s Castle,
Carlingford, excavation of four areas was undertaken from 15 September to 3 October 2008. The four areas
excavated included: a cutting at the exterior of the western wall of the castle; a cutting in the interior of the
original gatehouse entrance; a cutting on both sides of the entrance through the interior spine wall; and the
excavation of infilled deposits in the lower solar area at the east and south-east of the castle. The cutting at the
exterior of the western wall of the castle confirmed that the original entrance to the medieval gatehouse is still
extant beneath the modern alterations to the castle’s exterior. Excavation also showed that the original entrance
was narrower than previously thought, measuring only 1.25m in width at this point. An intact paved surface with
built-in drainage gullies was uncovered in the interior of the gatehouse entrance and guardrooms as well as a
stone-lined cistern in the northern guardroom. Several sherds of pottery of 17th-century date were recovered
from deposits immediately overlying the paved surfaces. These floor surfaces, therefore, appear from the evidence
of the earliest overlying deposits to be of 17th-century date, indicating that the castle was occupied at least
temporarily in the early post-medieval period. It was unclear without excavating below these surfaces whether the
original medieval surfaces had been destroyed by this later phase of occupation or had simply been modified.
Excavation on the west side of the spine wall revealed an apparently linear feature and an adjacent pit. The
function of these two features is unclear; the linear feature with its roughly coursed drystone lining was similar in
appearance to a souterrain, a feature-type in which County Louth is abundant. Souterrains are generally dated to
the second half of the first millennium ad which presents a problem in identifying the feature as such; that the
eastern end of this linear feature appeared to have been built against the castle’s spine wall footings would
indicate that it is of 13th-century date at the earliest, however the absence of a visible cut for the wall footings
makes the relationship between the two features uncertain. A number of sherds of medieval date were recovered
from the sole fill of the linear feature. A series of infilled deposits of medieval or earlier date overlying bedrock
were revealed on the east side of the spine wall. Aside from a large amount of animal bone, the only finds
recovered from these infill deposits were a burnt flint flake and a triangular flint arrowhead, both of which are of
presumed prehistoric date but may be residual artefacts present in soil which was redeposited in the medieval
period. The basement level solar area was cleared of overburden of later post-medieval and modern date,
revealing the original floor surfaces of redeposited natural clay overlying bedrock. Several internal features were
uncovered within the rooms of the solar area, including evidence for a possible internal division and mortar floor
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Licence number
08R0108

Site name
Tholsel Street

94E0187

Newry Street

surface within the westernmost room, bedrock-cut steps in the south-eastern room, a possible flagstone floor
surface, mortar thresholds and evidence for door posts in the adjoining vaulted passage, and the lower steps
leading down to the blocked-up entrance in the eastern wall of the castle.
Details
Pre-development testing was carried out on 22 April and 1 May 2008 of a proposed development site at Tholsel
Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth. The development consisted of an extension to a house. The development area was
located
on
Tholsel
Street
between
O’Hare’s
pub
and
the
‘Tholsel’
(LH005–042009).
Four trenches, measuring a total of 26m in length, were placed across the areas of the site due to be disturbed.
Trenching revealed that the development area was reclaimed and backfilled sometime in the17th to mid-19th
century when the old harbour quay was built. Medieval deposits were uncovered at a depth between 1.3–1.7m
and point to the location of the medieval shoreline and possibly the position of an earlier quay.
Archaeological testing of this site was carried out in December 1994 (Excavations 1994, 59-60) and revealed the
presence of archaeological deposits in the north-east corner of the site. This was the subject of a two-day
excavation in January 1995. An area measuring 7m by 6m was excavated to natural gravels. The top 0.3-0.4m
consisted of disturbed material associated with the construction of houses which formerly stood on the site. In the
north section the foundation wall of an 18th/19th-century house was visible along the footpath cut into this
disturbed layer. This house wall continues further north and is still standing on the neighbouring site. Immediately
below the disturbed layer was a 0.3-0.4m-thick layer of dark organic soil containing sherds of 15th- to 17th-century
pottery and fragments of oyster shells and barnacles. Immediately below this layer was a 1m-thick layer of heavy
grey garden soil. The only find from this layer was a sherd of medieval pottery (14th/15th-century) of probable
local manufacture.
Over most of the site the garden soil could be seen sitting directly on natural gravels but in the north-east corner it
sealed an early medieval peaty layer containing fragments of branches. It was 0.8m thick and at its western extent
was a stone setting of uncertain significance. The only find from the layer was a small sherd of 13th/14th-century
local ware. This layer sat directly on the natural gravels which sloped from the west side of the site towards the
east. About 4m from the eastern edge of the site the slope became more dramatic and this coincided with the start
of the peaty layer. It is possible that this slope represents the outer edge of a ditch or moat around King John’s
Castle, which stands just across the road from the site. It would appear to have been at least 2m deep and possibly
up to 8m wide at the top and ran in a south-east/north-west direction. The peaty layer probably represents the
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Licence number
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Site name
Taaffe's Castle

primary fill of this ditch. Very little evidence survives for the line of the town wall towards the north end of the
town. It was presumed to have headed westwards from the castle towards the north-west corner of the town,
where the town wall still stands. It is clear that the wall in its present condition is quite late in date and it is
possible that a ditch, part of which was uncovered on the site under investigation, formerly existed at the north
end of the town.
Details
Trial-trenching was undertaken at Taaffe’s Castle for a period of nine days between 21 June and 5 July 1995 on
behalf of Archaeological Development Services Ltd. This was in advance of a restoration project on the building.
The brief was to determine the nature and extent of archaeological deposits and structures such as floor levels,
wall bases, doorways and drains. Seven trenches were opened outside and inside the castle and its annex.
Cut 1
This cutting was opened on the outside of the western wall of the castle in what is presently known as Larkin’s
Yard, to a depth of 1.78m below present ground level (6.75 OD). The upper portion (approx. 1.1m visible height) of
a blocked-up doorway was visible in this wall. The base of this doorway was uncovered approx. 0.75m below
present ground level and was defined by a layer of cobbles which were laid down prior to the blocking up of the
doorway. The base of the wall, which is of stone and lime mortar, is located 0.9m below these cobbles and rests
on loose unmortared stones.
Cut 2
This was opened against the outer western wall of the annex of the castle, and is situated, at present, inside
Larkin’s keg store (Larkin’s public house is built onto the castle). The purpose of this cutting was to locate the base
of the blocked doorway into the annex. A large threshold stone, approx. 1.4m long, was uncovered, which gave a
doorway height of 1.9m. A stone, approx. 0.6m long, was found at a right angle to the threshold. This stone plinth
may be the base of a staircase which ran to a higher-level doorway into the annex.
Cut 3
This was opened in the northernmost room of the annex, to define the base of its west wall. Excavation showed
evidence of a batter/foundation to the annex west wall. There is also evidence for a probable batter or foundation
for an earlier cross-wall. An east-west-running drain was an unexpected feature, but one which was probably
necessary due to the annual influx of the tide from the lough. This drain ran under a relieving arch in the west wall.
Cut 4
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This was opened along the exterior of the north wall of the barrel vault, at the present doorway from the annex
into Larkin’s backyard. This cutting established that the present doorway was not original but was probably
constructed during the 18th or 19th century and that the west wall of the annex directly abutted the barrel-vault
wall. There is also evidence of a very substantial wall batter, of indeterminate depth at present, for the north wall
of the barrel vault. What is most interesting is that the annex wall was apparently built quite soon after, if not
contemporaneously with, the barrel-vault wall.
Cuts 5, 6 and 7
These were all opened in the interior of the barrel vault and were excavated to try to locate its original floor and, if
possible, the depth of the original walls. The present concrete floor overlies a deposit of hard core which in turn
overlies 0.5-0.6m of post-medieval rubble. This mixed rubble was brought in from elsewhere to raise the floor of
the barrel vault. The rubble was deposited on top of a compact cobbled floor (approx. 5.2m OD). These cobbles
appear to be the original floor of the barrel vault. Only Cuts 5 and 7 were excavated below the cobbles. Both these
cuttings show substantial batters for the walls of the barrel vault and these batters appear to rest on a deposit of
unmortared stone. At the base of Cuts 5 and 7, at approx. 4.5m OD, there appears to be a mortared floor deposit
lying on top of unmortared stone. This is probably the result of dumps of mortar from the construction of the
barrel vault.
Licence number
98E0161

Site name
Carlingford

Details
Test-trenching, rescue excavation and monitoring in and around Carlingford has been ongoing since the end of
March 1998. The test-trenching was necessitated by the installation of a new drainage and sewerage scheme in
and around Carlingford by Louth County Council and by the laying of Telecom cables.
Thirty-five test-trenches were excavated. The programme of test-trenching followed from the results of a series of
slit-trenches excavated for engineering purposes in November 1996, supervised by Beth Cassidy, which uncovered
metalled roadways, possible early street frontages and a substantial wall immediately to the south of Taaffe’s
Castle. As works are still in progress, this report is of a preliminary nature.
Trenches were opened in Market Street, Newry Street, Back Lane, Dundalk Street, Old Quay Lane, Station Road,
Shore Road and vicinity, Greenore Road, Liberties and Fair Green. Several trenches produced archaeological
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remains. In the field adjacent to the present Ghan House a large rectangular structure was uncovered measuring
12.9m x 6m. It was constructed of stone and lime mortar and may have functioned as a warehouse, possibly
associated with the present canal. The present southern field boundary used the southern wall of this building. No
finds were associated with this structure, but a quantity of red brick rubble was uncovered in the northern
foundation trench, suggesting a post-medieval date. The pipe-trench was relocated to the north of the structure so
as not to damage it.
Nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the test-trenches either along the Shore Road and its
vicinity or along the Greenore Road, with the exception of a sleeper ‘bed’ dating to the time of the railway
construction (1876).
Along Old Quay Lane and Fair Green nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered, with the exception of
the area immediately to the east of Taaffe’s Castle, where a possible metalled slipway(?) and possible mooring
posts were discovered. The slipway lies at approximately the same level as the original floor of the barrel vault of
Taaffe’s Castle (Excavations 1995, 57).
At Station Road, immediately to the south of Taaffe’s Castle, test-trenching and monitoring necessitated a rescue
excavation in advance of pipe-laying when two north-south-running walls were uncovered at the western and
eastern ends of the street. The easternmost large masonry wall was uncovered at the remains of the present arch
on the south-east corner of the building. This wall had an intact height of 1.3-1.5m and a maximum width of 2.2m.
It was constructed of stone and lime mortar with very tight joints on its eastern (seaward) face and had a very
solid, mortared interior.
It appears that this wall was partially built before the laying of the castle foundations and then the walls were
constructed together to form the arch. This wall had been breached at its southern, excavated end, possibly during
the post-medieval period, and a later wall had been inserted. This later wall appears to be similar to the
upstanding warehouses along Old Quay Lane.
The second wall, also running north-south, was of cruder construction, although its eastern face had the tight
jointing evident in the eastern wall. The wall was 0.93m wide with an intact height (including stone footings) of c.
2m.
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These two walls appear to form the bawn of the castle, although both appear to have been exposed to the sea at
one time. It is suggested that the western wall was constructed first and then the eastern wall was constructed
when the castle was being built to enclose a courtyard. Both walls appear to have served the dual function of
bawn- and sea-walls.
Nothing of archaeological significance was uncovered in the three trenches excavated along Dundalk Street,
although it was expected that the southern portion of the town wall might have crossed the street to join the
present wall, on the west side of the town, to the Tholsell.
The trenches in Market Street uncovered nothing of archaeological significance as there was severe disturbance by
insertion of services.
Of the two trenches excavated along the northern end of Back Lane, only one produced archaeological remains.
This was a ditch or very large pit 6.2m in maximum width and c. 0.7m deep. At the base of this feature some early
medieval pottery was recovered along with a few fragments of animal bone.
The five trenches excavated in Newry Street produced remains of the original roadway in the form of cobbled and
metalled surfaces overlying deposits containing medieval pottery.
At the top of Newry Street, at what is known as Castle Hill, test-trenching uncovered two walls and part of a
cobbled roadway. A rescue excavation was undertaken at this area as the line of the pipe-trenches could not be
changed. The excavation uncovered the original boundary ditch (running east-west), c. 3.5m wide, cut into the
natural gravel. Sometime later a wall and gateway were built slightly off the line of the ditch. The wall (c. 0.1m
below the present level of tarmac road) was constructed of stone and lime mortar, set on large stone footings, and
had an intact height of 2.2m and a varying width of 1-1.05m at its top. The width of the gateway is 2.15m.
Set into the south side of the wall is a set of steps that may have led to an upper room or wall-walk. At the eastern
portion of the wall a relieving arch was revealed 0.65m below the top of the wall (width c. 1.45m, height c. 1.45m).
It had been constructed through the wall, possibly to allow the flow of spring water under it.
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Through the gateway ran a cobbled roadway bounded on its eastern edge by a line of large boulders. Overlying this
line and abutting the masonry wall was a stone-and-clay wall (c. 1.5m wide at its base and 1m at its top) running
approximately north-south for a distance of c. 6.5m, which may have been a later boundary wall.

Licence number
97E0141

Site name
Thosel Street

Only a small number of pottery finds were retrieved from the ditch, suggesting a 13th/14th-century date for the
ditch infilling. The wall and gateway were also probably of this date as infill deposits containing similar pottery lay
against the wall on its southern side.
Details
Testing was carried out on 14 January 1998 on a site in Tholsel Street, Carlingford, where planning permission had
been granted for a commercial and residential development. The site lies on the west side of Tholsel Street
between The Tholsel, a medieval gatehouse, and The Mint, a medieval stone house that is a National Monument in
state care. The site has a street frontage of 27m and extends westwards for 21m, cutting back into a natural gravel
ridge.In a series of test-trenches modern and post-medieval rubble was excavated by machine to expose the
surface of archaeological deposits. Thereafter excavation of a very limited nature was carried out by hand to assess
the nature of the deposits and to retrieve evidence of date. The archaeological deposits consisted of stone walls
and house floors ranging in date from the medieval period to the early 19th century. The deposits were uncovered
at a depth of 0.5m below present street level and extended up to 4m from the street front. Natural gravel was
exposed at ground level over the western part of the site. Pottery of post-medieval date and iron slag was
recovered from the upper floor levels. At the northern end of the site an oxidised clay floor appeared to be of
early 18th-century date. A black, greasy soil containing charcoal, ash and frequent oyster and limpet shells overlay
the floor. These deposits resemble those recorded by Gleeson and Moore in excavations on the opposite side of
the street (CLAJ 1992). Four sherds of 13th–14th-century local ware were recovered from a floor deposit exposed
at a depth of 0.5m towards the south end of the site. Examined in a 0.3m x 0.4m test-pit midway along the front of
the site, the deposits were shown to have an overall thickness of 0.45m. In the test-pit three deposits of shell- and
charcoal-flecked soil were interleaved with 50mm-thick layers of clean gravel. No dating evidence was recovered
from these earliest levels.
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Licence number
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Site name
Details
Holy
Trinity The planned addition of a kitchen extension to the Church of the Holy Trinity, Carlingford, now the Holy Trinity
Heritage Centre
Heritage Centre, was subject to an archaeological monitoring condition. The Heritage Centre is in the south-east
corner of the town and stands on the top of a hill, surrounded by a graveyard and enclosed by a stone-built wall.
The church is believed to be within the confines of the medieval town of Carlingford, and the site may have been
that of the parish church first referred to in documents dating from the early 13th century. At the eastern end of
the church stands a tower that may have been built in the late 16th or early 17th century. The church itself may
have been added later in the 17th century and underwent extensive refurbishment at the start of the 19th century.
The required groundworks covered an area c. 4m by 4m. Building construction necessitated the ground to be
reduced by 0.3m in the area of the new floor and up to 0.8m along the line of the building’s foundation trenches.
Ground reduction was carried out using a mechanical excavator fitted with a toothless bucket. Two burials and
two drains were uncovered. On instruction from Dúchas, these features were excavated and the burials were
removed. The burials were extended inhumations, oriented east-west, and had been placed into shallow graves,
which, at the time of excavation, were unmarked. The presence of nails indicates that these skeletons were
originally contained in coffins. The western end of one of the burials truncated the eastern end of the second. This
earlier burial was only excavated from below the knee, as the rest of the burial extended outside the development
area. Apart from coffin nails, there were no grave-goods found in association with these burials, although a bone
pin/handle was found in the machined-off topsoil within a metre of the later of the two burials.
Drains had truncated each burial; several bones were missing from the upper skeleton, and the skull had been
crushed. At least one of the drains dated from the 19th century and was more than likely constructed as part of
the 19th-century programme of renovation. The second drain was either late 19th-or early 20th-century in date.
Excavations undertaken within the church by Dermot Moore and Carol Gleeson in 1992 (Excavations 1992, 44-5)
uncovered burials yielding radiocarbon dates of AD 1442-1650 and AD 1517-1666. Twenty burials were excavated,
all of which were unmarked within shallow graves. The absence of coffin nails or any trace of wood suggests that
the burials were simple inhumations in which coffins were not used. These burials had been disturbed by 19thcentury renovation works. It is possible that the two burials most recently investigated are contemporaneous with
the burials excavated by Moore and Gleeson, as they share a number of similarities. The use of coffins, however, in
the burials external to the church may indicate a slightly later date.
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Back Lane

01E0281 ext.

Back Lane

Details
A development involving the demolition of a modern garage and construction of six townhouses and two
commercial properties was proposed for the site in this historic town. An assessment of the site was undertaken,
involving the excavation of three trenches. The site is located to the north of the remains of a late medieval house
and to the west of a late medieval tower-house. It slopes dramatically from Back Lane on the west to Newry Street
on the east. The severe slope of the site and its local name of ‘the herb garden’ suggested that archaeological
deposits would be scarce, and indeed the stratigraphy within the trenches consisted primarily of garden soils.
However, in Trench 1 a linear feature was revealed cutting into the natural subsoil. Although its significance is
uncertain, further work will be required in order to fully resolve its function and date. A wall exposed in Trench 2
may represent the north wall of the late medieval house whose southern gable still stands on the adjacent site to
the south. The development will involve significant landscaping of the site and removal of the post-medieval
garden soils. Such work will certainly destroy features and/or deposits below and within these soils and therefore
further archaeological resolution has been recommended in advance of the development.
The site of the proposed development is between Back Lane and Newry Street, Carlingford, Co. Louth, in an area of
archaeological potential as identified in the Urban Archaeological Survey of County Louth. An assessment was
carried out before the construction of six residential and two commercial units. The site fronts onto both streets
and is to the north of the remains of a late medieval house and to the west of a late medieval tower-house. The
site slopes dramatically from Back Lane on the west to Newry Street on the east. The site was initially tested by
Donald Murphy on 9 April 2001 (Excavations 2001, No. 837), when three trenches at the Back Lane end of the site
revealed post-medieval garden soils. A linear feature was also exposed cut into the natural, gravelly boulder clay in
Trench 1. The two trenches excavated along the Newry Street end of the site produced similar stratigraphy. A wall
exposed in Trench 2 was originally interpreted as the possible north wall of the late medieval house the southern
gable of which still stands on the adjoining site to the south. Further testing was carried out from 8 to 10 April
2002, when five more trenches (Trenches 4–8) were dug. Trench 4 was excavated against a roughly coursed
limestone wall that bordered the site to the west. Garden soil was exposed within it, which produced postmedieval to modern finds. Finds recovered from the base of this wall were also post-medieval to modern, which
suggests that this wall is of similar date. Trench 5 was excavated along the southern border. The remains of a
collapsed random-rubble wall were exposed at 0.3m below the garden soil. This wall was one to two courses deep
and was visible for a length of 3.8m before it petered out to the east. Brick and post-medieval/modern pottery
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were recovered from the wall and the garden soil below it. This suggests a post-medieval to modern date for the
construction of the wall, which probably functioned as a boundary wall. Trench 6, in the south-east corner of the
site, was opened to establish the nature and extent of the possible medieval wall exposed in Trench 2 during initial
testing and to attempt to establish the origin and date of the wall that bordered the site to the east. This wall
extended westward in the trench for 8.6m; it decreased in height as it progressed westward and eventually
petered out. This wall extended farther west than the upstanding southern gable wall of the medieval house in the
neighbouring property and therefore is not the northern gable wall, as initially thought. Finds recovered from the
vicinity of the wall during previous testing were medieval but may have been residual. The current phase of testing
has showed that this wall extends eastward toward Newry Street, where it returns southward along the
neighbouring property and abuts the upstanding medieval gable at the southern end of that site. It is probably
later than the medieval gable and is most likely of post-medieval date. The inner face of the wall that fronted onto
Newry Street was also exposed in this trench. This was a roughly coursed, limestone rubble, mortared wall that ran
up against the face of the possible medieval wall. This suggests that it was later than the possible medieval wall.
Finds recovered from crevices in the wall (a sherd of unglazed earthenware and a clay pipe) and from the cut for
the wall (post-medieval earthenware) further reinforce the idea that this was later than the wall that bordered the
site to the south, probably post-medieval to modern. Trench 7 was excavated along a mortared limestone wall
that bordered part of the site to the north (the remainder of the northern extent of the site was bordered by a
fence). Garden soil exposed in this trench produced post-medieval earthenware. Finds recovered from the base of
this wall were also post-medieval to modern, which suggests that this wall is of similar date. The final trench was
excavated to establish the nature of the linear feature exposed in Trench 1 during the initial phase of testing,
which ran north–south across the site and extended beyond the limits of Trench 1. Trench 8 was excavated east–
west across this feature, which was shallow, with a maximum depth of 0.1m, and was filled with a fine,
grey/brown, gravelly, silty clay with frequent inclusions of stone. Modern delft and earthenware were recovered
from the fill. The feature most likely functioned as a drain/gully and was probably not archaeological in nature. No
evidence was recovered of the former presence of buildings or houses on the site. The severe slope may have
prohibited building on the site. The site is known as the Herb Garden, and this may suggest an agricultural rather
than a residential use of the site over a long period.
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